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1. IHTRODUCTIOIT 
Pollution is Ilk* a fatal dit«as« that threatens tho 
wary existence of mankind, with widespread industrialisa-
tion and tho Tlrtual spate in tha discharge of toxic and 
oftoa lethal materials in vator, aoil and tho anvironaant 
aa a whole, tends to deprire mankind of hi a peaceful habi-
tat. Tha major aim of man in hia que at for hia destiny 
vhleh is baaod fundamentally oa tha oontinuad, uninterrupte 
progress of human oiyiliaation brings in its wake a eoloesa 
myrald of disease and Buffering which must ho combattad 
effectirely and efficiently. 
Tho industrial derelopment in tha lata eighteenth 
century and early nineteenth century, saw tha introduction 
and a gradual yot steady increase in human disease like 
cholera which hitherto wore unknown and can euphemerically 
ha called tha * brain childs' of industrial engineers, 
chemists, etc. 
Isaac (1978) reports that Edwin Chakviok was perhaps 
tha pioneer who with hia degree realized tha dangerous 
potentials of tho derelopmente and fought for tho preten-
tion of pollution. In hia wake followed what today would 
better ho called "Public Health Engineers." 
1.1 Industrial Pollutants and Micro-organisms 
Public water supplies drew their water from rivers 
where they passed through the centres of towns. The last 
half of the 19th century saw continual complaints of pollu-
tion of rivers by discharges of sewage. These complaints 
were couohed in words with disease connotation, such as 
'noxious'. To a great extent* however, these complaints 
were based on the pre-pasteur miasmatic theory of disease, 
which equates bad odour with ill health. 
Giaccone ej, aj.. (1976) gave analytical data on the 
composition of various sewages and industrial waste waters 
of the city of Trieste and their effeots on the growth, 
morphology and metabolism of 14 species of benthomie algae 
especially those of the order ulvalee. The morphological 
and physiological response of the latter at various dilu-
tions of the waters were so clean and rapid as to classify 
ulvales among the most suitable benthomie organisms for 
this type of bioassay. Examples of the plastid was one of 
the most significant morphological responses of ulvales to 
toxicity from these wastes and become increasingly serious 
with increasing pollution. In some algal species, effects 
of pollution on P and H metabolisms and on photosynthesis 
were noted. 
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Abadzhiev (1976) discussed the microbiological 
activities during the self purification of polluted waters 
containing various synthetic substances. Among the various 
microbiological reactions vhich complete in water are the 
destruction of aromatic rings of organic compounds by 
bacterium globeforme, flavobacterium aquatile, oorin-
bacterium, reduction-oxidation reaction by desulphovibrio, 
eporovibrio and other bacteria on S and N compounds, anaero-
bic reduotion reactions of phenols in effluents in presence 
of pseudomonas, vibrio and actinomyces, biological oxida-
tion of thiooyanates and cyanide by baoteria: micrococcus 
flavus, M. albus, M. radiatus, bacillus sphaerlcue, etc. and 
also the activity of nitrifying bacteria, 
The effects of pollution with community wastes on 
the photosynthetic activity of phytoplankton and perphyton 
and physiological and mineralization activity of bacteria 
in the Mikolajskie lake have been studied by Chrost f£ j&. 
(1976). The pollution inhibited photosynthetic activity 
of the periphyton whereas the activity of the phytoplankton 
was unaltered. The physiological and mineralization acti-
vity of bacteria in heavily polluted environment wae lower 
than in parts of the lake not subjected to direct pollution 
by wastes. 
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Abdel ft Aik* (^979) observed that vita few excep-
tions soil incorporated Temik and orthocido, decreased the 
total microbial flora and the counts of aotinomyeetes, 
ammonifiers and H-fixlng, HH^ oxidizing and nitric oxidis-
ing bacteria in pot experiments with corn, bean and cotton. 
The celluloee decomposing bacteria increased or decreased, 
depending upon the plant end duration of the experiment. 
Guthrie jtt &&• 0978) studied water quality para-
meters and elemental concentrations for one year in an ash 
basin drainage eyetea. Measurements were made In streams 
heated by thermal diecharge from an electric power plant 
and in a non-polluted stream. Water samples were cultured 
for total oulturahle heterotropic bacteria in the water 
column; number of chronagenic colonies and total number 
of different colony type (diversity). Both thermal load-
ing and large concentrations of chemical elements from 
the coal ash basin reduced diversity and per cent chroma-
gens, although increasing total culturable bacteria. Tem-
perature appeared to have a greater effect on community 
stability characteristics than did increased elemental 
concentrations on the naturally occurring bacterial popu-
lation in these systems. 
Zhaehikyan and Grigoryan (1979) studied that irri-
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gation waters polluted by Industrial wastes decreased the 
microbial ac t iv i ty in the s o i l and quantity changes in 
microbial ac t iv i ty may be good indicators of heavy metal 
pol lut ion of the s o i l . Thus in oinnamonic forest s o i l s 
irr igated with r iver waters polluted by industr ia l e f f l u -
ents , high decrease in microbial a c t i v i t y , especial ly the 
a c t i v i t y of sporophytic bacteria and actlnomycetes were 
noted. 
Balicka ej, a^. (1977) described a microbial assay 
for assessing s o i l pol lut ion with tox ic factors in the 
v i c i n i t y of a copper smelter. A nutrient media consisting 
of a yeast extract 0 . 3 , glucose 1, and agar \% was used* 
IL with 150 go s o i l . Yeast atreptomyces spec ies , pseudo-
monas, Aureobasidium pullalans and other micro-organisms 
were used in assay. Results Indicated as accumulation of 
heavy metals, mainly In the surface s o i l s (0-5 cm). 
Delia Monica ejfc, a^. (1979) studied the waste water 
from the manufacture of o l ive o i l contained 650 mg l i p i d a / 1 , 
3.77$ organic C, 0.271'$ organic H and a C/N rat io of 13.9. 
When such water was used for i rr iga t ion , the i r r i -
gated s o i l showed 5.16^ organic C, 0.505^ organic H while 
the C/N rat io was 10.2 . These values were high compared 
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to non-treated so i l lorola of 2.31#» 0.305$ and 7.6#» ros-
pectively. Most l ipid* accumulated on th* surface of the 
• o i l , the l ipid content was 1,000 ppm at a 10 om depth and 
$00 ppa at 25 om depth. Tannic aoid l o r d s , l ip id , and 
organlo compounds decreased progressively with time. Pro-
bably, l ipolyt ic bacteria are responsible for the rapid 
l ipid degradation in the waste water. 
Origoryan and Galstyan (1979) described that the 
irrigation of orchards with water contaminated with heavy 
metals from industrial wastes, decreased the activity of so i l 
invertase, phosphates, urease and catalaae, and C02 erolu-
tion and the so i l levels of heavy metals increased. 
Rasasvamy sj, aj^ . (1930) studied the of foot of tan-
nery effluent on the miorobial flora of the tannery well 
waters, which wore either oondemned or continued to ho used 
for various processes. The well water had nigh bacterial 
oount, HaCl content and hardness because of their location 
near the affluent disposal area. Rooky beds appeared to 
bo mora conducive to hoary bacterial contamination and HaCl 
concentration th*»n sandy bods. Stat ist ical analysis con-
firmed the above observations indicating a positive correla-
tion for halophilic and halophytio proteolytic baoteria and 
a negative correlation between total oount and NaCl. 
1.2 Pollution due to Industrial Wastes 
During the last fair deoades the chemical industry has 
had a apaetacular and oftan a phenomenal growth. It has 
made great Inroads in the fields of drugs, pesticides and 
additives. However, theae contaminated the environment 
either directly or Indirectly (Langley, 1978). 
A look at Table 1 trill reveal the statistics of the 
production of chemicals in past, present and future. 
(United Kingdom chemical information servioe). 
1• Period of survey 
2. Number of chemical produced 
3. Percent of these ohemieale cited 
only onoe in the literature 
4. Total annual production of syn-
thetic organic chemicals in the 
world for the year 1950 
5. Total annual world production 
of synthetic organic chemicals 
in 1970 
6. Total annual world product of 
synthetic organic chemicals by 
1987 (Extrapolated and predicted) 
7. Estimated amount of chemicals 
currently manufactured in quan-
tities greater than 1 Tonne/ 
Last 10 years 
Four million 
75 
Approx. 7 million 
63 million 
250 million 
20-30 thousand 
X 
When one considers the myriad uses to which such 
chemicals are put, it la not surprising that they art found 
to give rise to haaards both in tha working and natural 
environment through disposal from industrial process*a, 
emission to tha atmosphere, general commercial application, 
dlapoaal of waste and accidental spills (typically during 
transportation). Works re are exposed to this vide range of 
toxic and often hazardous substances and usually ara con-
sidered to be at their greatest risk. This has long bean 
rsoognlzed by health and safety legielation vhloh has 
sought to ensure that proper control is axeercised to limit 
expoaura and thereby reduea risk to health. There has, 
however, been a wide and growing public concern at tha 
number of incidents of exposure to toxle substances of 
persona outaide the work place arising from ignorance, 
neglect or aoeldent. The Increasing amount of transport 
of dangerous substances and the consequencee of acoldente 
arising from this hare heightened this concern. 
With the derelopment of an ever increasing number 
of synthetic chemicals, less obvious effects, hare become 
apparent over long periods, not so much becauae of unsus-
pected acute effecta but rather from the mora insidious 
haaards from chronic exposure and through accumulation over 
a period of time of minute, quantities in soil, plants and 
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animals. Indeed In recent years in the U.S.A. a simple 
error in identification of eontalners led to the wide-
spread contamination both of the general and animal popu-
lation and the environment in the state of Michigan by 
polybrominated biphenyls. Acute effects usually are the 
least problematic and the greatest concern lies with poten-
tial long term effects both for man and the natural en-
vironment. 
The U.S. Federal Vater Pollution Control Act Amend-
ments of 1972 require the use of the best available techno-
logy by 1983# without regard for the degree of treatment 
actually required. Schaumburg comments 'Rigorous applica-
tion and enforcement of this law will very likely fail to 
achieve the desired goal of minimum environmental pollution 
since the law is based upon elements of scientific reason-
ing and fact', 
In the United States, where the toxic substances 
control act has already come into force, the chemical Indus-
try Is anticipating a massive increase in commitment to 
toxieologlcal testing and research. According to a recent 
article (William, 1978) in Forture, Budgets in this area, 
once just a corner of corporate safety work, are rising by 
30 per cent and more a year. 
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In the history of the pharmaceuticals industry, two 
major incidents stand out as mile-stones in the development 
of the present regulatory processes. The first of these, 
the sulphanilamide disaster (1937) in the United States, 
vhioh resulted in the loss of 76 lives, initiated the for-
mation of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, in the 
United Kingdom it was in the wake of the thalidomide tragedy 
that the committee on safety of Drugs was established, lead-
ing to the passage, in 1968, of the Medicines Act (Christo-
pher, 1978). 
Dr. Robin Bidwell (1978), in a recent paper to the 
SCI'e water and environment group, pointed out how very 
variable vae the water consumption in the manufacture of 
a wide range of products. 
In addition to the waste of water, an increasingly 
oostly material, the higher consumptions call for greater 
pumping capacity and tank sizes for treatment and disposal. 
Further, where chemical processes are to be used for treat-
ing the effluent, needless dilution will often lengthen the 
neoesaary reaction time and so make the treatment prooese 
more oostly. Dilution to get the effluent strength down to 
some badly expressed concentration standard is generally 
inexcusable, since it does not reduce the pollution load 
on the environment. 
II 
Linda (1974) has discussed the pollution and crop 
damages in Italy dus to irrigation watsrs and the suita-
bility of the water for irrigation is compared with BOD5, 
dissolrad oxygen, organic matter, detergents, Ha and heavy 
metals content. 
Sargent (1979) rsportsd that the Buffalo river was 
the subjeot of comprehensive evaluation of waste loadings 
and water quality. The Buffalo river as a result of 
adverse hydraulic oonditions and high vasts loadings from 
industrial dlsohargss and from combined eewer overflows, 
exhibits a summer time diesolved oxygen eonosntratlon of 
<1 »«A. 
Popovic and Parisis (1975) disousssd the oharaoteris-
tles of combined munioipal sewage and industrial affluents 
with special reference to oonditions at Bonja lake (Yugo-
slavia) . Attention is paid to ths degree of harmfulnsss 
fo various sffluents as vsll as to the methods of optimal 
prediction of thslr behaviour in water recipient*. Flow 
variations, composition of effluents and biochemical reac-
tions were studied at 1 hr interval. 
Ward st al. (1975) studied ths quantity and charac-
teristics of domsstle and industrial wastes discharged into 
Ismlt Bay. 
1 o 
i L, 
Klimkova and Pravoshinskii (1975) reported that 
rain vater draining from industrial zones absorb or dis-
solve substances from polluted air and soil of tha fac-
tor lea. Data are diaeuaaad on the concentrations of sus-
pended solids, soluble substances and COD. 
Bag at al. (1975) described tha problems originating 
from the passage of raw savage and industrial effluents into 
the sea in Pakistan. The quality of water of Lyari river 
was determined. 
Ivanov and Tsankov (1976) discussed the industrial 
pollution on the mineralisation of the Tantra river and its 
tributaries. During the last 12 yeare, the pollution of 
Yantra river has increased by 80". The source of the pollu-
tion are the effluents from textile, dairy, meat and tanning 
industries. Similarly, problems of industrial vasts dispo-
sal in Bihar vis-a-vis the available vatsr rseouroes has 
bssn discussed (Thakur and Dsshpande, 1976). 
A survey vas made during the summer, fall and winter 
at Ofanato Bay, Japan. In summer the bay water vas eutro-
pic or highly entrople with COD 3-4 ppm, transparency 1-2 m, 
inorganic nitrogsn 0.2-0.3 ppm and chlorophyll a(I) 1-2 ppm. 
In fall, the vater appeared eutroplc vlth COD 2-3 ppm, in-
organic H 0.03-0.2 ppm and I < J ppm. In vinter, the vater 
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appeared less polluted, COD 1 ppm, inorganio N and 1 0.02-
0.1 ppm and 0.1-0.3 ppb, respectively. The tributaries 
entering into the bay had a high BOB, anionic detergents 
and ab form bacteria indicating pollution from domestio 
waste water, the total waste load in summer was COB, 1800» 
total H, 1830 and H>^5, 32 Kg/day (Anon, 1977). 
Magrini and Ferrari (1979) discussed the water pollu-
tion, external and internal air pollution, thermal pollution 
and noise pollution around a ceramic paint factory. 
Briers (1979) studied that Guadalquivir river (Spain) 
is contaminated by urban sswage, the seasonal waste products 
of olive oil and sugar refineries, abattoirs and meat pack-
ing concerns and industrial waste products. 
Shigeda si 2&* (1978) investigated that the effluents 
from stone quarries was aoidlo in nature. The run off from 
quarries was not acidic The aoidity was observed from the 
stone washing effluent and was due to the sulfate from Fe&> 
2+ 
and oxidation of Fe . The major metal constituents in the 
2-leaehates were Fe, Kn, SO. , ?b, Cu, Zn and Cr. 
Kikuchi (1980) discussed the problems of waste dis-
posal in hospitals and laboratories. 
Pollution by carcinogenic hydrocarbons and pollution 
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due to dairy waste organica has been discussed (Shkodieh 
and Tikhomirov, 1973)* Agarval and Pandian (1981) described 
pollution duo to the industries which synthesize organic 
compounda and petroleum pyrolysis vasts water* which con-
tained 0*14 u/1 3,4-benzopyrine and 0.45-0*62 ug/1 petroleum 
coke products effluents. 
*.3 ?oMrlt#9i im %9 W»lf 
Metallic elements are an intrinsic component of the 
environment. Their presenoe is considered unique in the 
sense that it is difficult to oreats metal free environ-
ments. Erosion of surface deposits of minerals, forest 
fires and volcanic activity are some of the natural causes 
of environmental pollution with the toxic metals. The 
proeessss involved in the extraction of metals from the 
ores and their extensive usse resulting from improved tech-
nology are also responsible for their dispersion in the 
biosphere. With the increasing use of a vide variety of 
metals in Industry and in our daily life, problems arising 
from toxic metal pollution of the environment have assumed 
serious dimensions. Further, t&eir use vithout appropriate 
recycling has also precipitated the prospect of exhausting 
thsse non-renevable resources. 
Toxic metals to a large extent, are dispersed in the 
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biosphere through Industrial e f f luents , organic wastes, 
refuse burning, transport and power generation. They ean 
be carried to places many miles avay from the source by 
the winds depending on the ir physical s ta t e , v i z . , whether 
they are in the gaseous form or as part iculates . Metall ic 
pol lutants are ult imately washed out of the a ir by rain on 
to land or the surface of the water ways* Thus, a ir becomes 
a major route for the contamination of the rest of the l i v -
ing environment. Industrial smoke containing arsenic, ant i -
mony, copper, manganese, n icke l , e t c . i s a potential source 
of contamination of a i r . 
The smoke released from domestic chimneys and motor 
veh ic les exhausts i s also becoming a problem in certain 
areas. Undoubtedly, the exhausts of motor vehic les using 
petrol to which te tra-e thy l lead has been added as ant i -
knocking agent, i s a potential source of atmospheric lead 
pol lut ion. 
Table 2 summarises the l i m i t s specified for these 
elements by f ive different agencies, the World Health Orga-
nization (WHO), Geneva, the EPA, the AWWA, the TJSPHS and 
the s tate of California and ICMR. WHO standards are shown 
beeuase they represent an international ly recognised stan-
dard of f a i r l y recent vintage. The EPA interim primary 
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drinking water Regulations are included because they are 
of direct concern to moat U.S. water surveyere. The Cali-
fornia regulations are inoluded as being representatire of 
v e i l developed state regulations. The AWWA goals and U3PHS 
standards are recognised widely and are Inoluded for the 
purpose of general comparison. The ICMR standards are 
Inoluded because most Indian water consumers are directly 
concerned with i t . 
During 1976 about four lakh tonnes of caustic soda 
were produced in India by the mercury cel l process. About 
0.23 Kg of mercury i s estimated to hare been lost pnr tonne 
of caustic soda produced. As a result, the effluent and 
emissions released from chlor-alkali industries containing 
about 903 Kg of mercury, contaminated air and water ways 
(Koaerwar ej, ajj., 1978). Mitra (1973) discussed the pollu-
tion by gaseous ©missions, liquid effluents and solid 
wastes from fer t i l i zer plants. 
1.4 Production of Metals in India 
The annual production of minerals and metals and their 
alloys in India are given in Tables 5 and 4 (Bull. Kin. 
Stats. Inf. , 1978; Bull. Win, Stats. Inf. , 1979). The 
quantities are a measure of the rates at which localised 
deposits of mineral ores are being mobilized and mads 
available for dispersal in the environment. 
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Table 3. Production of minerals in India 
— — i •'» — — — — — ^ » 
Metallic minerals Production (Tonnes) 
Chromite 2,65,907 
Copper ore 21,50,000 
Iron ore 3,81,55,000 
Lead conoentrate 16,840 
Manganess 15,67,000 
Sin© concentrate 65,867 
Table 4, Production of ferrous and non-ferrous 
metale and alloys in India 
Metals Production (Tonnes) 
it?™! 
Finished steel 65,63,000 
Steel ingots 99,17,000 
Pig iron 94,32,000 
Ferro chrome 21,474 
Ferro manganese 2,19,517 
Ferro molybdenum 326 
Ferro vanadium 237 
Chromium 0*27 
continued . . . 
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Table 4. continued . . . 
Metals 
ttaA-£ffn?n 
Aluminium 
Copper (b l i s t er ) 
Copper ( e l e c t r o l y t i c 
Lead 
Zinc 
Cadmium 
1.5 Ueage 
wire bars) 
Production (Tonnes) 
2,05,301 
19,480 
11,690 
10,056 
59,554 
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The usage of metals by man goes baok to the period 
between 6,000 and 5,000 B.C. During those days, metals 
l i k e gold, s i l v e r and copper trere u t i l i z e d simply as raw 
materials . Cast bronze for statues vae used since ancient 
times in Egypt and Greece. In the middle ages, work in 
bronze, copper, brass , iron, lead and t i n reaohed a high 
l e r e l of a r t i s t i c excel lence. 
In India metals hare been knonn sinee antiquity. 
Of the four vedas, the Tajurreda makes many references to 
the use of metals. In modern India, metals are being u t i -
l i zed in a variety of vays in industry, agriculture, food 
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processing and house hold purposes. 
1.5.1 Industry 
Metals and their salts are used to a very large ex-
tent in heavy engineering industry and railways. Alloys of 
aluminium, cadmium and copper are used in the manufacture 
of railway wagons, carriages, automobiles, house hold uten-
sils, electrical fittings, packages and containers. Iron, 
manganese, nickel, tin, vanadium and sine, individually or 
in combination, are used in Iron and Steel Industry. Iron 
is the backbone of modern industry. In the form of alloys, 
it is used in bridges, bicycles, tankers, cannons and tools. 
Metallic compounds of cadmium, lead and zinc find their 
use in paint and varnish industry, petrochemicals, battery, 
printing and textile industry. Arsenic is used in dye* 
stuff industry and to an extent in drugs and pesticides. 
Compounds of silver and mercury are used in photography, 
pharmaceutical industry and in the manufacture of surgical 
appliances. 
1.5.2 Agriculture 
Several metaliie compounds l ike lead, arsenic, 
phenyl mercury acetate, arsenic chloride, arsenic trioxide, 
aino cyanide and thallium sulphate are used in agriculture 
as insecticides, fungioides, herbicides and rodentleldes. 
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Hereurlo chloride i s also used as a disinfectant and for 
seed dressing. Manganese finds i t s use in the fer t i l i ser 
Industry. Manganese dioxide la also addad as a drier to 
Unsaed and other o i l seeds. Zinc chloride and manganese 
dioxide are used in forestry as vood preservatives. 
1.5.3 gontHeff 
The Chinese used vermilion containing mercurio sul-
phide for ages. In India, vermilion prepared from lead 
chromate, i s popular among ladles. Surma, which contains 
lead, i s used by Indian children and women. Mercuric chlo-
ride and arsenates are used as disinfectants in soaps and 
several other pharmaceutical preparations. Silver-tin 
amalgam and pure s i lver i s used by dental surgeons for 
f i l l i n g dental cavit ies . 4ino oxide finds i t s use in oint-
ments, creams and other oosmetles. 
1.5*4 Food processing 
Nickel is extensively used in food handling plants 
as catalyst in hydrogenatlon of fats and oils. Silver uten-
sils are used for keeping acetic acid (vinegar), and vines. 
fin cans are utilised for keeping processed food. Some of 
the metals and their salts are used as preservatives in 
processed food. 
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1*5.5 M«dloln« 
Mercury and i t s sa l ts havs been used as medicine In 
ancient India* Nagarjuna wrote a treatise on mercury dur-
ing 380 to 390 A.D. Mercury was uaad in 1,000 A.D, by the 
Aran* -who applied i t in akin diaeaaea. Later, i t vaa used 
for syphilis and other diseases. I t was also used as 
cathartic, antieeptic and diuretic. Araenio was known ae 
a therapeutio agent aa early as 400 B.C. An inorganio 
araenic compound, known aa Fowler'a solution has been used 
for the treatment of leukaemia. Compounds of iron, cobalt, 
calcium, sodium and potassium are s t i l l used in pharmaceu-
t i ca l preparations* 
1.5.6 floitf-|*9M Mf 1 
Gold and silver hare long been used in the making 
of Jewellary. Tin amalgam and silver nitrate are used in 
the manufacture of mirrors. Gold amalgam is used for 
gilding brass buttons while zine finds extensive use in 
kitchen fitting, nickel-silver (mixture of silver, zinc 
and copper) is used in silver plated table wars, spoons and 
forks. Potassium diehromate is used in dyeing of woollen 
and silk garments. Lead has been extensively used by human 
beings slnos ages. The Romans used lead pipes for water 
supplies and harmful effects of the presence of lead in 
drinking water has been actually attributed to the decline 
2'* 
of the Roman empire. The use of load Is quit© common 1B 
India OTon today. 
1.6 Monitoring and Survey Studios 
The literature from the developed countries dealing 
with the problem of the presence of excessive amounts of 
hoary metals in the air i» quite extensive. In India , 
th is problem has begun to cause oonoern nov in major metro-
politan c i t i e s . Studios on automobile exhaust emission in 
Ahmedabad hare shown the presence of lead compounds in the 
surface so i l along road sides (Lohari fll a l . , 1972). The 
ambient air lead oonoentrations were studied in three major 
Indian c i t i e s for the content of lead. The data collected 
over a period of several months revealed that lead levels 
in the ambient air even at a sampling height of 15-21 metres 
was significantly high. Compared to the data from Detroit 
and Cincinnati, some stations even exceeded the maximum 
allowable l imits (Deshpande jfe aJL., 1972). 
Recently, vanadium has attracted attention of 
sc ient is ts a l l over the world. The particulate matter in 
the urban air has been found to oontain measurable amounts 
of vanadium presumably arising out of burning of eoal. 
There are few reports showing the concentration of a parti-
cular metal in the working environment of the factory. 
') r. 
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Metal containing Industrial effluents constitute a 
major source of metaliio pollution of the hydrosphere. Tet 
another means of diepereal is the movement of drainage 
vator from oatohment areas which hare been contaminated by 
wastss from mining and smelting activities. Metal contain-
ing industrial effluents when discharged into coastal waters 
are ofeourss eventually dispersed and diluted in the ocean. 
There is no satisfactory vay available at present of assess-
ing the environmental hasards of metallic elements commonly 
discharged Into the waterways or directly into the ssa for 
the lack of reliable figures for the amount of each metal 
discharged on global basis. In polluted coastal waters, 
undoubtedly, there is a possibility of concentration of 
toxio elements within the food chains in the marine eco-
systems. 
Gujrat occupies fourth place amongst the indus-
trially well developed states of India. There are 4,487 
industries comprising of cotton textile, food and beverages, 
petroleum and coal based pharmaceutical and ohemioal engin-
eering, paper industry, etc. Tet, there is no reliable 
information on the metal containing effluents being dis-
charged into the water systems in Oujrat. A survey report 
has shown, however, that the problem of industrial wastes 
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disposal In Gujrat la of great magnitude (Rajagopalan ej. 
aj.., 1972). 
Mercury containing effluent8 are being discharged 
into water ways by some of the industries in India which 
can possibly create problems similar to Minamata disease 
in Japan. Somayajulu and Rama (1972) analysed from coastal 
waters of Bombay and shoved that all varieties of fish 
exeept salmon, contained about 100 ng/gm of mercury on 
fresh weight basis. 
A preliminary surrey of mercury in fish from Bombay 
and Thana environment revealed the presence of this highly 
toxlo metal in muscle, bones and brain in thirty species 
of fish from seven different sources. Fish collected from 
Thana and Mumba creek had mercury content higher than 
500 ng/gm on fresh weight basis (Tejam and Haider, 1975)* 
Effluents containing mercury are also discharged into the 
water ways by chlor-alkali plants and high levels of mer-
cury hare been detected in fish in the water systems near 
the towns hawing a concentration of chlor-alkali and paper 
making industries. 
Metal containing industrial effluents are also dis-
charged into other water ways and these may accumulate in 
the sediments or can contaminate the soil in adjoining low 
' \ 1-1 
lying land vhere flooding occurs or when river water i s 
used for irrigation. /Romani Rao ejj, a^. (1979) investigated 
the contents of heavy metals in the aquatic environment of 
the Kalu River. This river originates on the Western slopes 
of Sahyadri and i s a potential source of water supply for 
the metropolitan Bombay region. It receives industrial 
effluents and i t s vater i s uti l ized for cultivation of vege-
tables. Sediments, so i l s and plants on the river bank 
shoved fairly high contents of mercury, lead, cadmium and 
copper. Milk of buffaloes and cows of the v i l lage , near 
the river had high concentration of mercury, the range being 
1.6-15.0 ug/1. The high contents of mercury in the soi l 
had perhaps been transported to the plants and transferred 
to the catties grazing on the river bank. River water 
also contained mercury, lead, cadmium and copper. Variable 
concentrations of trace elements l ike copper, strontium, 
lithium and zinc vere found to be present in rain vater 
over Chandigarh and Lueknov (Handa, 1979). 
Water samples collected at eight stations from 
different depths along two north south transects in the 
Arabian sea vater off the Indian coast revealed the con-
centration of mercury varying from 26 to 130 ng/1 (Singbal 
2 l £ l . f 1978). Concentration of mercury in Laooadive sea 
ranged from 50-204 ng/1. A fev isolated values vere higher 
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than the average (Sanzgirl ej, §&*, 1979). Concentration of 
copper, iron, manganese, zine, cobalt and nickel measured 
at fire stations in the Laceadive sea shoved levels within 
the range reported for other areas of the ocean. Only one 
station away from the inland showed higher value for most 
of these elements (Sanzgirl eJL al. t 1979). 
The greater part of the metal lead emitted into the 
environment is transported by waters. The zinc smelter at 
Debarl, Rajasthan, discharges a significant volume of liquid 
wastes into the local river Vadat. This has reportedly re-
sulted in the steady deterioration of the quality of water 
in neighbourhood. The water is being used for irrigation, 
catties and even for domestic purposes (Bhandari, 1973). 
Although toxic metals have been detected in water but no 
systematic study haB been conducted to explore the extent 
of water pollution due to metal and their possible health 
hazard to the exposed population. The lead content of 
drinking water supplied by Calcutta Corporation was found 
to be 0,002 ng/1. Other sources of drinking water such 
as tube wells and tanks in Calcutta and its suburbs also 
contained trace of lead (Bagchi ejj, aj^., 1940). 
Investigations were carried out to evaluate the lead 
levels in the urban water supplies of the cities of Luoknow 
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and Kanpur. Five hundred samples of water from Lueknow 
showed that lead content in 44.8$ of samples was l e s s than 
0 .001, In 46,4$ of samples between 0.004 and 0.006 and \.6f> 
samples had pH between 3.4 and 8.8 with lead eonoentration 
ranging between 0.001 and 0.002 mg/1. Twenty f ive percent 
of the samples had pH between 7.8 and 8.4 and lead between 
0.005 and 0.006 mg/1 and only 1.6= of the samples had pH 
between 7.0 and 7.8 containing lead between 0.002 and 0.05 
mg/1. Out of one hundred and f i f t y water samples from 
Kanpur only 6.7 per cent of the samples were found to con-
ta in lead l e s s than 0.002 whereas the majority of samples 
(80 P9T cent) had lead between 0.014 and 0.016 mg/1 with 
pH ranging between 6.3 and 8 .4 . The samples with low pH 
were found to contain higher concentration of lead (Seth 
ej, s i . , 1975). 
A survey of heavy metal contents in the water and 
sediment of Sursagar lake of Baroda has shown that very 
high amounts of sodium and potassium are present in the 
water and sediment which was considered to be due to wash-
ing of c lothes . High content of lead in the water and 
sediment was thought to be due to the t r a f f i c of d i e s e l 
and petrol veh ic les since the lake i s situated in the heart 
of the c i t y and i s exposed to t r a f f i c from a l l s ides . The 
cadmium contents were also higher than the maximum allow-
:;n 
able limits (Agarwal e£ a^., 1978). 
Particulate matter from the Cochin backwater vas 
analysed at eloee network of stations for Fe, Mn, Cu and 
Zn. Significant concentrations of Fe, Mn and Cu were 
found at the river mouth. These concentrations were 
higher than the values reported for similar environments 
in other regions of the country, which might be partly due 
to the domestic and industrial pollution in the area 
(Sankaranarayan and Stephen, 1978). 
Gogate ej. a^. (1976) estimated grab samples of sedi-
ments collected from 10 stations in Bombay harbour bay bet-
ween Bharaatar and Thana creek during 1966. Concentration 
factors for Cd, Sr, Fe, Cu, Zn, Mn and P were found to be 
higher in Bombay sediments than the Tarapur sediments re-
ported by other investigators. 
Bombay city faces acute shortage of drinking water. 
Water in this town is mainly obtained from four wells. The 
analysis of the water revealed much higher concentrations 
of lead and cadmium than the maximum allowable limits (Agar-
wal and Raj, 1978). The effluents of the Rontas paper 
industry and Kanoria chemical factory, Henukoot discharged 
their wastes directly without any dilution into the water 
ways. These effluents contained mercury, zinc, copper, 
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chlorides and organic matter which was probably the cause 
of lack of algae in the water ways (Agarwal and Kumar, 
1978). 
Distribution patterns of aluminium, titanium, man-
ganese, copper and nickel in sediments of the northern 
half of the western continental shelf of India revealed 
re la t ive ly high concentrations of a l l the elements in the 
terrigenous sediments than those with the r e l i c t sediments 
of the out shelf . These studies revealed that the effect 
of Indus r iver system i s profound on the shelf content 
between Indus caynon and Gulf of Kutch, margin&r between 
Gulf of Kutoh and Gulf of Cambay and leas t in the rest 
of the region (Murty t i & k , 1978). Glockling and Frank 
(1980) studied the organometalUc compounds in relation 
to pol lut ion. 
Arsenic, copper, zlne and manganese have been 
determined in 24 species including seaweeds, f i s h e s , 
crustaceans and moluses of coastal and estuarine water 
around Ooa. Levels of arsenic in f i shes have been found 
to be low and Cu and Zn to be high in oysters . The abnor-
mally high l e v e l s of manganese in waters off the ooast of 
Goa have been attributed to the ore bearing land mass and 
the mining operations. Seaweeds contained high concen-
trat ions of manganese (iiingde ej, a j , . , 1976). Surveys of 
"J Cr 
total arsenic content in the water of Bay of Bengal shoved 
the total metal varying from <^1 to 18.75 ug/1. Arsenic 
content was highest in the Gulf of Mannar (Fondekar and 
Gupta, 1976). Iron in the bottom sediments of the eastern 
part of Bay of Bengal showed higher values in the northern 
part due to proximity of the continental source (Rama 
Murty ejj. a^., 1976). Present status of marine pollution 
in India has been dealt by yasim and Gupta (1980). 
The soil near cadmium painting plant or tannery or 
an alloy plant, receives metal rich effluents and increases 
the overall toxic burden of the soil. The lead content of 
soil in its suburbs was found to be 0.04 to 0.06 mg/Kg. 
The lead content of human milk from five Bengalis, one each 
Punjabi and European suckling mothers was investigated. 
The lead in the three specimen from Bengali mothers was 
found to be 0.014-0.15 mg/Kg. Milk from other sources and 
fatty food also contained variable amount of lead (Bagchi 
ej, ajj., 1940). 
Forty six representative soils from Oujrat and Sau-
rashtra were analysed for the contents of molybdenum. The 
average value was found to be 1.81 ppm which was similar 
to those reported for the soils in U.S.A. Copper was found 
to accumulate in the plants deficient in molybdenum. 
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Copper, molybdenum and zinc in grains from fluorosis and 
non-fluorosis areas of Andhra Pradesh were analysed. The 
contents were found to vary widely in the sample of the 
same grain (In proceedings of the symposium on fluorosis 
Oot., 1974). 
Various edible substances contain a large variety 
of metals present as contaminants. The maximum allowable 
concentrations for some of them hare been prescribed 
(arsenic 3 ppm, chromium 20 ppm). These elements reach 
the food through soil, water, application of fertilizers 
and pesticides during food colouring and processing. An 
investigation on the metal contents of various food colours 
revealed As, Cr, Cu and Pb within the maximum allowable 
international limits in all the permitted colours but In 
excess in a number of nonpermitted colours (Khanna ejj, al.. 
1976). Pollution of soil with Cu and in caused by inten-
sive application of pesticides was observed, ainc content 
of soils under field crops was found to be in the range 
of 18.67-21.7 which in fruits, grapwine and vegetable 
plantations it was 26.9-48 mg/Kg. Levels of copper in 
soils under field and hortlculature crops was 32.2-38 and 
30.6-51.6 mg/Kg soil respectively (Koraa, 1975). Elevated 
heavy metals concentrations have been recorded in the 
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sea waters. Zn of Hong Kong ie 2 times and Cd 180 times 
higher when compared with average composition of ocean 
water. The elevated levels resulted due to the pumping 
of the sewage into the sea in an untreated state. In 
areas where the number of people living in boats is quite 
large, there are open sewers polluting the waters. Lead 
transfer from the atmosphere and from ship leakage around 
the harbour may also be significant (Chan ej, al., 1974). 
Danghdrill (1974) reported the distribution and 
accumulation of mercury pollutants in the Pearl river, 
its data and the flanking estuaries. 
In sediment samples from the river Rhine, taken 
over a range of 8 Km in the area of Mainze, Hi, Cu, Zn, 
Pb, Sr, Y, Zr, Nb, Ag, Cd, Hg and organic carbon were 
detected (Laskowski ©J. al., 1975). Results of studies 
were given on Zn, Pb, Cd, and Cu content in forest soils 
situated in a small area of Okkurs region. The farthest 
points were at a 8.5 Km space from the main emitter. A 
high accumulation of trace elements was found, e.«%, Zn 
content in a 3 cm layer varied from 3.0 to 88.6, Pb from 
3.5 to 55.8, Cu from 0.2 to 1.8, Cd from 0.1 to 0.8 tons/ 
2 
Km . The Zn and Pb compounds, emitted by Zn metallurgy 
plants accumulated mainly in surface layer (Vachalevski 
It ai., 1975). 
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Abnormally high As concentrations ( >200 ppm dry 
wt) In the surfaoe sediments of lake Washington are attri-
buted to atmosphere input of partially soluble arsenic 
rich dust from a Cu smelter 35 Km upwind and removal of 
dissolved As from lake water by bacteria or on inorganio 
reaction. The suspended matter in the deeper water in 
lake is found to contain Fe 9.0$, Mn 8* and As 300 ppm. 
Arsenic levels began to increase in the sediments when the 
smelter began operation. An arsenic budget for the lake 
shows equal supplies from the atmosphere and from rivers 
and removal by outflowing water (45$) and by accumulation 
in the sediments (55). A similar cycle was observed for 
Sb which is released by the smelter in much smaller amounts 
than As. Out of total As in rain and lake water, 66' was 
in the form of arsenates in the interstitial water, 55' 
of the dissolved As was present as arsenite and a few per 
cent as dlmethylarsenic acid (Creeelius, 1975). 
The well water of Sugor-Alsomonostov (Hungary) was 
reported to contain ^0.8 mg As/1. Several samples of 
cow milk and eggs contained As levels higher than the 
Hungarian tolerance values (Kovacs eJi, *&.» 1977). Culti-
vated green algae suspended in liquid media and produced 
in outdoor cultures under natural conditions were used as 
a model crop to study the role of atmospheric dust emies-
o O 
ion rainfall, water quality and fertilizer* in the conta-
mination of agriculture products by heavy metals. The Pb 
contente of algae grown in 3 different geographic looatione 
- Thailand, Dortmunda and Germany hare been studied. There 
was twice as tauoh Pb in algae from Bangkok as compared to 
algae from Chaingmai (Thailand) a remote rural district 
far away from the air polluting industry and traffic of 
Bangkok. Six times 120re Pb was present in algae from Dort-
mund, Germany than those in rural Thailand. It vas deter-
mined that in algae from Dortmund As and Cd chiefly and to 
a lesser extent Se and Br were derived mainly from ferti-
lizer, Br, Hg and 3n were derived mainly from tap water, 
whereas air pollution was another major source of conta-
mination by Hg and Sn. Air pollution was also the major 
source of contamination by Pb, and Sb in samples from 
Dortmund (Payer e£ si,, 1976), 
The sediments are highly polluted with £n, Cu, Cr, 
Pb, As, Cd and Hg from Hamburg to the mouth of the river. 
The pollution decreases rapidly due to distribution of the 
fluvial sediment with scarcely polluted marine sediments. 
The sediments show higher Zn, Cu, As and Hg and lower Cr, 
Pb and Cd concentrations than those of the Rhine (Liohtfuss 
and Bruemmer, 1977). 
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Hassive smelting operations in Ontario have resulted 
in particulate pollution in its sudbury region (Hutchinson 
and Whitby, 1977). Metal pollution in Tokyo atmosphere 
has increased significantly during the past 30 years due 
to the fall out of sediments from the palace moat. Zn, Cu, 
Cr, Ag, fb, Cd, Co and Hi are Identified as pollutants on 
the basis of higher contents in recently deposited strata. 
Al, V and Fe were essentially uniform in concentration 
throughout the sedimentary record. Mn showed an increasing 
concentration with depth in the deposits (Goldberg £$, al.. 
1976). 
Water and substrata of rivers and eea around Naga-
saki prefecture were surveyed for trace heavy metals, 
1969-74. The foods were also measured to find the daily 
intake by the inhabitants. The substrata of the 0-3 m 
layer in Nagasaki and Saseba bays were heavily polluted 
with Cd, Pb, 4n, Cu and Hg. The average content of Cd in 
polished rioe in highly polluted districts was 0.44 ppm, 
6-11 times as much as that of normal districts. The mean 
intake of Cd in the highly polluted districts was 0,255mg/ 
day (Akeada, 1977). 
Surface water samples for 7 stations were taken 
and analyzed for temperature, pH, ehlorinity, salinity, 
dissolved oxygen, COD, suspended BOlida, Pb, Cd, t o t a l Kg, 
Cr(VI), As and CN". The resu l t s as compared v i th the data 
obtained in 1976 and 1977 showed a decrease in COT yearly 
and a considerably increase in suspended so l ids probably 
due to increasing dust. Cd and Pb vere detected» and Hg 
and As decreased yearly (Miyahara and Ohno, 1978). 
Determination of Cr in Brenta river aquifer layers 
down stream of an industr ia l area shoved that 38' of the 
samples examined exceed the maximum permissible concentra-
t ion for human consumption, the remainder being potent ial ly 
dangerous due to the tendency for Cr to accumulate in the 
body (Comunian and Benett, 1978), 
The s o i l samples vere analyzed for trace elements, 
in s o i l around the four corners pover plant. Zn, Pb, Cu 
and Cd vere determined by atomic absorption spectrophoto-
metry. Average Cd l e v e l s vere s l i g h t l y higher than Cd 
l e v e l s reported in l i t erature for other pover plants 
(Wiersma and Crockett, 1979). 
The average deposition of In. and Pb derived from 
automobile tyres and gasol ine , respect ive ly , on road sur-
faces i s iin - 0.003 and Pb - 0.0049 g/vehicle Km. These 
l e v e l s agree reasonably v e i l v i th concentrations in run-
?, a 
off , .in from automobile tyres i s a s ignif icant source of 
Zn in urban runoff (Christenson and Guinn, 1979). 
The oonoentration of Zn in vegetables and s o i l dec-
reased with increasing distances from the galvanizing plant. 
The Zn content of l e t tuce at distances of 150, 230, 430, 
580 and 870 a were 304.4, 107.7, 13.8 , 9.7 and 7.2 mg/Kg 
fresh weight, respect ive ly . The Pb concentrations in 
l e t tuce at 150, 580 and 870 m distances were 0.75, 0.45 and 
0.24 mg/Kg. The Zn, Pb and As concentrations in leafy 
vegetables , depending on species and distance were 53-667, 
0 .6-28 , and 0.09-0.28 mg/Kg, respect ive ly . In root vege-
tables these values were 3.5-67, 0 .2 -2 .2 and 0.04-0.4 mg/ 
Kg, respect ive ly . The Zn and Pb concentrations in s o i l 
were 369.5-4240 and 9.3-157 mg/Kg dry s o i l at a 150 m d i s -
tance and 18.58 at a 580 m distance, respect ively . The 
Zn and Pb concentrations in rain waters changed l i t t l e at 
a distance of >^ 1000 m from the plant (Galvankova e£ a l . . 
1979). 
(tough and Severson (1976) described and discussed 
the impact of element emission from industrial processing 
of phosphatic shale on the chemistry of vegetation and 
s o i l . Usually high concentrations of Cd, Cr, Fe,U, V and 
Zn were measured in plants within 3 Km of the souroe. 
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1.7 Eoologloal and Health Related Problems 
The available info mat ion on metal toxici ty , as i t 
relates to human being* in derived mostly from health sur-
veys among workers engaged in mining and processing of 
metals. From the point of view of environment degradation, 
oadmium, lead, mercury and arsenic have been the source of 
major concern. In the recent past, the out-break of I ta i -
i t a i disease in Japan following the consumption of rice 
containing high levels of cadmium, the Minamata disease 
caused after eating methyl mercury contaminated f ish, and 
lead poisoning in children who licked toys painted with 
lead-based paints have dramatized the i l l - e f f e c t s of 
environmental pollution by toxic metals. It i s obvious 
that exposure to toxic elements in the work and living 
environment lead to health risks. 
Fortunately, the ecological coneequenoes of the d i s -
persion of iron and aluminium in our l iving environment have 
not so far posed any serious health problems. On the other 
hand, there are at least some twenty metals or metal like 
elements which do give rise to well recognised toxic effects 
in man and his eoologloal associates. These elements in-
clude arsenic, antimony, beryllum, cobalt, chromium, cadmium, 
lead, manganese, mercury, molybdenum, nickel and t in . 
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The elements which are associated with health hazards 
are summarized in Table 5 along with the forme they gene-
rally take in the aqueous environment and the effects with 
whioh they generally are assooiated. 
The inhalation of toxio elemente at enhanced level* 
may produce adveree physiological effects. Metals from the 
air are accumulated by mosses and 11Chen sinoe these plants 
depend on the atmosphere for their mineral supply. The 
levels of copper and aine in plants have also been found 
to be high near the copper smelter plants 
National Institute of Occupational Health, Ahmedabad 
has collected baseline data on metals in blood and urine of 
Indian population. Twenty six oooupatlonally unexposed 
human volunteers from Ahmedabad city were investigated for 
lead* manganese, zino, cobalt* nickel* copper, chromium and 
cadmium contents in blood and urine. The contents of most 
of these metals were almost similar to values reported from 
other developed countries. However, nickel content in the 
blood was found to be on higher side. This relatively 
higher content of nickel was assumed to be due to the con-
sumption of vegetables ghee or due to use of stainless 
steel vessels in cooking (Report on baseline data for gene-
ral population, Annual Report, 1976). 
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An out-break of paralysis in a village of Unnao, U.P. 
took place in 1975-76. A preliminary epidemiological sur-
vey vas conducted by a team of experts from Industrial 
toxicology Research Centre and K.G. Medical College, Luck-
now. The study indicated that the paralytic disease spread-
ing in the Tillages has a more oomplex etiology and origin. 
The findings that the water used by the people in the 
affected Tillages was contaminated with manganese at lerels 
3-20 times higher than the permissible limits vas of great 
significance in evaluating the causation of the neurologi-
cal syndrome. The study of environmental factors revealed 
that the soil of this region was also relatively rich in 
manganese. Since most of the wells were only 8-10 feet deep 
from the ground level, chances of manganese being leached 
by the sub-soil water could not be exoluded. The cereals 
and legumes obtained from these villages contained manga-
nese. However, the exact cause of paralysis could not be 
e st abli shed (A non, 197 6). 
Aluminium pollution and fish toxicity has been 
studied. The acute toxicity of aluminium depends on pR 
(7.8). The toxic action becomes more rapid with increasing 
pH, indicating that soluble aluminium is the toxic form. 
Aluminium could be converted to the soluble form in a river 
4 6 
by the discharge of alkali or by photosynthetic activity 
which can increase the pH to > 8.5. Fish kills hare taken 
place down stream from aluminium anodizing plant where the 
water contains .<!. 3.7 ag Al/1. The anodizing company has 
Installed pH balancing equipment In an effort to reduce 
the pH of their effluents (Hunter e£ &•, 1980). 
The composition of plants and animals Is influenced 
by the presence of essential as well as toxic metals in 
the soil. Toxic elements from the soil are taken up by 
the plants. Animals absorb them by Ingesting the plants. 
In rural situations, the toxio elements in the soil may 
not be available to the extent they are present in the 
town or around industrial areas. In rural areas, sewage 
sludge* application of arsenic containing herbicide* usage 
of seeds dressed with organomerourial fungicides and other 
fertilizers and pesticides may be the common source of soil 
pollution with toxic metals. In an urban environment, the 
sources of metal pollution of the soil are manifold, fall 
out from atmosphere, particularly in industrial areas, 
corrosion of metallic objects like tin cans, objects painted 
with nickel and chromium, discarded car batteries, disper-
sion of refuse and litter, additions of waste products like 
fuel ash, sewage sludge, municipal compost and domestic 
rubbish are some of the sources of pollution. 
' t / 
The use of cadmium containing sewage sludge and 
superphosphate fertilisers leads to contamination of the 
soil. Cadmium present in the soil is taken up by plants. 
It has been observed that more than 50 per cent of the 
soil samples from Punjab and Harayana were sandy with low 
organic matter, low pH and were deficient in zinc, these 
conditions are favourable to promote cadmium uptake by the 
plants (In 10th Annual Report of the All India Co-ordinated 
Scheme of micronutrients in soil and plants* 1976). Fer-
tilizers like superphosphates, rock phosphate, diammonium 
phosphate, etc. used in Punjab contained cadmium (Singh, 
1976). 
The toxic effects of cadmium on laboratory animals 
has been investigated and reviewed by Nordberg (1972), 
Total mercury levels were determined in mixed phyto 
and £00plankton samples from Sorfjorden and Hardangertjorden 
on the west coast of Horway. High levels of Hg (0.52-25.21 
ppm dry wt.) were associated with a source of industrial 
pollution. Hg concentrations were higher in phytoplank-
ton than in zooplankton, suggesting a lack of food chain 
amplification at the lower tropic levels (3kei e£ al.. 
1976). 
4S 
The total Hg concentration in the fresh vater mus-
sels collected from Paglla river, which contain cinabar 
mining wastes averaged 0.12 ppm while the Hg concentration 
in the aoft part of email mussels averaged 0*28 ppm. In 
larger mussels, the highest Hg levels were in the digestive 
gland, gonad and gill, and lover in the muscle, food and 
mantle. Hg accumulation in the muscle increased with in-
creasing mussel size. Hg concentration vas quite rapid 
in most organs during the 1st 15 days after the mussels 
vers placed in clear vater (Rensoni and Baccl, 1976). 
Seventy eight per cent of shell fish, living in 
normal sea vater, shoved a Cu content of <C 1 ag/g hut 60& 
of those in Cu-polluted vater shoved >1 (Tomita ej, al.. 
1978). 
The concentrations of Cd, Cu, Pb and Zn were deter-
mined in the abiotic and biotlo components at 2 sites in 
the Fox river, Illinois. Despite different inputs of the 
trace metals, there were no differences in the concentra-
tions of Cu or In in the biota between the 2 sites. This 
vas postulated to be due to physiological control of these 
metals. However, Cd and Pb concentrations were higher in 
the biota and substrate at the high input site. Ho accumu-
lation of Cd or Pb occurred at higher tropic levels. Cu and 
4f) 
Zn concentrations were similar for all biota with the 
exception of cray fish and snails which had higher Cu and 
*n concentrations respectively (Anderson, g& £JL» * 1978). 
Acute toxicity of copper, chromate, ainc and cya-
nide to fresh water fish at different temperatures hare 
been studied. Five fresh water fish shoved different 
susceptibility to the toxicities of KCN, CuSO^, ^nSO^ and 
K2Cr20? at a given temperature, the lethal concentrations 
505& (LC 50) varied ^ ""10 fold. Lowering the temperature 
from 30-15° lowered the toxicity of K2Cr2Q» fcy a factor 
of 3. The pollutants affected only moderately with tempe-
rature change the other 4 fishes, i.e., blue gill, golden 
shiner, channel catfish and rainbow trout (Smith and Heath, 
1979). 
Doi (1974) discussed environmental pollution and 
health hazards in ceramic glass and cement industry, since 
the raw material used are the heavy metal oxides and asbes-
tos for the catalytic converter. Verma and Dalela (1975) 
reported the pollution of Kalinadi due to the industrial 
discharge of sugar wastes and distillery liquid wastes. 
The detrimental effects of pollution adversely affected 
the fish and their food supply, and the H2S0. used in the 
dlstillary waste and BUS formed in the river (by bacteria 
in low oxygen conditions) were tox ic to both fauna and 
f lora . Pol lution of natural aquatic systems by Industrial 
and other wastes have been discussed (Uhlik, 1975)* R&o 
(1975) discussed the average t o t a l refinery waste water 
properties from 12 re f iner i e s , pol lut ion aspects of re -
f inery, treatments, and disposal of refinery waters, 
Akhundov and Majaedora (1976) studied the water d i e -
charge from two industr ia l plants into Aaerbaidzhen and 
suggested that waste water should be diluted from 1:2000 
to 1:10,000 to make them non-toxic* 
Schulze-Eettmer (1976) discussed the unfavourable 
eco logica l e f f ec t s from waste water from the washing pro-
cess on the environment, e . g . , the presence of surfactants 
are proposed. 
Oospod and Samsonowlez (1976) described the e f f ec t s 
of town wastes on surface water and deep ground water. 
Solid wastes are leached by s t a t i c and dynamic method at 
5 , 20 and 30°C. The leaohates had high oxygen demand and 
contained large amount of 01 , SO. , 2Q< , Fe and suspen-
s ions . The amount of impurities extracted increased with 
increasing temperature. 
Hussain (1976) observed that heavy f i s h mortality 
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occurred In Hussain Sagar, Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh due 
to discharge of effluents without properly diluted and 
treated by nearly factories. The lethal effects on fish 
was enhanced by the combined toxic concentrations of free 
C02, H2S, oxidizing organic matter, nitrogen complex, an 
amount of solids and an acute depletion of oxygen. Physico-
chemical characteristics for different months, stations, 
biological characteristics and relation between phyto and 
zooplankton are given. 
Kelso ej, *2t, (1977) studied the effect of a pulp 
and paper mill effluent in a fresh water ecosystems. The 
pertinent features of the pulp and paper mill and Hlplgon 
Bay are discussed. 
Hard chrome electroplating is significantly more 
hazardous than bright chrome electroplating, the latter 
is more likely to cause exposure to hazardous compounds 
other than Cr, e.g., Kl, Cd and 2n, degreaslng agents and 
alkali and acid baths (Guillemin & Berode, 1978). 
Scmachl fj. a^. (1978) determined Hi in urine sam-
ples from HI exposed workers. Mean concentrations of HI 
in urine were greatest in workers exposed to Inhalation of 
aerosols of sol. Nl salts (e.g., workers in Hi plating 
r, i 
operations and In an electrolytic Hi refinery). Lees 
marked Increases in urine Hi concentrations wore found 
in group* of metal eprayere, Hi battery workers, bench 
mechanics and arc welders. No significant increases in 
mean concentrations of Hi were found in urine samples from 
workers who performed grinding, buffing and polishing of 
Hi containing alloys or workers in a coal gasification 
plant who employed raney Hi as a hydrogenation catalyst. 
Measurement of Hi concentrations in urine are more sensi-
tive and practical than measurement of serum Hi concentra-
tions for evaluation of Hi exposures in industrial workers. 
1.8 Abatement Measures 
Pollution of Mahi river has Increased due to the direct 
discharges of the Industrial waters (Rajgopalan et al., 
1973). Swamy and Meenakshi (1981) suggested the standards 
for discharging direct to sea. 
Hohanrao (1973) discussed the disposal methods for 
pollutants from fertilizer factory. NH,, urea, As, phos-
phates, fluorides and oil are the main components of water 
pollution while S0X, H0X, HE,, HgS and F are major air 
pollutants. The waste containing As and packing materials, 
HH, and fluorides are discharged on land. Mitra (1973) 
discussed pollution due to solid wastes from fertiliser 
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plant. Pollution through pesticides plants treatment and 
control hare boon discussed (Duttachowdhury, 1981). 
Royston and Giusto (1979) discussed alternate tech-
nologies such as recycling. Typos of pollution produced 
from different industries are also discussed. Biomass 
conversion can generate derivation products produced by 
the petroleum industry. 
A recycle system which reduced the lose of chemicals 
to waste vat or in the manufacture and bleaching of Kraft 
pulp and reduced the pollution of effluent waters. The 
recycle levels achieved wars 90, 70 and 95^, respectively 
for vasts Ma, S and wood products* The suspended solids 
and BOD of effluent waters were greatly reduced by the re-
cycle (Henri-Robert, 1977; Kinas, 1981? Poole olfil., 1978; 
Sttig, 1978). 
Oglesby ejfc. a^. (1978) discussed the combination of 
Mn and organic material (probably humic) in reduced chemi-
cal states in the dischargee of hypolimnebio waters of the 
impoundment during period of minimum power generation at 
a hydroelectric plant, and suspected that they were res-
ponsible for the mortality of trout in a hatchery located 
below the plant. Thus the redox state and nature of orga-
nic materials present may control the mechanisms in various 
5i 
flail bill situations. 
Clark (1978) discussed the role of local vater 
authorities in preventing oil spoillage and the treatment 
of oil contaminated inland water courae. Also the present 
legislation on oil pollution is criticised and improvementa, 
including greater preventive measures and atiffor penalties 
for the offender, are suggested. Pollution by waste vatar 
from tanneries ia reviewed and the uaa of lime recycling 
unita in water pollution prevention at the Vrhnika tannery 
ia dlacussed by Ganter (1978). 
k system comprised of a vat serubber, multiple pre-
cipitators, and activated absorbers was used to control air 
pollution by chromic acid fumes and Ei and Cr particulates 
during plating operations (Gothard, 1978). '.Treatment of 
heavy metal containing sludge has bean dlaoueaad (Nagaya 
SSi li«» 1978)* '"iien the sludge containing chromium was 
incinerated with Ka2Si»0,. at 900°» the degree of the elation 
of Cu and Ni into aq. MI^OAo solution (pH, 4.5) decreased, 
but that of Cr(VI) increased. When the sludge was incine-
rated with clay containing 89% 3i0? at 1200°C, the degree 
of the elution of Cr(VI) into aq. NaOH solution decreased, 
due to the formation of CaO-Cr-CU-SiO,. 
white (1976) discussed pollution control for a 
modern anodizing fac i l i ty . The electrolytic process that 
puta a hard coat of Al^ O^ on an Al aurfaea generates 
objectionable wastes. The toxic substances auoh aa chro-
matee, are firat removed from the wastes and than the waste 
la concentrated and separated by a 5-stage process, auto-
mat i e pH control, clarification in a reaotor-type clari-
f i er , and sludge concentration by a vacuum rotary f i l tar . 
A common available clarif ier la used that combines in on 
tank mixing, floeeulation, recirculation, clarification, 
sludge concentration, thickening and sludge removal. The 
sludge la dumped on a landf i l l , and the water la recircu-
lated to the c lari f ier . 
United States Environmental protection Agency (1980) 
proposed regulations under the clear water Act to limit 
effluent discharges and Introduction of pollutanta Into 
publicly owned water treatment work from faetorlea engaged 
In the manufacture of the following Inorganic ohemloalat 
Chlor-alkall, HF, NagCr^, T102(3o|~), A U y chrome pig-
ment a, Cu sulphate, RON, HI sulphate, HaHSO* and Na hydro-
sulphate, etc. 
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1*9 Atonlo Absorption Spsotrophotomstry 
Underetanding of tho effeot of hssvy metals on bio-
logieal and environmental systems has been intimately 
intartwind with development of analytioal chemistry, Kuoh 
of our current information has boon dependent direotly on 
teohnioal advance during the past quarter oentury. Heavy 
metals are generally available in trace quantities. Thus 
analysis of trace quantities of toxic heavy metals accumu-
lated in biological systems require precise techniques. 
Some of the analytioal instrumental techniques are highly 
sensitive, but all of them are not suitable for monitoring 
and for the toxicity studios. Some are non-specific where 
others are highly sophisticated and involve high expendi-
ture. In view of thess faetors atomic absorption spectro-
photometry remains the technique of eholos for suoh studies. 
The phenomenon of atomie absorption was probably 
first observed by Wallaeton (1802) who repeated Newton's 
experiment of analysing the continuous solar speotrum and 
revealed that if a beam of light from the sun passes through 
a slit, the solar speotrum is intersected by several dark 
lines, Thess lines were later on discovered by 'Fraun 
hofer' again and were called 'Fraun hofsr' lines. Thess 
two linos which occur at the same ware length as ths sodium 
r pi 
D l i n o * v«re explained by Brewester (1832) aa being dut 
to the absorption of radiation from tha son by tha layer 
of sodium vapour in tha out or parts of tat atmosphsrs. 
tirchoff (1860) f irs t time usad atomio absorption spectra 
in chemical analysis. Ho established the presence of 
certain elements In the sua from the fact that the amisalon 
Unas for these elements co-inoide with the •Fraun-hofer* 
Unas In the solar spectrum. Later Klrohoff and Bunsen 
(1660) demonstrated that atomio spectra oould be used In 
emission or absorption as the basis of a nav method of 
analysis* Lireing and Demar (1915) also made many investi-
gations of the absorption of spectral Unas by atomio 
rapour. 
The atomio absorption in chemical analysis was f irst 
used by Voodson (1939). He usad this technique for tha 
determination of mercury rapour in air, Boehkora (1934) 
also usedatomio absorption spectroscopy for analysing 
gasas. 
Tha f irst atomio absorption spectrophotometer de-
signed by Walsh, consisted of (1) A.C. operated sodium 
lamp, (2) Meker flame, (3) Spectroscope,(4) Photomulti-
pl ier and Cathode ray oscillograph (Fig, 1), Tha sodium 
lamp vas operated from 50 oyolss/sse. Alternate current 
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source and thus has an alternating output, The D. Unas 
from this lamp vara iaolatad but not resolved from each 
other by means of a direct vision opaotroaoopa and thair 
intensi t ies wars measured by aaana of a photomultiplier 
tuba synchronously tuned. Advantages of employing a modu-
lated light aouroe and synchronously tuned detection sys-
tem ia that any radiation emitted by tha aample produoad 
no signal at tha output of tha detection system. Tha out-
put from tha photomultipliar tuba was reoorded on a oathode 
ray oscillograph. Amplification of tha signal was achiered 
by A.C. amplifier in tha oeolllograph. With tha a l l t irldth 
uaad tha signal gars ful l-eoals deflection on tha osc i l l o -
graph screen. A Maker flame vaa interpoaed between tha 
sodium lamp and the entrance a l l t of tha epeotroaoope. 
Whan the solution of sodium chloride vaa atomized in tha 
air supply of the flams tha signal at tha oscillograph was 
raduead to zero. Thus i t vaa established that sodium Unas 
vara absorbed by sodium atoms. 
Halations between absorption and concentration 
depend on tha resolution of tha spectrograph. In earlier 
experiments poor sensit ivity was found in ths determination 
of eoppsr using a continuous source, a ntonoehromator, a 
f l i t and a detector on tha focal vara of a l i t trow spsotro-
5,9 
graph. I t was thought that tho poor sensitivity was duo to 
the lower resolution of tht littrow spectrograph and to tho 
exeesslve amount of scattered light at low vara lengths. 
I t waa proposed to overcome thio difficulty by using a 
aharp lino from a hallow cathoda lamp, A lov raaolution 
apactromatar wi l l than ba significant. This used of a 
•harp lino aouroa to measure paak absorption i t illuatratad 
•chamatically in Figura 2. In thia case, tho function of 
tho nonoehronator ia to Isolate tho required lino for 
measurement fron a l l other l ines emitted by tho source. 
The high resolution required for atoaio absorption measure-
ments I s in effect , provided by tho aharp l ine aouroa 
(Dieke and Crossvhite, 1952), 
Tho f irst publio exhibition of a working atoaio 
absorption apeotrophotometer waa made la March, 1954 in 
Melbourne University as a part of an exhibition of scienti-
f i c inat rum ante, arranged by tho Australian Branch of tho 
(British) Institute of Physios and the f irs t paper on an 
atoaio absorption epeetrophotometry was published by Valsh 
(1955). At about tho samo tiao Alkoaado and Milata (1955) 
had also arrived independently at tho atoaio absorption 
method. Tho f irs t instrument was marketed in 1962 by M/8. 
Techtron. 
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When a flam* Is used some elements are partially 
atomised, thus resulting In loss in sensitivity and possi-
bly of chemioal interference due to variation of the degree 
of atomiaation of one element with the concentration of 
other elements, radicals or compounds In the solution. 
fills type of interference Is responsible for serious limi-
tations in the flame method (Walsh, 1962). 
The limitations were latar on overcome due to the 
development of flameless methods of atomiaation baaed on 
development of the I»* fOT furnaos (L* VQT, 1961). They 
provide remarkable ability to analyst extremely small 
amounts of material and their importance, particularly in 
biochemical and clinioal vork is already apparent. The 
recent development of eleotrodeless disoharge lamps has 
further increased its importance. 
One of the dravbaoks of atomic absorption method was 
that this technique was not suitable for solid samples. 
This is achieved today by the development of cathodic 
sputtering chamber. In this technique a sample is mads 
ths cathode at a lev pressure disoharge and the atomic 
vapour is produced by cathodic sputtering. Steel alloy 
samples have been analysed by this technique (Oough jj, a^., 
1973). Recent researches are diverted towards the explo-
61 
ration of the extension of thsir vork to the vacuum ultra-
violet for the determination of carbon, phosphorous and 
sulfur (Walsh, 1974). 
L9.1 Principles and theory of atonic absorption 
Atomio absorption is defined as the absorption of 
radiant energy by atoms. This absorption and its quanti-
tative correlation with the concentration of metal ions 
originally present in a sample solution servos as the basis 
of analytical atonle absorption spectroscopy. 
The production of atoms from a chemical compound 
requires the absorption of energy vhioh is supplied in the 
form of heat from a flans; vhen a compound is introduced 
into a flans it first vaporises and partially or wholly 
dissociated into its elements. Some of these atoms absorb 
radiant energy of a characteristic wave length and become 
excited to higher energy state. Conversely some of the 
atoms can absorb energy from the flame and become excited 
to a state from vhioh they can emit characteristic radia-
tion on returning to either to a lesser excited state or 
the ground state. 
Suppose steady states are i and X vith energies E± 
and Eg, the 1 - X transition results in the emission of 
r ; , ' 
light with a frequency 
vr « 7m m a 
where h is Plank*s constant. According to Einstein* e 
Quantum theory of radiation, there nay bo three typo* of 
transition between levels i and K. 
(1) Emission (K - i) transitions from the ozeitod state 
into a lower energy state taking plaeo spontaneously. 
(2) Absorption transitions (i - K) from a lover into a 
higher energy state, taking place in response to the 
notion of external radiation with a frequeney vX^. 
(3) Emission (K - i) transitions fron an exelted state into 
a lower energy state, stimulated by external radiation 
of the sane frequency, 
The inverse of absorption is not spontaneous emis-
sion but stimulated emission, showing as amplifloation of 
the beam of light passing through the medium oonoemed. 
Thus atomic emission and absorption can be linked by the 
equation and figure shown in figure 3. 
Atomic absorption corresponda to transition of atoms 
from lower to higher energy states. The degree of absorp-
tion depends on the degree to which lower level of a parti-
:• / 
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e u 
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oular transition la populated. With thermodynamic equil i -
brium in a system, the level population la determined by 
Boltaman'a lav 
* ° «0 
where N. • Number of atoma at the excited at ate; 
N * Number of atoma at the ground at ate; 
o 
%t m Energy at exoited stats* 
tU * «* * Statist l ea l weight a of the 1th and ground 
atatas t reapectirely; 
K * Boltaman constant; and 
7 m Absolute temperature 
Neglecting self absorption and induced emission, the in-
tenaity I of the emiaaion Unas i s proportional to N^  and 
i s given by 
where T I s the Ufa t ins of an excited aton (10 eec), 
The number of atoms in the azeitad at at a i s small in 
oomparlaon with the ground. Table 6 gives this ratio for 
soma representative elements. Absorption la , therefore, 
greatest in l ines resulting from transitions from tha ground 
state. Theas l ines are called resonance l ines in atomic 
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absorption spectroscopy* This fraction becomes appreciable 
only vhen high temperatures are attained and low energy 
trans i t ions of a lka l i metale, which eorrsspond to resonance 
l i n s s of longer vare lengths* Sines the majority of e l s * 
ments hare resonanos l i n e s below 600 run and generally flame 
temperatures are also below 3000°K, N. may be considered 
neg l ig ib le compared to RQ. Thus number of atonic N may be 
taken as equal to NQ. 
t . 9 . 2 Relationship between atomic absorption 
and atomic concentration 
The population of atoms i s seldom in a steady state 
of homogeneous dis tr ibut ion i n the flams. I t i s , therefore, 
d i f f i c u l t to apply Beer-Lambert Lav. 
I - I * 
o 
where IQ - Intensity of source at vare length, 
I * Intensity of transmitted radiation, 
K • Absorption coefficient, and 
1 • Path length of light through the sample. 
Howerer, negative logarithm of K is a function of the 
intensity of the unabsorbed light and allows to relate con-
centration and absorption by means of a simple calibration 
curve. The absorption ooeffleient K at the centre of the 
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l ine i s given by 
0
 AAO I T IT(T ° 
where I - Number of atone per oubio centimetre capable 
of absorbing radiation at w«ve length . 
• » Charge on eleotron 
C - Velocity of light 
f * Average number of electrone per aton which can 
be excited 
\ * Doppler broadening effeet 
A « Ware length. 
1*9.3 Atoaie abeorptlon epectrophotometer 
A working photograph of atomie absorption spectro-
photometer and i t s schematic diagram i s shorn in Figure 4* 
The resonance l ines from discharge lamp i s passed through 
a chopper a rotary sector mirror vhioh allows the light 
from the lamp alternatively through the flame and past the 
flame* The flame consists of acetylene-air or acetylene-
nitrous oxide. The atoms in the flame absorb their 
characteristic resonance l ine . The two beams are then 
reoomblned and passed through the monochromator into a 
tuned detector. The signal from the detector i s fed through 
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electronics devise to read out. 
1.9.4 iBttrXftyfffigfff 
It i s general belief that atomic absorption method 
are froo from interference*. However, th i s method also 
suffers from some interferences. Theso arai 
(1) spectral interference! This i s also known as radia-
tion interference. If the absorbing ware length of another 
element i s close enough to the l ine of element being deter-
mined, i t wi l l be detected and recorded along with the s ig-
nal of the element. Since the band pass In atomic absorp-
tion i s very small (0.01 A), effective resolution i s easily 
achieved. Thus spectral interference i s very rare. 
( l i ) Excitation interference! This type of interference 
occurs when the temperature of the radiating vapour i s 
changed by the introduction of another species, causing 
corresponding change in the number of excited atoms since 
in atomic absorption the majority of the atoms are present 
in the ground stats , this type of interferences do not play 
a major role in atomic absorption. 
( i i i ) Ionization interference? In neutral atomic concen-
tration in atomic absorption, any ionization that takes 
cs 
plaos removes a number of atoms from the ground it at*. The 
presence of another element decreases or increases this 
ionization. This leads to an ionization interference. 
However, these may he eliminated by matching standards and 
sample to the concentration of the interfering element. 
(iv) Chemical interference* Chemical interference results 
due to the ehemloal combination of the element of Interest 
with other elements in the sample or the flams. This 
directly affects the atomization efficiency or the produc-
tion of neutral atoms in the flams. Chemical interference 
may be removed by various ways. For example the phosphate 
interference on calcium may be removed either by the addi-
tion of excess lanthanum or strontium (Willis, 1960a, b; 
1961). Phosphate interference may also be removed by the 
addition of the salt of WTk (Vest and Cook, I960; Wlrts-
chafter, 1957)* Calcium forms a stable complex with EDTA 
and prevents the formation of calcium phosphate* The EDTA 
calcium complex readily breaks up in the flame. 
(v) Background absorptiont Interference may also occur 
dus to the light scattering and molecular absorption. How-
ever, these may be corrected by determining background 
absorption. 
SI 
1,10 Recent Development 
In recent years, alternative methods of Introducing 
the sample Into the flame hare been developed. Generally 
the sample i s placed la a oontainer vhlch i s introduced 
into the flame, giving transient signal. In SOBS modifi-
cation e of the method the oontainer i s held near the flame 
at the start in order to evaporate liquid samples and par-
t i a l mineralization of solid or liquid samples i s carried 
out before introducing the oontainer fully into the flame 
for atomizationj Kahn e£ aj.. (1968) used a tantalum boat 
for the determination of heavy metals that are readily 
volat i l i sed. The limit of deteotlon vas superior to those 
achieved in conventional atomio absorption spectrophoto-
metry. Delves (1970) described the use of microsampling 
oup for the determination of lead in blood. 
1
.10.1 PfteyUofl Ull t l f 
Detection l imits in atomic absorption spectrophoto-
metry i s defined as the concentration in solution which 
v l l l produce a signal that i s tvioe the standard deviation 
of the random fluctuations (Noise) of the back ground (Base 
line) signal. 
1.10.2 Sensitivity 
Sensitivity in atomic absorption refers to the con-
7II 
centration in aqueous solution which will generate a signal 
of 1# absorption. Sensitivity may vary slightly from ins-
trument to instrument as they are a function of the lamp, 
burner head and nebulizer used. 
1.10.3 Hoary metal determination 
In the monitoring of enrironmental pollution, water 
is one of the most common material to be analysed. The 
analysis, however, is perhaps the most difficult problem 
encountered in environmental analysis* The concentrations 
of many traee elements in natural waters which are present 
at sub-ppb levels and loses due to adsorption on container 
walls and biologloal activity may be serious problems 
(Toribara e£ a^., 1970; Baier ej, aj»., 1975} Litman ej, aj^., 
1975)* Adsorption and elution from container surfaces has 
been demonstrated in a number of eases (Crouthamel e£ aj^., 
1958; Blehols fl aJL«» 1965; Robertson, 1968; Strumplers, 
1973; Shendorlkar e £ i & . , 1976). Coyne and Collins (1972) 
has shown that serious losses of mercury from natural waters 
occur when the samples are stored in polythylene. 
1.11 Analytical Methods 
A large number of analytical methods exist for the 
determination of heavy metals in water. These methods may 
suffer from some drawbacks like poor sensitivity for some 
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elements, interference, matrix effects and interelement 
effect• to eome degree. A useful method of evaluating 
heavy metal method is to compare results for a given set 
of elements determined In the same material by atleast two 
methods. The method is also evaluated by analyzing an 
idealised sample. Commonly a "spike" is added to a sample 
solution and the effects of eome possible interfering ions 
are studied. Method can be evaluated by analyzing standard 
materials for which elemental ooneentrations are known* 
Flame atomic absorption spectrophotometry is the 
most suitable method for the determination of heavy metals 
in water. However, the aspiration of water directly into 
flame generally results in scatter of radiation and clogging 
of the burner by the high dissolved solids concentrations. 
However, the loss may be prevented by putting hydrochloric 
add or nitric add in the water and bringing the pE below 
1.5 (Robertson, 1968). The addition of adds, however, 
changes the chemical nature of the medium. Heavy metals 
may be present as suspended matter, finely divided preci-
pitates, colloids, bound Inorganic complexes or in true 
solution. These aspects require detailed research. How-
ever, now it is generally accepted that in order for a 
metal to exert its toxicity it must be In soluble form 
(Chapman, 1972). 
12 
Sometimes It becomes necessary to perform chemical 
ssparatlons for the elements of iutsrest prior to the ana-
lytical d•termination, such procedure! are in themselves 
sourcee of error. The assumption that a given element it 
present in ionic form is not justified. Radionuclide! of 
heavy metals hare been found to bo distributed among 
particulates material, ionio and uncharged speeies in water 
(Nelson 1& £*>, 1966). Hence, extreme oars is required to 
bs taken to ensure conversion of all forms of an element 
into a single chemical form before carrying out separation 
procedures. 
The quantities of heavy metals may also bs below the 
detection limits. Thus, the separation and preconcentra-
ti on of heavy metals are necessary in order to aohieve 
accurate and precise determination of heavy metals (Steels 
$£ sJL«» 1973; Champbell and Ottawa, 1976). 
1.11.1 Concentration of heavy metals 
The concentration of the sample may be achieved by 
any of the following four procedures! 
(i) By evaporation techniquei The water samples are con-
centrated by heating under controlled conditions. However, 
this technique suffers from losses of heavy metals due to 
i:\ 
evaporation as well as adsorption on the surface of the 
container. Excessive heat also make certain metallic com-
pounds insoluble. This technique is very tins consuming 
and henoe not suitable for monitoring studies. 
(11) Chslatlon and solvent extraction! It is an other 
method. Although chelating agents are of Talus in reducing 
or obtaining chemical interferences in flams atomic absorp-
tion spectroscopy, they commonly play a mors Important role 
in a solvent extraction step proceeding the flams determi-
nation. Such an extraction may be performed if one or mors 
of these disturbances are encountered. The sample solution 
may contain substanoss that cause chemical interference. 
Difficulties may arise because substances are present that 
absorb or emit at the same wave length (or very close to it) 
as the element to be determined. Often there is so much 
foreign material present in the sample that clogging of the 
burner results or the viscosity of the solution Is too 
high to permit a normal and reproducible aspiration of ths 
sample. 
When the organic extract is aspiratsd into the flame 
the atoms are easily formed overcoming various interferen-
ces. Ths sensitivity is also increased due to concentration 
as veil as to low viscosity and high combustion of organic 
7* 
solvent and hence more readily reduction of metal to the 
atonic atate occur8 (Robinson, 1969)* 
The solvent extraction procedures are now receiring 
increasing attention in the analysis of heavy metale. Some 
chelating extractante which hare been used by various 
vorksrs arst 
(a) Bikatones* Acetyl acetone, 2,4-pentane dione has been 
used for the determination of copper and sine and other 
metale also (Bean, 1960; Morrison and Preissrs, 1957). 
Manganese has been estimated by 2-thionyl trifluoroacetone 
(Kamaori ej. a i . , 1965). 
(b) Ammonium pyrrolidine dithiocarbamatei It i s the most 
commonly used chelating extract ant. The reagent iras f irst 
used by Kalisea and Schoffmann (1955). It has been used 
for the concentration of almost a U heavy metals (Ramirez-
Manes, 1968; Slavln, 1968). The chelates are formed at 
various pH valuee and metal complex Is most commonly ex-
tracted in methyl leobutyl ketone. However, ethyl acetate 
(Kagee and Rahman, 1965), pentyl acetate (Yangleaira ej, a^., 
1968), 2-hepatanone (Willis , 1962; Allan, 1961; Berge and 
Pfaum, 1968) and chloroform hare also been used as solvents 
(Page and Ganje, 1970). 
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Environmental and biological sample* to vhieh ammo-
nium pyrrolidine dlthlocarbamate has boon used, Include 
blood and blood serum (Selander ej. a^., 1968; Devoto, 1968} 
Hesel, 1968), red blood ce l l s (Farrelly and Pylees, 1969), 
urine (Mulford, 1966; Parker e& a i . , 1967), free and bound 
lead in urine (Kenie, ej, £» , , 1959), biological t issues 
(Parker £$ .* ! • , 1967), milk (Willie, 1960), plant materiale 
(Stuoer fj. a i . , 1967), various organic materiale (Barman, 
1964), natural vatere (Burrel, 1965; Fiahman and Madget, 
1968; Butler and Mathevs, 1966), saline vat ere and eea 
vatere (Allan, 1961; Butler and Matheve, 1966) and eolle 
(Sprague and Slavin, 1964; Brooke £ ! a^., 1967). 
(e) Diethyl dithiocarbonate; Diethyl dithlooarbomate, 
usually as sodium sa l t , has received oontinuing attention 
as extract ant for many heavy metals in monitoring and 
toxieologieal studies (Bode and Fabian, 1958; Berman, 1967). 
Generally the complex i s extracted in chloroform or earbon-
tetraealorlde, vhloh i s evaporated and residue i e taken 
into methyl lsobutyl ketone (Dean and Slmms, 1963). It 
Is a preferred oomplexlng agent for copper and manganeee 
(Herrman and Lang, 1963; Tangisava ej, a^., 1968; Jonee j& 
a l . , 1973). 
(d) 8-Qulnol and i t s derlvatlvesi The compound Is also 
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known at oxine and has been used as analytical extract ant 
for a number of heavy natal* determined by atomic absorp-
tion methods (Goto and Sudo, 1961} Ajemian and Whitsman, 
1969). Manganese, lead, copper and sine hare been auc-
ceSBfully determined by this extract ant (Spudo and Goto, 
1963; Nanssll and Bmmsl, 1965). Howsvsr, the sensitivity 
and reproducibility i s not adequate. Methyl isobutyl 
ketone i s the preferred solvent (Takeuohl f£ a l . , 1966). 
(•) £l4l£t* Dimethyl glyoxiae has been used for the 
concentration of nickel (Burriel-Marti £&&*•, 1956). 
Salicylaldoxime has been used for copper (Dean and Lady, 
1956). The preferred solvent i s methyl iso butyl ketone. 
O OttP^trront Cupferron Is the technical name of N-nitro-
sophenyl amine. Though this compound has been used for the 
extraction and atomic absorption determination of a number 
of hoary metals, i t was found most suitable for manganese 
and vanadium methyl i so butyl lest one i s preferred solvent 
(Takeuohi £$.£&., 1966; Crunp-Wleaner and Purdy, 1969). 
(«) Dlthiozonet Dithiozone (diphenyl thioearbaaone) has 
been used for atomic absorption determination of a number 
of heavy metals especially for cadmium, copoer, mercury, 
and sine (Takeuohi at a l . , 1966; Sackdev and West, 1969). 
The complexes are either extracted in chloroform or methyl 
i so butyl ketone at various pH values depending on the 
metals to too determined (Viekors and Merrick, 1968). 
(h) fllffoo^anooup §rtmftm%§* Sons other oomploxing 
agents hare also boon used for atomio absorption determi-
nation. Iron has boon dotorminod by forming eomploz with 
1,10-phenanthroline ami bathophenanthroline (Pollack and 
Anderson, 1966; Zottnor f&, £»>, 1968). Mercury was e s t i -
mated by oationio zino-2,2-bipyridine chelate (Tamaraoto 
l£Al«» 1968). Robinson *£ &• (1969) hare estimatod cad-
mium and oopoer by using 2-mercapto-benaothiaaole ao 
extract ant. 
( I l l ) Ion oxohango realnot Ordinary ion oxohango reaine 
voro of Tory limited use for tho analytioal concentration 
of hoary metalo. Tho reoent invent of commercially che-
lating re«in• mainly baaed on iminodiacetic acid substi-
tuod croea linked polystyrene, makes i t possible to concen-
trate heavy metals and separate them from major coatponants 
(Riley and Taylor, 1968} Roth and Harnung, 1977)* Tho 
buffered solutions are passed through Ion exchange column 
which retains the inetals. Tho retained motal* are then 
stripped from tho column with a suitable eluant and eluate 
i s mede upto a known volume (Biachler, 1965; Blake et a l . , 
1969)* Tho procedure hao not been popular eaong analysts 
7S 
due to i t » slow nature and low recovery. 
( I T ) Co-precipltatiom The heavy metale have also been 
concentrated by co-precipitat ion. However, these methods 
suffer from disadvantages of lov recovery and incorporation 
of contamination and high blank values (Tera ej, s j . . , 1965; 
Miauiki, 1965). 
After giving due consideration to the invest igat ions 
carried out on the industr ial wastes and the metal pol lu-
tant s , i t was thought worthwhile to carry out these studies 
on the e f fec t s of Industrial wastes and tox ic metals on 
micro-organisms and atomic absorption spectrophotometric 
studies on commercial f e r t i l i z e r s as a source of Zn and Cd 
In s o i l and river water. The inference of the studies was 
based on the microbial ac t iv i ty i n various volumes of the 
waste, varying concentrations of metals and evaluation of 
rate constant, and ultimate demand using the BOD data. 
The present thes i s i s , therefore, comprised of the 
following ohapterst 
- Effects of Industrial Pollutants on the Kinetics of BOS 
of amino acid (Methionine)• 
- Detrimental e f f ec t s of Pharmacerutieal Industrial Wastes 
on Micro-organisms. 
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- Atomic Absorption Spcetrophotometric Studies of Cadmium 
and Zinc in Commercial Fertilizers, Soils and RiYer Water, 
- Influence of Toxic Metals on the Repression of Carbona-
ceous Oxygen Demand, 
- Microbial uptake of Cadmium and its Effects on the Bio-
chemical Oxygen Demand at various Temperatures. 
- Microbial uptake of Arsenic and its Effects on the Bio-
chemical Oxygen Demand at various Temperatures. 
- Impact of pH on Toxicity of Copper and Chromium. 
Sf) 
2 . MAfBRIAXB AKP METHODS 
2.1 D•termination of Heavy Mstals by 
Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer 
2.1 .1 Atomlo Absorption Spectrophotometer 
Psrkln-llmer model 303 atomic abaorptlon spectro-
photometer vas chief ly used I s the study. This i s a double 
been eyetea vi th s ingle deteotor shared by source l ight 
modulated and flams l ight unmodulated. 
2 .1 .2 Hollow Cathode Lamps 
The single elements hollov eathods filled vlth 
either argon or neon gas were ussd throughout the study. 
2.2 Operation 
2.2.1 Setting of Spectrophotometer 
Firstly the hollov oathode lamp of the elsment to 
be determined was fitted in the lamp compartment then the 
control line pover knob of the apectrophotometer vas put 
on. The hollov oathode lamp current vas adjusted and reso-
nance line of Interest vas sst by selecting Tie sotting for 
Unss above 420 nm and UT for lines belov 420 nm. Nov the 
U n s emission 11ns vas tuned by rotating coarse and fins 
knobs of the vara length counter In elook and anticlook 
8! 
direction* so that the energy meter reading* was maxima. 
Appropriate s l i t width was selected using s l i t selector 
knob. 
2.2.2 Lamp Alignment 
The lamp was aligned by turning the two alignment 
screws on the lamp holder in euch a way that the energy 
meter reading waa maximised. 
2.2.3 Burner Alignment 
When the burner i s correctly aligned the s l i t in 
the burner head i s parallel to and sl ightly below the sam-
ple beam. The burner was aligned by f irs t install ing a 
copper hollow cathode lamp, setting the absorption counter 
at zero and adjusting the null meter needle to mid-eeale 
position. Then the burner head was raised unti l the meter 
needle indicated absorption. Burner head was slow lowered 
unti l i t was just below the light beam. 
2.2.4 Setting of Burner 
The burner regulator air control was set to 30 psig 
(2.1 Kg/sq em) pressure and air flow was adjusted to 24 
litres/minute. Fuel (acetylene) supply pressure was set 
to 8.0 psig (0.56 Kg/sq oo) and acetylene flow was adjusted 
to 4.3 litres/minute. Fuel supply was shut off quickly 
after flow adjustment. 
2.2.5 Adjusting of KsbttHgatlon 
Burner was lighted after full fuel flow was esta-
blished and burner vae allowed to warm up for fire minutes. 
The burner nebulizer sample tubing was inserted into a 
blank solution and null meter was adjusted to null by zero 
control knob. Blank solution was removed and the sample 
tubing vas inserted into a solution of eopper (5 ppm) and 
null meter reading was brought to zero by the absorption 
control knob. Nov the flow rate of nebulizatlon vas ad-
Justed so that optimum absorption reading vas obtained. 
Table 7. Resonance lines sensitivity and linear working 
range for some heavy metals. 
Metal Symbol Wave length Sensitivity 
(ppm) 
Linear 
working 
range 
(ppm) 
Arsenic 
Cadmium 
Cobalt 
Chromium 
Copper 
Mercury 
Manganese 
Nickel 
Lead 
Zinc 
As 
Cd 
Co 
Or 
Cu 
Hg 
Mn 
Hi 
Pb 
2n 
1937 
2288 
2407 
3579 
3247 
2536 
2795 
2320 
2833 
2139 
2.00 
0.25 
0.15 
0.10 
0.10 
10.00 
0.05 
0.10 
0.50 
0.015 
50 
2 
5 
5 
5 
300 
3 
5 
20 
1 
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2.2.6 Resonance Lines 
The resonance ware length sensitivity and linear 
working range In aqueous solution for some of heavy metals 
are given in table 7. 
2.3 Betsrmlnatlon of Heavy Metals 
2-3.1 ftffilttni ?rftffif4ttTf 
Samples prepared in aqueous medium and containing 
lov matrix material and dissolved solids were directly 
atomized in the flame. The standard solution were also 
atomized similarly. The concentration of samples and 
standards were so adjusted so that they were under linear 
vorking range. The concentration in the aqueous solution 
was determined from the following formulas 
Element ( ^g/ml) * (net samples absorbanee) (Standard 
eone. ug/ml)(net standard absorbanee) 
2.3.2 Method of Standard Additions 
Samples generally contain high and variable concen-
tration of matrix materials. It was therefore difficult 
to prepare standards and samples which were sufficiently 
similar. To avoid these effects the method of standard 
addition was followed. For th is purpose (2 ml) aliquot• 
of the sample were taken. The f irst aliquot was diluted 
to 5 ml with 1"7 n i tr ic add and second and third aliquots 
H7 
2.7.2 Water Samples 
The collected water samples were Immediately treated 
with cone. HNO,. The 50 ml of sample + 10 ml HNO- were 
evaporated to 10 ml. 
2*7.3 fiftllf and For^l^gyrs 
The modified method as described by Ajemian and 
Chau (1976) was used. Soil and fer t i l i zers samples were 
dried at room temperature and sieved to particle size less 
than 80 mesh. A 1.0 g amount of so i l or fer t i l i zer samples 
was taken and 25 ml of nitric acid was added to i t . The 
eontent was boiled to dryness. The same treatment was 
repeated again. The sample was then treated to dryness 
subsequently twice with 25 ml of aqua regia and twice with 
25 ml of nitr ic acid perchloric aoid ( 1 + 4 ) mixturs. The 
dried residue was moistened with 5 ml of concentrated hot 
hydrochloric acid and eentrifuged. Supernatant was drained 
off and collected in a volumetric flask. The residue was 
then taken in 10 ml 1' hydrochloric acid, boiled, eentri-
fuged and supernatant was transferred to volumetric flask. 
The residus was again treated with 10 ml \f HC1 similarly. 
The total extract was oolleeted together and made upto a 
suitable volume. 
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2.8 Determination of Heavy Metals by 
Speotrophotomotrlc Method 
Hach DH./EL 4 spectrophotometer has been used for the 
determination of arsenic* cadmium* copper and chromium in 
the aliquot. 
The biochemical oxygen demand la a process in which 
micro-organisms feed upon the organic matter to degradate 
into i t s simpler constituents. This i s an aerobic pheno-
menon In which mioro-organ!ems survive in the preeenoe of 
dissolved oxygen of the sample. The test has i t s widest 
application in measuring waste loadings to treatment plants 
and In evaluating the efficiency (BOB removal) of such 
treatment systems* 
2.9*1 Apparatus 
(a) Incubation bottles: 250-300 ml capacity, with 
ground glass stoppers. 
(b) Air incubator: Thermostatically controlled at 
20 t 1°C. 
2.9.2 Reagents 
(a) Distilled waters Used only high quality water 
distilled from all glass still. 
W 0 
(b) Phosphate buffer solutions Dissolved 8.5 g 
potaeeiu* dihydrogen phosphate, KHgPO^ j 21.75 g. dipota-
seium hydrogen phoaphatt, KgHPO^ 33.4 g dieodium hydrogen 
phoaphata heptahydrate, Ha^ HPO^ THjjOt and 1.7 • ammonium 
chloride, KH.C1 in about 500 ml dlatl l lad vatar and diluted 
to 1 l i t r e . 
(o) Magnealum sulfate aolutlont Diasolved 22,5 g 
HgSO^^ HgO In diati l lad vater and dilutad to 1 l l t ra . 
(d) Calcium ehlorida solution: Di8solved 27.5 g 
anhydrous CaCl^  in diati l lad vatar and diluted to 1 l i t r e . 
(a) Ferric chloride solution! Dissolved 0.25 g 
FeCl,.6H20 in diatil lad vatar and dilutad to 1 l i t r e . 
(f) Aoid and alkali solutions: IN, for neutrali-
zation of caustic or acidic waste samples. 
2.9.3 jgiedj&fi 
The purpose of seeding to introduce Into the sample 
i s that they help in oxidizing the organic matter present. 
When the sample contains very few micro-organiens -
as a result , for example, of ehlorination, high temperature 
or extreme pH - seeding I s necessary. Some samplea, for 
example, contain industrial vastee - may require seeding 
:JU 
beeauss of lov microbial population. 
2 .9 .4 Development of Seeds 
Seeds wore developed in laboratory by continuously 
aerating a large sample of vater and feeding i t with small 
dal ly Increments of the particular waste, together with 
s o i l or domestic sewage, u n t i l a sat is factory microbial 
population has developed. Adapted seed also has been used 
in attempts to estimate the e f fect of a waste on the 
receiving water (Standard Methods, 1975)* 
(a) Fiagnous sulphate solution! I t i s prepared by 
dissolving 480 g MnS04.4H20 in d i s t i l l e d water, f i l t ered 
and diluted to 1 l i t r e . 
(b) Alkal i- iodide-azide reagent: This was prepared 
by dissolving 500 g NaOH and 150 g KI in d i s t i l l e d water 
and diluted to 1 l i t r e . 
(o) Sulphuric acid, H^SO., cone*: One m i H i l i t r e 
i s equivalent to about 3 ml mixture. 
(d) Starch: Starch solution was prepared by d i s -
solving 5 g soluble starch to approximately 800 ml of b o i l -
ing water, with s t i rr ing and diluted to 1 l i t r e . This was 
preserved with 1.25 g s a l i c y l i c acid. 
U! 
(•) Sodium thiosulphate stock solution, 0.1Ni I t 
was prepared by di8solving 24.82 g Ha2S205.5H20 in boiled 
and cooled d i s t i l l e d water and diluted to 1 l i t r e * I t 
was preserved by adding 5 ml chloroform. 
(f) Standard sodium t hi o sulphate t i t rant (0.025N)i 
I t was prepared by d i lu t ing 250 ml sodium thiosulphate 
stock solution to 1000 ml. 
2.10 ffrojofture 
(a) To the sample in 250 to 500 ml bottle* added 
2 ml of manganese sulphate solution* followed by 2 ml 
alkaH-lodlde-azlde reagent, well below the surface of 
the l iquid . Stopper carefully to exclude a i r bubbles and 
mix by inverting the bot t le at leas t 15 times. When the 
prec ip i ta te se t t l ed , leering a clear supernate above the 
manganese hydroxide floe and shaked again. After at least 
2 minutes s e t t l i ng has produced at l eas t 100 ml of clear 
supernate, carefully removed the stopper and immediately 
added 2.0 ml cone. H280. by allowing the acid to run down 
the neck of the b o t t l e , restopper, and mixed by gentle i n -
version u n t i l dissolution i s complete. Distributed the 
iodine uniformly throughout the bo t t l e before deoantation 
of the amount needed for t i t r a t i o n . Used a volume corres-
ponding to 200 ml of the original sample by displacement 
' { ' 
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with the reagents. Thus, for a t o t a l of 4 ml (2 ml each) 
of the manganese sulphate and alkal i - lodide-aaide reagent* 
In a 300 ml b o t t l e , t i t ra ted 200-300/(300-4) * 203 ml. 
(b) Titrated with 0.025N thiosulphate solution to 
a pale straw colour. Added 1 to 2 ml starch solution and 
continued the t i t r a t i o n to the. f i r s t disappearance of the 
blue colour. 
In t h i s way dissolved oxygen of the sample on f i r s t 
day (before incubation) and after incubation (5 days) was 
determined and BOS mg 1 was calculated by the re la t ion-
ships 
2.10.1 Calculation 
5th d a , BOD
 M I"1 - (D0b - DOj) x ™ * M , * f f * * 
where DO^ * DO before incubation 
D0i * DO after incubation 
2.11 Determination of Chemical Oxygen Demand (OOP) 
The chemical oxygen demand (00D) determination is 
a measure of the oxygen equivalent of that portion of the 
organic matter in a sample that is susceptible to oxida-
tion by a strong chemical oxidant. It is an important, 
rapidly measured parameter for stream and industrial waste 
{n 
studies and control of waste treatment plants. 
The dichromate reflux method has been selected for 
the COD determination because It has advantagea over other 
oxidants In oxidizability, applicability to a vide variety 
of samples, and ease ot manipulation. 
2.11.1 Principle 
Most type of organic matter are destroyed by a 
boiling mixture of chromic and sulphuric adds. A sample 
is refluxed with known amounts of potassium dichromate and 
sulphuric acid and the excess dichromate is titrated with 
ferrous ammonium sulphate. The amount of oxidisable orga-
nic matter, measured as oxygen equivalent, ia proportional 
to the potassium dichromate consumed. 
2.11.2 Apparatus 
Reflux apparatus, consisting of 500 ml or 250 ml 
erlenmeyer flasks with ground glass 24/40 neck and 300 mm 
jacket Lieblg, Vest, or equivalent condensers with 24/40 
ground glass joint, and a hot plate having sufficient power 
2 2 
to produce at least 1.4 W/em ($W/ifi ) ef heating surface 
to insure adequate boiling of the contents of the refluxing 
flask. 
2.11.3 Reagent* 
(a) Standard potassium dichromate solution ( 0 . 2 5 K ) J 
Dissolved 12.59 g K2Cr2°7* $****** etandard grade, pre-
viously dried at 103°C for 2 hours, In d ia t i l l ad water and 
diluted to 1000 ml. 
(b) Sulphuric aoid reagents Cone. H2S0^ containing 
22 g s i l v e r sulphate, A&2304* p f t r * K6 (9 l b ) bot t le (1 to 
2 days required for d i s so lu t ion) . 
(e) Standard ferrous ammonium sulphate t i trant (0.1N): 
Dissolved 39 g Fe(NH.)2(3O^)2.6H20 in d i a t i l l a d water. 
Added 20 ml. cone* HgSO,, oooled and diluted to 1000 ml. 
Standardized t h i s solution dai ly against the standard K?Cr207 
solut ion. 
Standardization! Diluted 10.0 ml standard K2Cr20~ 
solution to about 100 ml* Added 30 ml cone. HgSO^ and 
cooled. Titrated with the ferrous ammonium sulphate t i t r a n t , 
using 2 to 3 drops (0,1 to 0.15 ml) ferroin indicator. 
(d) Ferroin indicator solutions Dissolved 1.435 g» 
1,10 phenanthroline monohydrate, together with 695 mg FeSO,. 
7H20 in water and diluted to 100 ml. 
(e) Mercuric sulphate, HgSO., crys ta l s . 
0 r 
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vere mad* up to 5 ml after adding different amounta of 
•tandarda. 
Abaorbance of each solution was raoordad. Than tha 
abaorbance readings vara plotted against added concentra-
tiona. Tha re suiting straight line was extrapolated to 
zero abaorbance. The intercept on the concentration axis 
gave the concentration of the metal In the diluted sample 
solution. 
2.4 High Precision Analysis 
Improved precision can be obtained for many determi-
nations with the use of bracketing standards. For this 
purpose, appropriate metal concentration in the sample was 
determined by routine procedure. Then standards with con-
centrations of about 51- higher and 5$ lover than that deter-
mined for the samples were prepared. Abeorbanoe readings 
of the sample and standards were measured in the following 
sequences 
1. Low standard, 2. Sample, 3. High standard, 4. Sample, 
5. Low standard, 6. Sample, 7. High standard. 
Average of eaoh reading vas taken and then the 
eoneentration of the element of interest in the sample 
solution was determined using the following formulaj 
> o 
where C » Concentration of the sample 
C^ • Concentration of higher standard 
C^ * Concentration of lower standard 
A • Absorbance of sample 
Ah " Absorbance of higher etandard 
AX « Absorbance of loner standard 
2.4.t Using Organic Solvent* 
Burning character!etic o* the organic solvents was 
considered while analysing samples In organic solvents. 
Initially the flame was ignited as for aqueous solutions. 
Then solvent iras aspirated and fuel flow rate was adjusted 
to obtain the desired flame conditions. 
2.5 Reagents 
Only analytical grade reagents were used throughout 
the study. Reagents suspected of heavy metal contamina-
tion were demetailed by repeated extraction of metals in 
dlthiosone solution till the reagents were free from meta-
llic contamination. Only delonized glass double distilled 
water was used. 
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2.6 Cleaning of Glass Wares 
Throughout the course of tho investigation, only 
* Corning' brand glasswares were exclusively used, Glass 
varas of other brands and polythene wares were not used 
as they are reported to contain leaohable heavy metals 
(Strumpler, 1973). Thus all possible steps were taken to 
avoid the possibility of the apparatus getting contaminated 
with slightest of heavy metals. The glass ware including 
volumetric flasks* beakers, pipettes* test tubes and sample 
storage bottles were washed with detergent and water, 
rinsed with distilled water and then immersed in a bath 
of 10^ nitric acid for twenty four hours. Glass wares 
then rinsed with delonlsed double distilled glass water 
and finally tested to become aold free. Methyl red was 
used as in indicator for performing the test. 
2.7 Preparation of Samples for Atomic Absorption 
Spectrophotometry Analysis 
2.7.1 Industrial Waste Sample* 
The wastes so collected were taken for sample ?n-
paration. 50 ml of the waste were taken and 10 ml of HNO, 
(cone.) were added to make it strongly acidic* and was 
evaporated on water bath to 10 ml. These prepared samples 
were again diluted for studies. 
!J5 
(f) Sulphanio aoidt Required only if the inter-
ference of nitrates is to be eliminated. 
2.11.4 Procedure 
50.0 ml sample or aliquot diluted to 50.0 ml vas 
placed in the 500 ml refluxlng flask. Added 1 g HgSO^, 
several boiling chips, and 5.0 ml B^SO^. The HgSO^ vas 
added very elovly, with mixing to dissolve the HgSO^, It 
vas cooled while mixing to avoid possible loss of volatile 
materials in the sample. 25.0 ml of 0.25N KgCrgO^ solution 
vas added and again mixed. The flask vas attached to the 
condenser and started ooollng water. The remaining acid 
reagent (70 ml) vas added through the open end of the eon-
denser. Swirling and mixing vas done continuously vhlle the 
add vas being added. The reflux mixture vas mixed thorough-
ly before heat vas applied. If this Is not done, local 
heating occurs in the bottom of the flask and the mixture 
may be blovn out of the condenser. 
1.0 g HgSO. vas used vith a 50.0 ml sample to comp-
lex 100 mg chloride. The mixture vas re fluxed for 2 hours 
to give maximum COD. It vas cooled and washed down the eon-
denser vith distilled water. 
The mixture vas diluted to about twice its volume 
vith distilled water, cooled to room temperature, and tit-
U8 
rated the ezoeas diohromate v i th standard ferrous ammonium 
sulphate, using ferroin indicator. End point appeared when 
blue green changed to reddish brown. 
A blank was refluxed in the same way consisting of 
d i s t i l l e d water, equal in volume to that of sample, together 
with the reagents. 
2 .11.$ Calculation 
•1 (a - h)N x 8.000 
mg 1 COD « ' " 
ml. sample 
where a » ml Ft(NH4)2(S04)2 used for blank 
b » ml Fe(NH4)2(S0.)2 used for sample 
and H - I . M 1 M , of P.dTH.)2(SO.) t 
!J7 
3. BFFBCT OF IHPU87BIAI FOUDTMfB OH THH KIHBTIC3 
9? TO Of Afflo A<?B> (WIPTOWffl) 
3.1 HimMUffl 
Sources of water pollution are mainly those industrial 
complexes union use water in their production processes. 
Water thue diesoiree certain chemical substances, becomes 
laden with suspended materials or rises in temperature. 
Aftor use most of the water la returned either to the 
drains in a relatively polluted condition or to the origi -
nal water course. 
Water so discharged causes physical, physiological 
and biological pollution* Undesirable results from the 
discharge of waters include change in the pH ot the water 
caused by soluble sa l t s , depletion of dissolved oxygen and 
i t s resultant effect on the biota. Under the category of 
physloal pollutants may be l i s t ed , 
(a) Colour (c) Turbidity 
(b) Foam (d) Radioactivity ft temperature. 
Physiological effects are caused by taste and odour prob-
lems particularly objectionable in water used for drinking 
or food processing. Biological ef fects , concerned vith 
public health, are the occurrence of pathogenic organisms 
ss 
in the drinking water which can be disinfected by water 
treatment plants. 
With the growth In population and industrialisation, 
more and mora of fresh water i s getting polluted whereae 
the neoessity of fresh water i s increasing every year, 
creating a completely unbalanced situation. A time may 
come when man wi l l hare no alternative than to convert 
large amount of waste water into usable fresh water at 
huge cost. The safeguard, therefore, l i e s in conservation 
of large fresh water resources by increased rate of recycl-
ing and treatment of Industrial water and sewage. 
Kinetics i s the study of change, especially the 
study of rate of change. Kinetics indicates how fast the 
process wi l l take place. The ohlorlnation of phenols aid 
substituted phenols i s the example of kinetics in water 
ohemistry. The i n i t i a l reaction of chlorine with phenol 
or substituted phenols conforms to a second order rate 
expression. However, the chlorinated phenols can react 
to form more highly chlorinated products, resulting in a 
complex series of consecutive and competing reactions. 
Studies on th is process have been extensively published 
elsewhere (Lee ft Morris, 1962j Lee, 1967). Morris (1967) 
has also reviewed his and his co-workers extensive kinetic 
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studies on the ohlorlnation of ammonia and amino compounda. 
Oxidation of aulflda by dissolved oxygen is a common 
reaction in natural waters and generally occurs in transi-
tion zonas between oxygenated and anoxic waters. Sulfide 
is produced by biological activity in anoxic waters (e.g., 
lake hypolimnia) and is oxidised via biological and chemi-
cal reactions when the anoxic water is mixed with oxygenated 
surface water. The mechanism of sulfide oxidation by dis-
solved oxygen is complex, involving consecutive and compet-
ing reactions, and a mixture of intermediates and products 
are formed. Cline and Richards (1969) studied the kinetics 
of this reaction In sea water and found that the reaction 
fit a mixed seoond order model (first order in both total 
sulfide and dissolved oxygen) after the first few hours of 
reaction. 
Katelea and Chian (1969) discussed the kinetics of 
substrata uptake with mixed substrates with particular 
reference to natural populations. Even with C-souree limi-
tation, excretion of aoetate during continuous culture was 
observed. This phenomenon appears to be of some generality 
and can also be readily observed in batch cultures. Wright 
and Hobble (1965) reported evidence for diffusion controlled 
uptake of glucose and aoetate in natural populations of 
100 
several Swedish lakes. 
Stevenson (1979) observed uptake of amino acids by 
baoteroides rumlnioola in a complete defined medium, con-
taining NH, as the H-aource. A high rate of uptake ooourred 
only in fresh medium, as an inhibitory substance, possibly 
acetate apparently accumulated during growth. AH amino 
aoids except proline were taken up and incorporated into 
cold trichloroacetic acid - preoipitable material. 
Babur and Timofeeva (1968) studied assimilation of 
carbon source by vertlolIlium dahliae strains. Glucose, 
maltose, oelloblose are good C-source for the development 
of V. dahliae. Trehalose provided good growth for some 
strains. Sorbose was not ut i l ized. Fungus growth was 
better on glucose and glycerol i f they were combined with 
aaparaglne and NaHO*. Glutamine was not uti l ized by V. 
dahliae. Harada (1979) studied ab i l i t i e s of special micro-
organisms and microbial ut i l izat ion of Eton, formation of 
o-alkylhomoserine, regulation of arylsulfatase synthesis 
and microbial metabolism of some synthetic compounds. 
Andreyuk ej, sj^. (1979) discussed the abil ity of oligonltro-
phil io bacteria to u t i l i ze excellular polysaccharides as 
a substrate for dehydrogenases. Oligonitrophllio bacteria 
belonging to pseudomonas, bacillus and mycobaotertum, were 
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capable of ut i l iz ing extracellular polysaccharides as 
substrates for dehydrogenase production. Most strains 
uti l ized polysaccharides more actively than sucrose. 
Polysaccharide ut i l i sat ion and dehydrogenase formation 
increased with increasing the concentration of fixed H in 
the medium. Many saprophytic bacteria were also capable 
of ut i l i s ing polysaccharides of oligonitrophils, indicating 
a significant role of these substrates in the formation of 
microbial associations. 
Morris (1969) studied the growth of pseudomonas 
T02T and p. putlda T, on L-threonine as the sole source of 
carbon and energy, ut i l ised the L-threonine. Buczowska 
and Jarnuszkiewlez (1968) studied biochemical activity of 
mixed bacterial cultures acclimated to thioeyanate. Mixed 
bacterial cultures acclimated to CN3~ degraded the latter 
to 0O2, H2S, HH ,^ and 30^ . The cultures acclimated to 
CNS" also de-compound CNO", Of* and fi^C t CHGH. The pattern 
of oxidation of CBS~ and CNO~ by GNS~ acclimated cultures 
suggested that the metabolisms of both anions was the same. 
The adaptive character of &T and H2C 1 CHCK oxidation by 
the culture may indicated that the pathway of their meta-
bolism was different from that of CKS~ and CNO". Forrest 
(1969) studied a thermodynamic approach to the determination 
of energetic efficiency of the growth process of micro-orga-
1Q2 
nisms. fhe growth yielded coefficient seemed to be the 
Halt ing value towards which anaerobic organisms tend to 
conform, particularly in fermentation. 
Biological reactions are Important In controlling 
the concentrations of many elements and compound* In natu-
ral water*. Distributions of organic compounds such as 
dissolved amino acids, vitamins, and sugars are controlled 
largely by rates of excretion and uptake by micro-organisms. 
Biological processes in nature are complicated by the kine-
t i c s of organism growth and decay. St rat ton and KoCarty 
(1967) derived a rate equation for the two atop ni tr i f ica-
tion process based on the Konod expression for microbial 
growth. From the etoichiometry of nitrif ication and the 
equation for rate of substrate ut i l izat ion, the rate of 
oxygen consumption resulting from nitrif ication was ex-
pressed as 
d[02 l /dt « 3.43[kM0/(KB+0)]|r|» + 1.14[*MC/(Kt+C)]H(r (1) 
where subscripts NH^  and NOj refer to rate parameters for 
ammonia and ni tr i te oxidation, respectively, k i s a subs-
trate ut i l i sat ion constant (mg/day/mg of organisms), H i s 
the concentration of organisms, C i s the concentration of 
ammonia or nitrite* and K0 i s the half velocity constant 
for ammonia or n i t r i t e , 
iO.j 
In the present Chapter the k inet ics of BOD of amino 
acid (Methionine) hat been studied after introducing seeds 
(developed from respective trade effluent and sewage) into 
BOD bot t l e s (Ciaccio, 1972). The emphasis i s given to the 
k inet i c s and e f f ec t s caused by seeds on the BOD of amino 
acid (Methionine). 
3»2 Material and Methods 
Physico-chemical analyses of the various industrial 
e f f luents from Kisan Sahkari Chini K i l l Ltd., Satha, Glaxo 
Laboratories, Tiger Lock Factory, Parag Vanaspati Oil Mill 
and savage of Aligarh Muslim University ( a l l situated in 
Aligarh d i s t r i c t , Uttar Pradesh) vere oarried out. The 
factor ies have been surveyed to co l l ec t data on the ir re s -
pective manufacturing capacity and nature of e f f luents . 
All the fac tor ies except Tiger Lock, discharge pollutants 
rich i n organic compounds on land or into severs. Glaxo 
Laboratories have the i r ovn treatment plant. The various 
trade ef f luents have the i r ovn character is t ic smell and 
colour, high pH, high turbidi ty , high s o l i d s , pract ical ly 
no dissolved oxygen, high BOD and COD. The t e s t s for su l -
phates, phosphates, n i t r a t e s , iron and nickel vere oarried 
out. The ident i f i ca t ion of microbial population vas done 
at microbiology laboratory. This chapter presents the 
lOi 
kinotic studies of BOD of amino aoid (methionine) by accli-
mated culture of micro-organisms developed from above men* 
tioned trade effluents and sewage. The experimental data 
were used to evaluate rate constante (k), deoxygenation 
constant (K) and ratio of BODe/BODu. 
The samples of trade wastes were collected from res-
pective factories. The determination of colour, odour, 
specific gravity, pH, turbidity, total solids, suspended 
solids, dissolved solids, volatile solids, dissolved oxygen, 
bioehemloal oxygen demand, chemical oxygen demand, sulphate, 
phosphate, oil, iron and nickel were done (Standard Methods, 
1975). Stock solutions of amino acid (methionine) of 
-1 -1 
5 mg 1 and 10 mg 1 were prepared in oxygen bubbled dis-
tilled ammonia free water. Biological seeds were developed 
in the laboratory by continuously aerating sample of water 
and feeding it with small daily increments of the particular 
industrial effluent, together with soil, until a satisfac-
tory microbial population has developed. The micro-organisms 
were identified for their nature. In this way biological 
seeds of all effluents were prepared and introduced in BOD 
bottles along with their nutrients (Mara, 1976). The TOI-
ume of incubation solutions in the bottles were made up 
with amino aoid solution and kept for 15 days incubation 
at 20°C. Titrimetrio method was used for the estimation 
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of free carbon dioxide with phenophthalein as indicator 
and standard sodium carbonate tit rant. The colour obtained, 
was compared with the prepared standard sample (Standard 
Methods, 1975)* The nitrate was estimated by brucine method 
(Standard Methods, 1975). 
3.3 Observations and discussion 
The physico-chemical character!sties of the effluents 
and sewage of various factories are given in Table 8. The 
effluent of Parag Oil factory had considerable amount of 
oil. The effluents of Tiger Lock Factory gave the positive 
test for iron and nickel while Parag Mill effluent gave 
only positive test for niokel. The results show that vola-
tile solids and BOD are not in proportion. It is perhaps 
due to large amount of oxygen intake by metals in low 
valency and reduced states and also by oxidation of ammo-
nium compounds present in the effluents. 
The effect of various industrial effluents on the 
BOP of methionine have been studied by introducing 'seeds' 
produced by above mentioned effluents into 5 mg 1* and 
10 mg 1~ solutions of methionine keeping them upto 15 days 
in incubation at 20°C. For this purpose BOD bottles were 
kept for each concentration to check BOD for zero day 
(after 15 minutes), 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 10th and 15th 
10B 
(Table 9). This seeding provides a sufficient amount of 
bacterial population to enable bio-oxidation of methionine 
to occur without delay. The results shoved that seeds of 
Satha Sugar Mill, Glaxo Laboratories and A.M.U. Sewage, 
contained nitrosomonas, nitrobacter and saprophytic bac-
teria. The seeds of Tiger Look Factory and Parag Oil Mill 
showed only the presence of saprophytic bacteria. 
The BOD curve8 of methionine as observed in two 
dilutions with five types of seeds produoed by different 
effluents are shown in Figs. 5*9. Every trade waste had 
different properties* and also produced different type of 
seeds. The stabilisation of BOP of methionine was totally 
dependent on the nature of seeds. 
The BOD curves for methionine with Satha Sugar 
Factory effluent (Fig. 5) showed a rapid development of 
the stabilisation oxygen demand. The nitrification was 
absent at higher concentration which showed that perhaps 
at higher concentration this may presumably start after 
fifteen days. Glaxo Laboratories seeds gave similar re-
sults. In sewage seeds, high stabilization oxygen demand 
was required to stabilise methionine. The BOD curves for 
methionine with sewage seeds (Fig. 9) showed second stage 
BOD in both the concentrations. From this observation It 
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may be inferred that nitrobactera are present in abundance 
In sewage. Our obeerrations clearly Indicated that deve-
lopment of BOS lagged for 5 days and then progressed rapidly 
to stabilize oxygen demand. Second stage BOD did not appear 
in the Tiger Lock seeds and Parag Vanaepati seeds (Fig. 7). 
The absence of nitrification may be explained on the basis 
that in both industries nitrifying bacteria were absent. 
Nitrates were absent in the effluents from Tiger 
Lock and Parag Oil Hill, however, these were present in 
the effluents from Satha Sugar Mill, Glaxo Laboratories and 
A.K.U. Stabilization oxygen demand in Parag Oil Mill vas 
high in comparison to Tiger Look seeds. The BOD reaction 
is closely related to unimoleoular type of reaction (Mara, 
1976; Sawyer, 1^60). Our studios have clearly established 
that reaction was unimolecular. The rate of reaction was 
proportional to the amount of oxidiaable matter remaining 
at any time and yislded parabolic curves (curves c, d in 
Figs. 5-9). 
?•* evaluation of Constants 
3.4.1 BOD (Y) 
The rate of reaction is controlled by the amount 
of food available to the organisms and may be calculated 
by expression, 
!CS 
T « L(1 ~ 10""1) (2) 
where T • BOD at any time 
L * Total or ultimate BOB 
k » rate constant 
The value of k may bo determined by experiment. 
3.4.2 Deoxygenated Constant (K) 
The magnitude of K may also be determined by the 
method suggested (Thomas, 1948), 
dy « Y' « K(L - T ) (3) 
where K « k x 2.303 (4) 
E stands for deoxygenation constant and this value may be 
calculated i f rate constant i s known. 
The rate constants kL, 
*^1 * ^ 2' ^ 3 * ^ 4 * ^ 5' ^ 10 * &^A 
k15 for zero, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 10th and 15th days 
were computed with the help of equation (1); the values 
are given in Table 10. The rate const ait s of methionine 
with Sat ha Sugar Factory seeds shows that in 5 mg 1~ 
bottles, rate of reaction increases upto 2nd day of incu-
bation, after that on 3rd day slight fall down is observed 
which continues upto fifteenth day. Similar results were 
obtained in the 10 mg l" bottles. In Glaxo seeds the rate 
10') 
of reaction falle down on the second day for both concen-
trations showing more organ!am population. In the bottles 
of Tiger Look Factory seeds, the increase in the rate of 
reaction was registered upto 5th day, this indicates a 
slow bacterial action on the methionine, the decrease in 
the rate constant after the 5th day vas also a slov pro-
cess. In the bottles of 10 ag l" the rate of reaction 
increased upto 4th day and then decreased slowly. The 
rate of reaction at 5 mg 1"" for Parag Oil Mill was faster 
upto 3rd day and then it smoothly decreased. Similar 
results were observed for 10 mg 1~ . The rate of reaotion 
for sewage seeds increases upto 2nd day and then decreases 
upto fifteen days in both concentrations. 
From the results of the rate of reactions, this can 
be conoluded that in general, the reaction is faster ini-
tially and then slows down as the concentration of the 
methionine is decreased with respect to time. It is well 
known fact that simple substrate such as glucose are removed 
from solution at very rapid rate and k values are corres-
pondingly high (Tom, 1951)* More complex material are 
removed much more slowly and k values are lower as observed 
in the Tiger Lock seeds, where inorganic materials are in 
abundance (Sawyer, 1960). 
l i t ) 
—- The dcoxygenation constant 0 (K) for the mentioned 
days were calculated with the help of equation (3) and val-
ues are given in Table 11. The values of deoxygenatlon 
constante are decreasing from 1st day to 15th day in most 
of the oases. 
The break up of the methionine into its simpler cons-
tituents are also supported by estimation of C02 (Table 9) 
in our every day experiment. The every day increase of 002 
and decrease in COB supports the fact of break up due to 
bio-oxidation. 
Calculated ratio of BODe/BODu (T-/L) were found to be 
around 2/3 which were similar to values reported by other 
workers (Tom, 1951; Sunderason, 1965) where BOD,- * 5 days 
BOD and BOD equal to ultimate BOD. There were calculated 
with the help of equation (3). 
3.5 PftftQ^flon 
The effluents of factories are highly polluted and may 
be dangerous for public health and irrigation. The BOD 
development of methionine demonstrates the relationship of 
5 days BOD values as meaningful representation of BOD deve-
lopment. Nitrification was encountered only when the ini-
tial concentration of methionine was low. Methionine at 
I l l 
approximately 10 mg 1 did not show nitrlfioation during 
early stages of carbonaceous oxygen demand. 
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4 . DBTRIHBKTAL BOTCTS 0? J>HAfflU0B0TICAI, 
4.1 iitfyNm<m 
Alarming threat to the environment and Its life pre-
ssrving eoological system is a direct consequence of the 
characteristic activities of man placing vasts materials, 
partially used natural resources and other by-products 
into ths environment. During the last 40 years the inten-
sity of these character!otic activities increased many 
folds due to the accumulation of vast knowledge, exponen-
tial increase in the needs and expectations of man and 
population explosion. 
India is a developing country and rapid industria-
lisation is taking place throughout the country. Indus-
trialization no doubt, increases economy on one hand but 
on the other hand, their waste products stay be causing 
crucial effects on public health, fauna, flora and micro-
organisms which are of utmost importance in the purifica-
tion of river water. 
Savage and Bruce (1971) discussed the problems of 
marine disposal of waste water and the bacteriological 
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examination of sea water. These experiments hare related 
the growth character!s t ice of tiro commonly used bacter ia l 
indicators of sanitary quali ty ( t o t a l and faecal oollforms) 
with the most commonly used indicators of water quali ty 
(the BOD determination) and found that the above a certain 
i n i t i a l BOB level» sea water temporarily loses i t s toxici ty 
and the maximum bac ter ia l density becomes dependent on the 
i n i t i a l BOD. The resu l t s confirm tiiat t o t a l and faecal 
colifora bacteria do not give an accurate estimation of 
the degree of population in contaminated sea water. Knovles 
(1976) studied the effects of cyanide on micro-organisms. 
Toxic effects of other indus t r ia l wastes have also been 
studied (Walsch, 1980). Effect of a fluoride effluent on 
marine organisms have been studied (Pankhurst.ct a l . . 1980). 
Shlvaraman, ej, aj^, (1978) Isolated the yeast Candida 
t rop lca l i s and studied for phenol degradation. Influence 
of cyanide* ammonia and thlocyanato on phenol degradation 
was also studied. Results indicated that the culture was 
capable of degrading phenol upto a concentration of 2,000 
-1 -1 
mg 1 in the medium with an initial cell mass of 440 mg 1 
(dry wt.). Ammonium salt at near neutral pH even at 10,000 
mg 1" had no effect on phenol degradation cyanide under 
static conditions exerted inhibitory effect on phenol de-
gradation above a concentration of 10 mg 1 as OS". 
i;:u 
1,450 mg X of t hi o cyan ate as (MS did not impair the 
phenol degradation. 
Mlkowska-Jankowska and Malessowska (1976) studied 
the penetration of crude o i l d i s t i l la t ion productB through 
so i l and their effects on micro-organisms in so i l and water. 
Motor o i l , Karinol 211 D and MTX 5 rapidly passed through 
so i l samples in conduction with water. Pollution of soi ls 
with the o i l s lowered the organoleptic properties of water 
passing through them. The o i l s enhanced the development 
of K-reducing bacteria in so i l . 
The effects of synthetic organic pesticides on 
growth of estuarine micro-organisms have been studied. 
Ten pesticides were tested in disk test at 0.1 mg/100 ml, 
on 24 isolates of gram-negative bacterial rods from brack-
ish estuarine waters, only Maneb and Ferbaa inhibited the 
growths of 17 and 11 Isolates , respectively. Three pest i -
cides tested in both tes ts at 1*5 ml* H pesticide P9T 150 
ml broth, heptachlor affooted the growth of 16 Isolates 
whereas benonyl and methyl parathion affected the growth 
of 9 and 4 i so lates , respectively. Kalathion, methoxy-
ehlor, DDT, strobane-T did not affect the micro-organisms 
(Dautertve and Speidel, 1976). 
Bringmann and ituehn (1976) used P. putida as a model 
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bacteria and M. aeruginosa as a medal blue algae, the toxic 
threshold cones (TGK) of 170 potential water pollutant* was 
determined. The ratio of TGK for blue algae to TOK pseudo-
monae vas determined. The results showed that over 65'' of 
the pollutants were more damaging to microcystis than to 
paeudoraonae. Thus microcystis i s a good test for water 
pollutants. 
In the present chapter attempt has been made to eva-
luate the impact of pharmaceutical industrial waste on sap-
rophytic and nitrifying bacteria as micro-organisms using 
—1 
glucoee (5 mg 1 ) as substrate to survive the microbial 
population. 
4.2,1 Location of Factory 
Ghasiabad, U.P. (India) i s an industrially developed 
and thickly populated c i ty . COOPER PRABMA LTD., a pharma-
ceutical industry manufactures vitamin B-oomplex, vitamin 0, 
analgln, A.P.C., aspirin, tetracycline, phenaool, chlore-
strep, oxyphanabuta-zuldlne and a number of other antibio-
t i c s and discharge wastes into sewers, which ultimately go 
to the nearest river. Only a few industries have their own 
treatment plants to check unusual effects on micro-orga-
nisms, other l iving beings, public health, water and so i l . 
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Many factories which manufacture medicines, discharge 
their effluents without treatment to nearest land or river 
through severs. This process alters the physical and che-
mical composition of soil and nature of water. 
The pharmaceutical waste of COOPBE PHARMA was col-
lected in 300 ml BOB bottles and stored at 0°C in kits to 
avoid errors. The waste was analysed for physico-chemical 
oharaoterietiCB (Standard Methods, 1975; Sawyer, 1960) 
(Table 12), Turbidity and pH was determined using spectro-
photometer and pH meter, respectively. A stook solution 
of glucose (5 mg 1 ) was prepared in pure water (BMW) • 
The culture of saprophytic microbial population was deve-
loped by continuous aeration (Standard Method, 1975). 
Nitrifying bacteria were developed in column (Slddiqui, 
fii a^., 1967). 
4.2.2 Source of Nitrifying Bacteria 
The enriched culture of nitrifying bacteria was 
grown in a column packed with pea gravel. The substrate 
was recycled continuously through the column. Initially, 
the column was seeded with a sample of nitrified effluent. 
Subsequently, the feed was changed to a completely inorga-
nic medium hawing the compositiont 
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FeCl5.6H20 0.125 mg l" 
MgS04.7H20 25,0 mg 1" 
K2HP04 3 .0 mg 1" 
(NH4)2S04 56.0 mg T 
CaC05 50.0 mg 1" 
HaHOOj 250.0 mg 1" 
The pH of t h i s medium was 8 . 2 . After several weeks of 
growth, the n i t r i fy ing bacteria were harvested from t h i s 
column for use in t h i s study. 
The varying volumes of pharmaceutical waste - 0.5 mlt 
1.0 ml, 2.0 ml, 3.0 ml, 4 .0 ml, 5.0 ml, 6.0 ml, 7 .0 ml, 8.0 
ml, 9.0 ml, 10.0 ml and 12.0 ml were added in the following 
three systems. 
(a) BOP bot t l e s (300 ml) containing glucose substrate 
(5 ag T ) + saprophytic bacteria; 
(b) BOD bot t l e s (300 ml) containing glucose substrate 
(5 mg 1 ) • n i tr i fy ing bacteria; and 
(e) BOD bot t l e s (300 ml) containing gluoose substrate + 
saprophytic + n i tr i fy ing bacteria. 
F ina l ly , the volumes in a l l the systems were made upto the 
mark with d i s t i l l e d water. All the s e t s of studies were 
prepared and Incubated for 15 days at 20*0. 
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4.3 Results and Diicmilon 
The BOD of saprophytic, nitrifying and saprophytic 
plus nitrifying bacteria were determined separately during 
investigation (Ciaccio, 1972) (Fig. 10 A Table 13). It was 
found that 0.5 ml of the vasts shoved no detrimental effects 
(not shown in Figs. 11, 12 & 13) while 1.0 ml and 2.0 nl of 
the pharmaceutical waste showed slight detrimental effects 
on micro-organisms (Figs. 11, 12, 13 & Tables 14, 15, 16). 
The actual detrimental effects started when volume of waste 
increased 3 ml and onwards upto 12.0 ml. The volume of 9.0 
ml of the waste was highly effective towards microbial 
population of saprophytic nature and did not show any pro-
gress in BOD when volume increased to 10 ml. The activity 
of nitrifying and saprophytic plus nitrifying bacteria got 
depressed at 10 ml. In other words, 1.0 ml and 2.0 ml of 
pharmaceutical waste showed slight reduction in BOD of sap-
rophytic, nitrifying separately and when mixed both bac-
teria together. More than 10 ml of waste (12 ml) completely 
depressed the activity of nitrifying bacteria and showed no 
BOD progression in early stages in incubation. Thus, the 
studies showed that the tolerable volume of pharmaceutical 
waste for no effect was 0.5 ml and very definite detrimental 
effects occurred at 10 ml to 12 ml for saprophytic and nitri-
fying separately as well as in combination* 
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4.4 fiffl^HH,9ft 
It has been concluded from these studies that pharma-
ceutical waste of COOPER PEA.SMA had detrimental effects on 
micro-organisms which form a food chain for other living 
beings. It i s suggested that large volume of the pharma-
ceutical industrial waste should not be discharged without 
dilution or treatment. The death of micro-organisms wi l l 
increase organic pollution due to Industrial discharge of 
vasts into the rivers. This increasing volume of vasts i s 
harmful for the aquatic l i f e , human beings, oatties , i r r i -
gation and so i l because a l l organic compounds present in 
the industrial wastes are not a source of nutrients for 
plant kingdom (Threshow, 1970). Verma and Dalela (1975) 
discussed that combination of acidity with low oxygen and 
high temperature was detrimental to the flora and faunna. 
The crucial cause of the COOPER PHARKA vasts i s the only 
reason, since i t has low pH (5.5) and no oxygen. 
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5. ATOMIC ABSORPTIOH SPiSCTROPHOTOMKTRIC STUDIES 
AS A SOURCE OF CADMIUM ANP ZIHC IH COMMERCIAL 
FERTILIZERS. SOILS AND RIVBR WATERS 
5.1 Sntroduo^on 
Environmental deterioration has also been a direct 
consequence of economic progress and a c t i v i t i e s . Techno-
l o g i c a l applications hare become increasingly varied and 
vide spread, so has been the result ing impact on environ-
ment. Innovations have almost always created new en-
vironmental hazards. A common example i s the discovery 
of commercial f e r t i l i z e r s which have largely replaced 
compost manure for bet ter y ie ld of the vegetables and 
crops. Deterioration of environment by heavy metals l ike 
cadmium, and zinc i s an example of commercial f e r t i l i z e r s . 
The production and consumption of cadmium and zino 
are continuing to expand throughout the industrial world 
causing environmental contamination which i s an inevitable 
consequence of economic advancement. 
Harding and Whitton (1981) carried out a study on 
the concentrations of z inc , cadmium and lead in popula-
t i ons of the red algae Lemanea growing in fast flowing 
r ivers in Bri ta in , France, Germany, Ireland and Sardinia 
13 J 
(Italy). The sites were seleoted to provide a vide range 
of aqueous oonoentrations of these metals, Many of the 
sites are influenoed by past or present mining activities 
and Lemanea was found at aqueous concentrations of sine 
upto 1*16 mg 1 . Significant positive correlatione vers 
found between the logarithm of the mean concentration of 
zinc, cadmium and lead in four ouch samples collected from 
within 10 m reaches at 59 sites and the logarithm of the 
oonoentration of eaoh metal in both unfiltered and filtered 
water. It was suggested that chemical analysis of natural 
or transplanted population of Lemanea could provide a 
valuable aid in monitoring contamination of rivers by zine, 
cadmium or lead. 
Baseline levels of a number of metale, Cr, Kn, Fe, 
Ni, Cu and Cd have been determined in samples of water and 
sediment from Baffin Bay. Bay is generally lower than 
those observed in eastern Canadian coastal waters, levels 
being close to reported open ocean oonoentrations. The 
deep sediments of eentral Baffin Bay elosely resemble levels 
in Atalantic ooean deep sea clay (Oambell and Loving, 1930). 
Duvoort-van Engers (1981) determined heavy metals 
(2n, Pb, Cu, Cr, Hi, Cd, and Hg) in the sludge. The con-
tent e of heavy metals were Zn, 820 ppm; Pb, 156 ppm; Cu, 
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222 ppm» Cr, 25 ppmj Ni, 17 ppm; Cd, 3 ppm and Hg, 0 ppm. 
Lindh £jj, sj^ . (1980) determined levels of antimony, 
arsenic, cadmium, copper, lead, mercury, selenium, silver, 
tin and sine In bone tissue of Industrially exposed workers 
In a smelting and refinery in Northern Sweden as veil as 
of a control group vere quantitatively analysed. The ana-
lytical technique used vere AAS, NAA and particle induced 
X-ray emission* The lead level in the group of exposed 
workers exceeded the corresponding value of the control 
group 5 times. Ou and Zn in bone did not reveal any 
significant difference between the exposed workers and 
control. 
Cadmium has proved to be one of the most toxic ele-
ments in the biological systems (Sehroeder, 1965; Frant and 
Kleeman, 1941) and has been implicated In some cases of 
food poisoning. The chemistry of cadmium in natural water 
and its absorption on river muds and naturally occurring 
solids has been reported (Gardiner, 1974). The effects 
of cadmium in an aquatic environment have been studied and 
•1 
Cd concentration of 0.C2 mg 1 has been found to be toxio 
to certain fishes (Kheip. 1978). The National Academy of 
Sciences (Environmental Studies Board, 1972) considered 
3.0 ugl" to be a threat to aquatic life. On the other 
13', 
hand, sine is an essential element in body growth and as a 
nutrient for plants. However, concentration above 5 mg 1* 
oan oauee a bitter astringent taste and an opalescence in 
alkaline water (Standard Kathode, 1975). 
The sourcea of Cd and Zn in the environment are 
mainly commercial fertilizers (Stenstrom and Vahter, 1974). 
Schroeder and Balassa (1963) have reported that the concen-
tration of cadmium in several vegetable species increased 
as a result of the heavy application of superphosphates. 
William and David (1973, 1976) have also demonstrated that 
the application of superphosphate has increased the cadmium 
content in soil, cereal and fodder plants. Cadmium and 
sine additions to Wisconsin soil by commercial fertilizers 
and waste water sludge application have been studied (Lee 
and Keeney, 1975) and waters in phosphate mining and pro-
cessing areas of Idaho, as well as down stream reservoirs, 
have been monitored for potential cadmium pollution (Johnson 
and Kent, 1978). 
The purpose of the work described in this Chapter is 
to study the cadmium and zinc contamination of soils and 
waters by commercial fertilisers. 
5*2 ff»tfft*W» and Ke1?hodf 
Commercial fertilizers were obtained from various 
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sources. The bulk sample vas ground, mixed and sub sampled. 
Tvo grammes of sub sample vere dried at 450* C and ashed. 
Next, 1.0 ml of 6M HC1 vae added and the mixture evaporated 
to dryness. The residue was dissolved in 15 ml of 0.1M HC1 
and filtered. The filtrate was directly injected into a 
Perkin Elmer 303 atomic absorption spectrophotometer for 
Cd and Zn analyses. 
5.2.1 Sampling of Soil 
Fifteen soil samples vere collected from fields 
where fertilizers vere being applied, eight soil samples 
from barren fields around the Aligarh Muslim University 
and four samples from garden soil of the University area. 
All samples vere collected from a depth of 5*10 em and 
analysed for mechanical composition and chemical properties 
(Table 17). The soil samples vere dried at 110*C for 5 
hours, then passed through a 2 mm sieve. Tventy grammes 
of this sample vers transferred to a beaker with sufficient 
distilled vater and then treated with HgSO* and HHO*. The 
solution vas boiled gently, cooled, filtered and the resi-
due washed again. The filtrate and washes vere then com-
bined and again concentrated upto 15 ml and analysed for 
Cd and Zn by atomic absorption spectrophotometery. 
] 
5.2,2 Vattr Sampling 
Water samples were collected from fifteen different 
eampling stations. A ve i l mixed sample (50-100 ml) urns 
f i l tered and 5 ml of concentrated HNO^  added and evaporated 
on a hot plats to near dryness. The dry residue was again 
treated with 5 ml of aeld and dried again without boiling, 
Ten ml of d i s t i l l ed water were then added and filtered to 
remove insoluble matter and the f i l t rate vas analysed for 
Cd and 2n by AAS 303. 
5*3 fitfl41tf and, pj,seuf ffroi 
Analyses of f er t i l i zer samples showed that concentra-
tions of Cd and 2n ranged between 1,2 and 79 mg Kg and 
17 and 3070 mg Kg , rsspsotlTsly (Tabla 16), Ths fact 
that the Cd concentration in fer t i l i zers varies aooording 
to the raw material and the manufacturing process i s shown 
(Lee and Keensy, 1975) by the difference in Cd concentra-
tion in samples with the sams fer t i l i zer guarantee from 
different times. There was no apparent correlation bet-
ween Cd and 2n concentrations of fer t i l i zers in agreement 
with the report by Lee and Keensy (1975) and contrary to 
the findings of William and David (1973). 
The so i l s collected were mostly alluvial with l i t t l e 
leaehenlng and considerable accumulation of sa l t s . The 
1 -J "; 
alkaline condition of the so i l la mainly due to Na2CO, and 
NalICO,. The baae exchange capacity of the so i l s ranged 
between 16,66 and 24.71 meg per 100 g of so i l , determined 
according to the method of Ganguly (1952). The amount of 
organic matter (Table 19) was highest in the garden so i l , 
perhaps due to the intensive use of compost manure in the 
gardens, which i s a common feature in th is area, 
The concentrations of Cd and 2n were highest in the 
productive so i l (Table 20) due to the application of phos-
phate f er t i l i z er s , and lowest in the barren soils* Carey 
(1979) has reported high concentrations of Cd in the urban 
-1 
so i l which f a l l s in the range 0.22-18.00 mg Kg . 
The concentrations of Od and Zn in the fifteen sam-
ples of water ranged between 0.5 and 2.3 mg 1~ and 8,5 and 
18.8 mg 1 , respectively (Table 21). This shows that the 
metallic contents of the water were the lowest compared 
with those in fer t i l i zers and so i l samples. Cadmium con-
centrations in the I l l i n o i s river were reported as follows: 
Water, 0.10-20 ug 1 j sediments, 0.2-12.1 mg Kg (Kathis 
and Cumming, 1973)* Hudson river water contained l i t t l e 
dissolved Cd, 3,0-6,0 ug 1" , but the mud contained 162 mg 
Kg (Sehroeder, 1974), Pagenkopf and Cameron (1979) have 
also reported lesser amounts of Cd and Zn in the waters of 
MS 
the Priokley Pear Creek river than in the sediments which 
had a high concent rat ion. Similar results hare been re-
ported by Priant (1979). This is because stream iratsr 
frequently loses trace metals to the sediments through 
precipitation and adsorption. 
5.4 Conclusion 
Analyses of fertilizer samples and monitoring of soil 
and iratsr samples have shown that fertilizers are rich in 
Cd and Zn. Soils and water samples are widely contaminated 
with high concentration of Cd and Zn due to the application 
of phosphate fertilizers. 
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Tabla 18. Cadmium and aino concentration* in commercial 
fertilizers 
Sample Ho, Cadmium Zinc Zn/Cd 
(eg Ig~ ) (mg Kg" ) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
1.3 
1.7 
2.4 
4.1 
3.4 
7.4 
6.3 
1.2 
5.4 
4.8 
7.8 
7.9 
7.2 
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32 
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17 
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6. INFLUENCE OF TOXIC METALS OH THB RBPRBSSIOir 
6.1 tafyofluo^on, 
The discharge of tract mttala through vest© water hat 
been of great concern for the regulatory agencies ae v e i l 
at diaohargtra In the recent years. Toxic metals cause 
adverse ef fect on the l i v i n g organisms. Such metals art 
Zn, Hg, Bi , ?b, At, Cd, V, Mn, Ni, Cu, Or, Ca and Ba, e t c , 
(Shankaranarayanan, fil a^., 1978) White, i t fii»» 1977; 
Okuno, t i a i . f 1973? Smith, 1972; Whitley, 1978). Poiton-
ing by these metalt I t very common among planktons (Ciaccio, 
1972), f i sh (Jones, 1964; Brungs, 1969) and micro-organisms 
(Savage ft Hanet, 1971; Kurata & Tothlda, 1978). Chen, $& a^. 
(1974) studied trace metals In waste vater e f f luents . The 
concentration of trace metalt In the particulate fraction 
of vatte vater eff luent w i l l re f l ec t the possible enrichment 
of the discharge area. Concentration of trace metals vers 
found to be at a d i s t i n c t l y higher l e v e l above natural 
coastal sediment concentrations in the v i c i n i t y of the 
major waste water out f a l l in the southern California area. 
Suspended part iculates from urbanised drainage channels 
were found to contain traoe metalt ( l i , Mn and Pb) in the 
1 *5 
•am* magnitude as the suspended particulates from vast© 
water effluents. 
Tumey (1971) discussed the mercury pollution prob-
lem in the St. Clair River, Lake St. Clair, the Detroit 
River, and Lake Erie descended on the people of Michigan 
like a thunder clap in late Karen, 1970. It was announoed 
that large quantitlee of fiah were being impounded because 
of high concentration of mercury precipitated. Quick 
actions were taken by numerous states and the Canadian 
Government vhich subsequently resulted in industrial plant 
shutdowns, fishing bans, and acoelarated testing and moni-
toring programme throughout the area. A release from the 
Governor's offloo stated that f ish testing for Lake Erie 
revealed that while average levels vere below those in Lake 
St. Clair and St. Clair l iver , some species were exceeding 
0.5 mg Kg , 
Several years ago, an investigation was made to 
study some of the mechanisms by which possible pollutants 
might affect aquatic organisms, particularly blue g i l l s . 
Specially, the effects on energy production, as indicated 
by changes in oxygen and phosphate metabolism of the blue-
g i l l l iver mltroehondrla in the presence of succinic acid 
and alpha-ketoglutarlo aeid as substrates, were investigated. 
lib 
In the preliminary experimentB it was observed that cadmium 
and aino reversely inhibited the uptake of oxygen and pro-
moted the release of inorganic phosphate and from tissue 
organio phosphate. Mn and Ca had leas effect on oxygen 
uptake. Later it was found that 0.33 u moles of oadmium 
or zlne completely inhibited oxygon uptake, whereat 1.7 u 
moles of manganese and calcium vers less effective (Hilti-
bran, 1965, 1967). 
In the investigation of the hydrolysis of adenosine-
triphosphate (ATP) by freshly prepared mitroehondria from 
the liver of the blue gill, it was observed that low levels 
of oadmium and zinc enhanced the hydrolysis of ATP more 
than either Mn or Ca (Hiltlbran, 1966). 
Cadmium was found to be mors toxic than sine to 
fishes, and both of theos metals were more toxic to bins 
gills than was either manganese or caloium. These metals 
may be components of industrial wastes (Maokeo and Wolf, 
1963). Because all four metals had been found to alter 
oxygen and phosphate metabolisms. 
Self purification of rivers is due to bacterial 
action on organic matter and uptake of oxygen at surface 
(Klein, 1957). If the bacterial activity is reduced, it 
147 
means the toxicant* are present and have repressed the 
carbonaceous oxygen demand. Repression of carbonaceous 
oxygen demand due to toxiee has been a challenging problem 
for the enrironmental sc ient is ts . Zaloum and Murphy (1974) 
used chlorine In both vater and vasts vater treatment pri-
marily ae a disinfectant, but i t was also used to reduce 
oxygen demand, The induced toxicity of chlorine inoreased 
as the applied chlorine concentration was inoreased. It 
was characterized by longer lag phases and reduced BOD. A 
residual of 0,5 rag 1" of chlorine, added to seeded, f i l -
tered effluent might possibly hare induced a selective k i l l -
ing of micro-organisms. Some micro-organisms v i l l surrlrs 
ehlorinatlon, hovever, as evidenced by the exertion of BOS 
at an applied residual of 0.8 mg 1 CI, vhieh vas lasted 
more than 45 minutes. Baity si fii (1929 & 1933) hare 
observed repression upto 40 per eent in 5 days BOD as a 
result of Ohiorination. Recently, Ajraal e£ aj^  (1980) hare 
reported repression of biochemical oxygen demand by pharma-
ceutical industrial vasts* micro-organisms used in the 
studies were saprophytic and nitrifying. A mixture of 
saprophytic and nitrifying bacteria and 12 ml of the vasts 
shoved complete repression of carbonaceous oxygen demand. 
The concentration of many elements and compounds in 
natural vatere i s controlled by the biological reactions. 
14 S 
Distribution, of organic compounds such as dissolved amino 
acids, vitamin* and carbohydrates are largely controlled 
by the rata of excretion and uptake by micro-organisms 
(Ciaocio, 1972). In traces, a metal may ba an essential 
micro-nutrient but in higher concentration It may be Inhi-
bitory or toxio to the biological system. Micro-quantity 
of Cu la an essential element for many plant snaymea where-
as i t i s used for the control of undesirable plankton 
blooms in reservoirs, lakes and streams (Ciaocio, 1972) in 
higher quantity. Oouldar at a l . (1980) measured the num-
bers and act iv i t ies of heterotrophic bacteria and environ-
mental variables related to pollution in water samples from 
the Humber estuary. l a general, bacterial numbers and 
act iv i t ies ware positively correlated with organic pollu-
tion and there was no evidence of wide spread Inhibition 
of self purification by toxic pollution. At one s i t e , how-
ever, which w«# <*£j**eent to a discharge of metal refinery 
effluent, correlations between bacteria and indicators of 
organic pollution tended to disappear, high levels of Cu, 
Pb and Zn ware recorded and bacterial ac t iv i t i es ware nega-
t ively correlated with heavy metals. Thesa observations 
suggest that toxio pollution caused local inhibition of 
baoteria. 
Goulder e£ aJL. (1979) studied two indicators, the 
X t .1 
potent ia l for assimilat ion or mineralization of an organic 
substrate/bacterial population (V^^/bactsrium) and the 2nd 
the percentage of t o t a l glueose uptake which was repined, 
i . e . , mineralized ( R) were examined to study water pol lu-
t i o n . Water samples col lected frost the s i t e polluted by 
metal refinery ef f luents when analyzed for Cu showed that 
V_ /bacterium was negative correlated with the Cu concen-max 
trat ion and thus may be a useful indicator of pol lution 
s t r e s s . The other Indicator, 5$ R was not related to Cu 
concentration and was thus not a suitable indicator. 
The e f for t s of environmentalists should, therefore, 
be not to try to stop contamination completely but to reduce 
i t to such an extent so that environmental pol lution can be 
stopped. Ve cannot imagine or afford to create a completely 
non-contaminated environment with our available resources. 
The challenge before the s c i e n t i s t s , therefore, i s to define 
the l eve l upto which contamination may be allowed without 
imbalancing the ecology with due consideration to human and 
animal health, vegetat ion, property and human pleasure. 
Human race can again l i v e peacefully and develope for de-
cades to come only when such a man-made environment i s 
created the world over. 
The purpose of t h i s study i s to observe the tox ic 
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effeots of metals on micro-organ! m e and the comparative 
repression of carhonaoeous oxygen demand of methionine by 
Pb, Bi, Hg and Zn-UO- singularly and In combination at 
throe different concentration!. It ie anticipated that 
these studies might be useful to the workers engaged in 
the field of water pollution and toxicity of heavy metals 
on the micro-organisms, 
The trade effluent of GI vas analysed for physico-
chemical parameters (Standard Methods, 1975) (Table 8, 
Chapter 3). A stock solution of methionine, 2000 mg 1~ 
and metal solutions 50 mg l" of each - lead nitrate, mer-
cury nitrate, bismuth nitrate and zinc-uranyl complex were 
prepared in distilled, oxygen bubbled and ammonia free 
water. 
The varying concentrations of metals were added 
according to the following systemsi 
(a) BOD bottles (300 ml) containing 5 mg l""1 methionine + 
2 ml seeds (control). 
(b) BOD bottles containing 5 mg 1~ methionine + 2 ml seeds 
• 10 ml of 3K BH4C1 + 5 mg IT1, 10 mg l""1, 15 mg l"1 Pb 
(in three sets). 
15 i 
(e) BOD bottles containing 5 mg 1" methionine + 2 ml seeds 
+ 10 ml of 3K NH4C1 • 5 mg l* 1 , 10 mg I"1 and 15 mg l"1 
Bl (in three se t s ) . 
(d) BOD bottles containing 5 mg 1 methionine + 2 ml seeds 
• 10 ml of 385 HH4C1 + 5 mg l"1 , 10 mg l"*1 and 15 mg l"1 
Hg (in three se t s ) . 
(e) BOS bottles containing 5 mg 1"* methionine • 2 ml seeds 
+ 10 ml of 3M BH4C1 + 5 mg l""1, 10 mg 1~1 and 15 mg 1~1 
2n*uranyl (in three sets) and 
(f) BOD bottles containing 5 mg 1 methionine + 2 ml seeds 
-: 10 ml of 3K NH401 + 5 mg l" 1 , 10 mg l"*1 and 15 mg 1~1 
metals in combination (in three se t s ) . 
The BOD bottles vere incubated for 15 days at 20°C. 
During incubation period BOD and COD vere measured on the 
experimental days. pH 7 vas maintained with borate buffer. 
*«3 ffT»*\mtl0B 9iT 99HHf*Wrtf 
The rate of reaction i s controlled by the amount ot 
food available to the organisms and may be calculated by 
the expressions 
T - L (1 - 10"") (1) 
1 r; » 
where T * BOS at any time t; L » ultimate BOD and k - rata 
oo n at ant. 
Tha BOD for all reactions hat baan calculated with 
the help of Thomaa Graphical Hathod (Thomas, 1950). The 
values of (t/y)1'' ware computed and plotted Tarsus time 
(days) to gat intercept, A and elope, B from graph (Fig. 
19). Tha ultimata BOD was dstsrminsd by the expression: 
L « -V- (2) 
6A*B 
Tha values of rata constants were computed substi-
tuting tha value in tha following equations 
k „2jpi (5) 
6,4 ftffu^s ffld P4ffe f^fff49l 
Physico-chemical characteristics of the GL affluent 
(Table 8, Chapter J ) , which i s comparable with tha afflu-
ent discharged by tha factories manufacturing dry milk and 
glucose (Hadanberg A Rodie, 1961). Saprophytic bacteria 
ware developed from this Gl effluent and confirmed by micro-
biological t e s t s . Ammonium chloride was added in tha system 
to oheok second stage BOD due to nitrif ication (Siddiqui ej, 
& , , 1967). The effects of various toxio metals on tha BOD 
of methionine were studied after introducing seed to a 
1 '•' 1 
J. i) O 
methionine substrate and incubating for 15 days at 20°C. 
The repression in the BOB was checked for the 5th, 10th 
and 15th day during incubation* The seeding provides a 
sufficient amount of bacterial population to enable bio-
oxidation of methionine in the presence of toxlo metals. 
The purpose of the seeding was to provide micro-organism*. 
which are considered as tiny automatic reactors for the 
aerobic respiration. The micro-organisms are considered to 
convert amino acids or organic compounds to their highly 
oxidised inorganic form (Mara* 1976). 
In general, bacteria u t i l i z e D-amino acids effectively 
(Rydont, 1948; Haister, 1957) than do the higher animals, 
There are also reports describing the ut i l i sat ion of B-aaino 
acids by bacteria where the energy released i s utilized in 
the formation of new bacterial ce l l s (Oiaeoio, 1972). The 
15th day BOB of B-amino acid, methionine, without toxic 
metals was found to be 2673 og 1 (Table 22), The standard 
deviation was calculated for BOB on 15th day of the test 
(Table 24). The BOB curves of methionine with the toxic 
metals in three concentrations showed a rapid repression of 
the BOB as the concentration of metal was increased (Figs. 
14-19) • The BOB of methionine on 5th day with 5 »g 1 solu-
tion of Pbt Bl, Hg, Zn-uranyl and combined metals was 1351, 
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1309, 1268, 1226 and 1039 ng 1 , respect ive ly . This indi -
cates that J?e, B l , and Hg in 5 ng 1* concentration rep-
ressed equally while very def in i te repression was obaerred 
with Zn-uranyl and when the metale were used 1B combination. 
Wong ajfe. fii- (1978) hare recently reported that element* In 
non-toxic concentrations whan combined together showed s i g -
nif icant t o x i c i t y towards fresh water alga* in CHU culture 
medium of the a lga l species t e s t e d . The mixture of metals 
i s also tox ic to aquatie biota and diatom was most sens i -
t i v e to the tox ic effect of the elemental mixture. Similar 
re su l t s were obtained from the 10 ng 1" and 15 »g 1* con-
centration of metals. 
The measurement of COD showed that the tox ic metals 
supreas only the BOD as very l i t t l e reduction In the COD 
values was observed. I t indicates that the carbonaceous 
matter l e s t i l l present and available for b io logica l break-
down. Peta l s do not affect the oxidisable matter but 
merely destroy the micro-organisms mass whioh i s e f fect ive 
in achieving the reduction in the BOD. The high concen-
trat ion of metals (Cu, J?o * Zn) determined (Ooulder, ef a l . . 
I960) were associated with the inhibi t ion of bacteria in an 
industrial ized estuary. Kurata and Toshida (1978) hare 
also reported e f f e c t s of zinc and other metals on the 219 
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bacterial strain* and found to bo l e s s to lsrable to the 
metals. Goulder et a l . (1979) hare demonstrated that bao-
t e r i a l ac t iv i ty was negatively correlated v i th the Cu con-
oentration. 
6.4.1 COD to BOD relationship 
The COB to BOD ratio, known to give an Insight Into 
the degradability of an organic matter because COD repre-
sents chemically oxidiaable carbon and the BOD represents 
biologically degradable carbon, vas determined with the data 
of Table 22 and 25. The standard CODtBOD ratio (having no 
metal) for the 5th day and of 15th day experiment was found 
to ho 1.43 and 1.11, respectively. The lover value on 5th 
day la clear Indicative that biodegradable matter is present 
In the system. But, this ratio increased In the sets of 
metals. Table 26 ehovs the trend In the increase of CODiBOD 
ratio for the 5th and 15th day of experiment. As the methio-
none nay degrade biologically, the ratio resulting sot In-
nreases because the biodegradable carbon Is reducing. The 
higher values obtained in the case of toxic metals may be dus 
to inhibition of miorobiol activity by mentioned metals. 
6.4 .2 ftato constants 
A chemical reaction Involving a single chemical 
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species spontaneously reacting one or more products in uni-
moleeular and should follow the f irst order ' inatice. The 
rate of reaetion at any time i s proportional to the concen-
tration of the substance. The rate constants k~f * 1 0 and 
k*~ 'or f i f th , tenth and fifteenth day, respectively, were 
computed and compared (Table 25). In general, the values 
of rate constants decreased as the incubation days were in* 
creased. In a l l eases, values of rate constant. k, was 
highest for 5th day but a sharp decline was observed as the 
degradable matter was consumed by micro-organisms. On com-
parison, i t was found that k values of metal added sets 
were lower as compared to the corresponding day value of 
standard set (without metal). 
6.5 qone^u.flon, 
The metals Pb, Bl, Hg, Zn singularly and in combina-
tion effectively repressed the BOD of methionine without 
affecting COD. It has been concluded in these studies that 
zinc uranyl compound proved more effective to repress the 
BOD than Pb, Bi and Hg, but the mixture of these metals 
resulted in even greater repression. In other words, it 
can be presumed that ainc uranyl and mixed metals will not 
allow bacteria to grow in abundance this phenomenon may 
1 j 7 
load to a problem of high pollution in the lakes» rivers and 
reservoirs, if such a metals are discharged there. There-
fore, the discharge of such metala should he prohibited in 
order to avoid pollution haaarda and poisoning. 
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f o o l o 2$ . CoaporlooB o f otaadovft 6ort«t l (m of 00D 
l * p o * i » * £ i a l MOOA COD Stafedord 
oondlt lono (1-5 oottloo voro ttood) donation* 
Stondord ( l e ootal) 
5 «« i"1 I**A altroto 
10 »« IT* Loo* nltrato 
1 ) i | l ItooA attroto 
9 ag 1 Blootitta altvoto 
10 «g 1 Bioottth altvoto 
15 »* l"1 Bioottth altvoto 
5 « « 1* Moroni? altvoto 
10 a* 1 Koroavjr nit rot o 
••1 1$ • « 1 Jfovomvjr altvoto 
5 mg X* 4i»o-wronyl 
10 ag 1* ilno-ttrwyl 
15 as 1 Si*io-iMPoi57l 
••1 
$ a* 1 Cotafclaod aotaio 
«*t 
10 a* 1 Oaaoiaott aotolo 
15 •€ * * 1 Ooaolaod aotolo 
2974 
2968 
2969 
2970 
2967 
2968 
2970 
2968 
2969 
2967 
2969 
2967 
2966 
2968 
2969 
2968 
t 7,48 
•4.26 
1 5.33 
+ 4.47 
14.94 
• 4.12 
t 5.02 
£ 4.98 
i. **03 
15.98 
14.03 
1 3.99 
1 2.99 
1 3.13 
1 3.01 
t 2.99 
fftfcl* 26. Emtio of CODtBQD 
5th dtjr 
1.43 
2*20 
2.39 
2.55 
2.2? 
2*46 
2.70 
2.34 
2.65 
2*92 
2.42 
2.80 
3.18 
2.6* 
3 .** 
3.«7 
1*%*ftqr 
1.11 
1.90 
1.61 
1.34 
1«#i 
1,82 
1.81 
1.7* 
1.91 
1.73 
1.39 
2.22 
1.82 
2.02 
2.18 
1>5 
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Researches are now being made with a wiow to assess 
the impact of oadmium upon fresh water bacterial oommuni-
tloa and therefore on the fata of thla hoary motal In 
aquatio 07stoma (Roaaolo, 1981). Indeed, many rirere la 
tho country oido are polluted to a groat extent by oadmiua 
and It la Important to know tho behaviour of cadmium in 
tho environment. Many environmental faotora influence or 
repreoe tho operation of biochemical oxygon donand. Tho 
important faotora aro temperature (Both, 1964), pH (Pile* 
gaard, 1979), chloride (Baity, 1958), nitrates (Pieldman, 
1956), pharmaceutical wastes (AJmal oJ, &,, 1980) and hoary 
metals (iindh oJ. a^., 1980). 
Lester jl ii. (1979) cultured mixed continuous bac-
terial population In tho ehamoatat at a low dilution rata. 
Tho influence of Od, Or, Cu and Pb aa shock doaoa was 
examined at concentrations of 50 mg 1~ , and tho response 
of tho population varied for each metal. Tho moat toxic 
motal was Cu, followed by Od, Pb and Or, Concentrations 
of Pb 5 mg 1~ apparently caused modlfl eat Ions In the 
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Individual population sis**. Some of the apeoiee studied 
wore moro resistant to henry metals toxicity than others. 
Pagenkopf i t §£• (1979) reported the concentrations of Cdt 
Cu, Pb and Zn in Industrial sett l ing pond waters ana eon-
pared with values pradiotad by equilibrium calculations. 
Leaching atudlao indioatad that tha traoa metale present 
in tha sediments wars sufficiently aolubla to approximately 
aaturata tha watar and i ta lnharant traoa metal carrying 
oapaoitiaa. Pllegaard (1978) studied tha uptake of Cd, Or, 
Cu, Hi and Pb la tha root* of Daueua oarota. Tha raaulta 
ara ralatad to tha application of aaad plants aa monitors 
of alrborna metal pollution. 
Elements In non-toxic conoantrationo (A* , Cdf Cu, 
Fa, Pb, Hg, Hi and Zn In aalt foma) whan eombinad together 
ahowad aignifioant toxicity towards fraah watar algaa In 
CHU culture medium of tha algal apaciaa tested, tha diatoms 
wara moat sensitive to tha toxio affect of tha elemental 
mixture, thie wae followed by blue groan and groan algae 
(Wong i l i a . . , 1978). 
Cadmium hae prored to bo ono of tha moat toxio s i s -
menta in the biological eyetema (Schroeder, 1965} Frant and 
Klsoman, 1942} Decker, 1958). Gardiner (1974) haa studied 
the ohemiet ry of cadmium In natural vat or and It a absorp-
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tlon on rirer mads and naturally ooourring solids. Effects 
of cadmium on tne aquatic environment hare boon studied by 
Kneip (1977). Ton Westernhagen (1978) ha* reported offoots 
of cadmium in an experimental marine ooosystoai. Decrease 
in the growth of mloro-organlsm cultures In the presence of 
traoee of cadmium Is reported (Provolt and Soyer, 1978). 
Remade and Houba (1980) compared growth characte-
r i s t i c s of Cd-eensitive and Cd-reslotant strains in culture 
contaminated by oadmium. The Cd-sensitire strain was un-
able to grow in a medium containing 78 mg 1 of Od, where-
as the resistant strain did not appear to bo affooted by a 
concentration of <^300 mg 1 of Cd. Cd accumulations were 
also noted in both baotoria. 
Since very l i t t l e data are available on the offoots 
of oadmium at different temperatures on the biochemical 
oxygon demand. Therefore, wo init iated these Investiga-
tions to obtain informations on the short torn offoots of 
oadmium on the rate of survival of micro-organisms and con-
sumption of cadmium in their ool l s . 
Therefore, from the point of view of aquatic systems 
i t appears important to know more accurately the fato of 
oadmium mediated by mioro-organisms. It i s the reason why 
the fato of oadmium i s nov followed in an open system, the 
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chemostat, la order to mimic the rlvtr condition* as 
closely an possible. I t in hoped that these data might be 
useful for the environmentalists engaged in researoh on 
water pollution and metal toxicity. 
7.2 ttfttirjaH and Methods 
A stock solution of oadmiun oxide (10 ng 1~ ) was 
prepared after dissolving i t in the minimum possible amount 
of HOI and than made up with dis t i l led water. The glycine 
solution (2$0 mg 1 ) was prepared in the d is t i l l ed vat or. 
The culture of seeding organisms van developed from sewage 
by continuous aeration method (standard Methods, 1975) and 
tested for thoir saprophytic nature. All the studies were 
carried out at pH 7 vhlch was maintained by phosphate buffer 
(1.179 f KHgTOj + 4.302 g HajHPO^  dissolved in 1,000 ml of 
d i s t i l l ed water). 
Varying volume of cadmium oxide solution! aero ml, 
1,9 ml, 15 nit 30 ml and 45 ml voro added for concentration 
of cadmiumi control, 0.0437, 0.437, 0.875 and 1.31 mg l*1 
in flwo systems each containing 6 ml of glyolne solution 
and 2 ml of seeding organisms in 300 ml BOD bottle. 
(1) A • B • aero ml CdO 
(11) A • B • 1.5 ml CdO 
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( i l l ) A + B + 15 ml CdO 
( I T ) A • B + 30 ml CdO 
(•) A + B + 45 ml OdO 
where A - BOD bottle containing 6 ml of 250 mg 1* glyoina, 
B - 2 ml seeding organism, 
Tha volumes in a l l i f i t « i v«r« mad* up talcing «Y«ry 
precaution to avoid air-gap and over-flov. The aata vara 
incubated for eight days at 20, 30, 40 and 50*0, separately. 
Tha BOD incubator was controllad with 1 0.2*C. Consumption 
of Cd by micro-organisms after aight days vaa measured by 
conventional method using DR/BL 4 Hatch Modal opectrophoto-
met or. Bafora making tha determination of Cd, the bacteria 
grown during incubation vm f i ltered off using 0.4 urn mem-
brane f i l t a r and baotarla free f l i trata vaa analysed for 
oadmium. 
7.2.1 galgyJ-aUon of k and fr 
Tha k and L paramatars were calculated from firat 
stage BOD values (Thomas, 1950). Tha plot a of (-*~)y 5 
versus time ara linear for BOD data and they yield an 
intercept A and slope B (Fig. 20, Table 27). Tha relation-
ship iat 
k m 2.61 & 
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Tablo 27. Sanplo calculation of k and L for BOB by Thomas 
graphloal method 
t days 1 2 3 4 5 8 
T (BOD mg 1~1) 70 133 t37 153 170 195 
(-*-)?'
 0#242 0.245 0.279 0.295 0.308 0.345 
Figaro 20 Intoroopt A * 0.225 
Slopo B * 0.015 
7*3 RfffftAH fM Poffttffffaffl 
Tho BOP and ultimata BOD at various concentrations of 
cadmium and different temperatureo are recorded la Tablo 28. 
Taa maxima ultimata oxygon demand was found to bo 222 mg 1~1 
In control at 40*0 which vao 7.20, 3.15 and 13.5 par oont 
higher than at 20» 30 and 50* C, respectively. Tho minimum 
ultimata oxygon demand was obtained 134 mg 1 at 50*C baring 
0.87? mg 3~1 Od vales eonatitutoo 0.74, 7.47 and 11.9 por 
oont lover than tho raluoo at 20, 30 and 40* C, ronpeotivoly. 
Tho trond of variation in tho L raluoo vao similar to that 
of control in a l l oon oont rations of cadmium and at different 
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temperature*. Standard deviations of the 8th day experi-
ment have been given in Table 28. 
The rata constants (k) , calculated at 20, 30, 40 
and 50* C deoreaee gradually whan concentration of oadmlum 
la increased from 0*0457 mg 1"* to 1.31 mg l"1 than control 
at tho ammo temperature. In control, on f iret day, at 20, 
30, 40 and 50°C tho k valmoa (Table 30) arot 0.174, 0.203, 
0.205 mad 0.197, reepeotiveljr, shovs multiplication of 
micro-organisms at 30 and 40*0. Thia trend nay ho aeon in 
a l l Mt i . Proa th is result , i t may ho presumed that 50*0 
temporator* la mot faromrahlo for mloro-organleaa propaga-
t ion. Figaro 21 shows graphically, tho ralueo of rata cone-
tan t aa a funotion of cadmium at 20, 30, 40 and 50*0. Tho 
maximum perturbance in tho ralueo of rata constante lo aeon 
at 50°C when oadmlum wao uoed in higher concentrations 
(Table 30). Gottas (1946) noticed that k raluo decreases 
aa tho temperature la raised from about 30 to 40*0. Both 
(1964) has also observed increaae in tho k values in this 
range of temperature. Sottas (1948) found only in QUO case 
out of three that tho k values increase upto 33*0. Our 
results strengthen tho view of Seth (1964) strongly, aa 
k raluo inoreaaed from 30 to 40*0 even in lower and higher 
concentration of oadmlum except in one case in which k 
•aluo decreased at 40* 0 having 1.31 mg l"1 of oadmlum. 
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The removal of cadmium In the system vac determined 
after tight days of incubation. The removal percentage 
observed aftor eight daya va* ranged in between 14.04 to 
32.40* (Table 29). Reaacle (1981) haa reported 11-29*5 
oadmium remoral from vat or phaee. Stoveland si 3bL* (1979) 
noted higher oadmium removal, 33-35^f bat their cultures 
M*9 intoxicated by the lover oadmium concentrations. 
7.4 Qoncluaion 
The re suite of k valuos at various temperatures ahoved 
that cadmium la highly toxic at 50*C, but at 30 and 40°C k 
value increased shoving vigorous multiplication of bacteria 
even in the presence of cadmium. The removal of cadmium 
from vator phase after sight days i s appreciable. 
THOMAS GRAPHICAL METHOD 
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Tabla 30. Shoving latoreopt A, olopo B and oalculatad rat* 
conrkant, using -k - 2.61 x B/A 
Sot No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Intarcapt 
A 
0.225 
0.232 
0.245 
0.265 
0.315 
Slop* 
B 
0.015 
0.0185 
0.0172 
0.0175 
0.010875 
0.215 0.01675 
0.234 
0.238 
0.260 
0.301 
0.0176 
0.0173 
0.017 
0.01225 
0.212 0.0167 
0.229 
0.234 
0.256 
0.294 
0.225 
0.246 
0.271 
0.278 
0.366 
0.0176 
0.0173 
0.017 
0.01275 
0.017 
0.018 
0.015 
0.016 
0.0077 
Rata oonrrtant 
- k 
0.174 
0.208 
0.183 
0.172 
0.090 
0.203 
0.196 
0.189 
0.170 
0.106 
0.205 
0.200 
0.192 
0.173 
0.113 
0.197 
0.190 
0.144 
0.150 
0.054 
Tonpor&turo 
20«C 
30*0 
40* C 
50* C 
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Sound environmental measurements are an important part 
of the data needed to ensure tho quality of tha environment 
and tha haalth of tho public. Almost all natal* are toxic 
at high eoneent rations aad some arc lathal even at rosy low 
oonoentrations. Metals exart thoir toxicity on calla by 
interfering vith call metabolism, Again, tho hoary metals 
within limit a arc alao oseontlal not only for aquatic orga-
nioma and plants* out for human* a* wall to survive and 
function. Thue, not vithataiidlng tho major rolo played by 
tho traeo matala in plant and animal bodies, it may ho said 
that tho presenoe of ouch aubotanca in vator bayond permie-
aibla levels may conatituta ehomieal haaards and rondor tho 
vator unfit for beneficial uses, Areonio which ia highly 
toxic and ohromie eomulatlTO poison, oontaminato tho drink-
ing and rlYor vator through industrial discharge. It may 
oauso eruption in tho skin aad may ho eareonogonio. 
Bison ot al. (1980) studiod an agont for tho romoval 
of arsonio from ground vators. Tha arsonio concentration 
of oontaminatod vators vas lowered to levels aeooptod by tho 
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Canadian Departmant of Health and Welfare and the Vorld 
Health Organization upon treatment with thia agent. fho 
oapacity of tha mixture at pH 7 vaa found to bo 0.13 a 
equir. Aa g" • 
Tha concentration of tha environment by nan made 
pollutant pooes serious health hazard and away or conceal 
the oporatlona of many biological actiritiea (Hood, 1946). 
The airborne and aqueous pollutanta, their transport, toxi-
city and degradation of organic and heavy aetal contaminant a 
in the environment are the aignifloant factors for tho in-
activation of microbial actiritiea (Baity, 1936; Bhoyar e£ 
§£., 1978; Feldman, 1956; Pilegaard, 1979). 
In tho present studios, the offoots of areenic on 
the nlorobial population at different tenporaturea were 
earried out to determine the optimum temperaturea for tho 
microbial activity and tho permissible conoantration of 
arsenio. Huieman ej, §£. (1980) studied tho of foot of tem-
perature upon the toxicity of mercuric chloride to Scene-
desmus aeutus. 
8.2 ffslfrtal and, f^hod, 
The solution of arsenio (10 mg l"1) was prepared by 
dissolving As20« in d is t i l l ed water containing NaOH. Fresh 
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sucrose solution substrate (350 mg 1"* ) was made ready 
before use. The eeede of saprophytic nature were yielded 
from sewage by interrupted aeration with daily increment 
of sewage until the required seeds were developed as per 
Standard Methods (1975) and tested their behaviour at 
microbiology laboratory* 
The BOD incubator was controlled within + 0«2°0 
variation. The distilled water, previously stored at room 
temperature for at least two dayB, was used for dilution. 
The mineral salts were mixed in distilled water and aerated 
properly an hour before use (Standard Methods, 1975). 
AnalaR grade potassium dihydrogen phosphate was used for 
phosphate buffer to adjust pH 7 in all sets of studies. 
During the experiment the COD of each test was deter-
mined using diohromate method (Standard Methods, 1975). 
Estimation of arsenic was made spectrophotometrioally using 
(Haoh, DR/BL 4) on 1st day and 8th day of incubation at 
respective temperatures. Winkler Aside modification method 
(Standard Methods, 1975) was used for the BOD determination. 
The sets of experiment for each of four temperatures (20, 
30, 40 and 50°C) were prepared in the following manner for 
1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th and 8th days of inoubationx 
I S O 
( i ) A + B • aero ml A»20^ • dilution water; 
(11) A + B + 1.5 ml A»205 • dilution waterf 
(HI) A • B • 15 ml A»203 • dilution water| 
( I T ) A • B + 30 ml A«205 + dilution water* 
(r) A • B • 45 ml At20- • dilution water; 
where A - BOD bottle containing 6 ml of 350 mg 
and B • 2 ml •••ding organism*. 
8.3 lofuAls tM Mffltff49tt 
The result • are gtren In tho fables 31-33 and varia-
tion of k at the funotlon of araonle concentrations at 
various temperatures are shown (Figs. 22,23) and ultimate 
demand (L) wae determined by Thomas Method (Fig* 24)• Tao 
eequenee of k Talaoa In tho decreasing order aro at 40 < 30 
< 20 <C 50*0 at a l l concentrations of araonlo exeept at 40*0 
In 0.0366 mg 1 araonle concentration in vhleh slight deo-
roaae in the rate eonetant hae boon observed which nay bo 
experimental error. Th« rate eonetant has been found to 
doereaee with tho Increase in the concentration of areenle. 
further It haa been notioed that k values doereaee with the 
rise In temperature (Table 31)• Ootaae (1948) notioed 
that k values deereaeod ae the temperature i e raised fron 
30 to 40*0 whereas Seth (1964) obserrod that k raluee 
inereaeed vith lnereaae In temperature In this temperature 
1 suorose 
IS1 
range. In the preeent obaerrations k raluea also increased 
with the Increase ia temperature fro* 20 to 40* C and readon-
ly decreased at 50*C. This preree that optimum temperature 
range for the miorobiol aotirity la 50-40*0 undar Indian 
environmental conditions. 
It baa also boon observed that tha consumption of 
arsanio ineraaaaa with tha increase in tha concentration 
of arsanio upto 40°C but decreased readonly at 50*0 (Tabla 
35). This nay ba dua to tha affaet of temperature on tha 
baetarial growth aa tha highar tamparatura ia unfavourable 
for it. Tha consumption of araanie ia, therefore, minimum 
at 50* C at all of it a concentrations. Tha COD values also 
•how that thara ia greater miorobiol activity at 50 and 40*0 
(Tabla 52). 
8.4 goaoJtmlgp 
It may ba concluded from tha results that optimum 
tamparatura range for vigorous baetarial multiplication 
ia 30-40*C. Tha praaanaa of arsanio affacts tha miorobiol 
growth even at concentrations as low as 0.0566 mg 1 . 
Aeeerding to tha Indian standard tha arsanio in drinking 
watar should not exceed 0.05 mg 1~ whereas USPH8 allow only 
upto 0.01 mg 1* . It is, therefore, fait that thara ia a 
naad to lower tha watar criteria guide line for potable 
water in India. 
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Tabla 3*. Standard deviation of COD t«*t (a« 1~1) 
Expariaantal 
conditions 
f sepa-
rators 
20*0 
30«C 
4O0C 
50* C 
0.00 
0,05 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
0*00 
0.05 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
0.00 
0.05 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
0.00 
0.05 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
1st day 
moan 001) 
390 
384 
384 
386 
385 
388 
387 
387 
388 
386 
399 
388 
389 
389 
388 
385 
388 
387 
387 
388 
dariation 
3.21 
4.42 
4.48 
3.89 
5.55 
2.48 
3.49 
3.99 
4.11 
4.02 
2.02 
3.21 
2.01 
2.11 
3.42 
5.42 
4.21 
5.21 
4.31 
2.89 
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Taalo 33. Determination of ka consumed durin* eight dayo 
of inou&etion 
Bxporiaental condition 
tcapo- ml of As 
ratur . A»20, ( - g r 1 } 
20»C 
30* C 
40«C 
30»C 
0,05 
0,5 
1.0 
1.3 
0.05 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
0.05 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
0.05 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
0.0660 
0.660 
1.52 
1.98 
0.0660 
0.660 
1.32 
1.96 
0.0660 
0.660 
1.32 
1.98 
0.0660 
0.660 
1.32 
1.98 
As oonauaad 
aftar 8 
days of 
incubation 
( • f 1~1) 
0.0337 
0.334 
0.6203 
0.9899 
0.0348 
0.3452 
0.6340 
1.011 
0.0352 
0.3489 
0.6019 
1.0338 
0.0326 
0.3232 
0.5983 
0.9569 
Aa ramainad 
a f t t r 8 
day* of 
Incubation 
0.0323 
0.326 
0.6997 
0.9901 
0.0312 
0.3148 
0.6860 
0.9690 
0.0308 
0.3111 
0.7181 
0.9462 
0.0334 
0.3368 
0.7217 
1.0231 
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9. IMPACTS Of pH ON TOIICITY Of COPPER AHP CHROMIUM 
9.1 xrtmwnw 
Bnsymss are quit* import ant and they play a valuable 
rs le in biochemical oxidation*. I t i t wall known that ths 
rata of snsyms catalysed reaction i s pH dependent and In 
certain pH region the activity of snsyms i s maximum (Fruton 
l l Aa>*» 19^1). For th i s reason the pH wi l l hare sons in -
fluence on ths rats sf BOB and hattsr reduction may take 
place in optima pH. 
A surrey of ths literature rereals that no syste-
matic investigation of influence of pH on ths BOD and toxi-
city of metals has been nsds. The available data are related 
to industrial wastes (Hood, 1946) Pipss, 1962). Hood (1946) 
pointed out that high pH alkalinity values hare been found 
to affect adversely ths biological processes. Few bacteria 
can tolerate aoidlo or alkaline conditions and most bacteria 
grow only in ths near-to-neutral rang* of pH 5-9, with opti-
mum growth usually oocurring between pH 6 and 8 (Mara, 1976). 
Tsai j i & • (1975) discussad ths importance of water pH in 
accumulation of inorganio mercury in f i sh . 
Kushl (1977) studied ths identification of trace 
1 3 / 
contaminants la tho environmental samples. It vat found 
that copper and chromium wore common pollutant* often 
associated vita industries such aa mining, point chemioal 
manufacturing and metal production, Sis ler e^ &. (1975) 
deeoribed acute toxicity to aa eatuarlne teleoat of mix-
ture of Cd, 0a and 2a *alt«. Smith a t Ai. (1979) conducted 
experlaento oa the tox ic i t i es of KOT, CuSO^  aad K2Cr2°7 ** 
a given temperature oa f ire freah water f lea, the lethal 
concentrations 50# (L050) varied toa fold. I t was found 
that oa lowering the temperature of expo cure from 15°C to 
5*0* decreased the toxicity of KGH to gold fiah by a faotor 
of 5. Again i t vao eeea that lowering the temperature froa 
30*-15*C lowered the toxicity of KgCTgO,- by a faotor of 3. 
I t waa concluded that pollutanta affected only moderately 
with temperature ohaago, 
Almost hoary aad trace metals are Inhibitory aad 
toxic for organisms aad fishes. Haaaers (1968) studied 
the experimental investigations on the accumulation of mer-
cury in vator organisms. Lueas e£ j&, (1970) prored the 
concentration of trace elements la Great Lake fishes. The 
industrial discharge of many industries are contaminated 
vlth metals. The wastes of the industries situated along 
the at rot eh are commonly received by rivers changing the 
aquatic environment around us into a poisoaous sink for 
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water l i fo and tern belngo (Sohroeder, 1974). Great 
Lakes Laboratory (1971) emphasised on chromium, cadmlun, 
araenio, eoloniua, uereury and aquatic lifo* Richins 
(1979) detested total mercury la wntsr, sediment e and 
oolootod aonatls organisms which are important units to 
minimise the pollution duo to orgsnie as well ao metallic 
produoto and their preeenee i s of almost importance like 
diooolTed oxygen. 
Jeffore? and Kaybury (1981) dioeuoood the toxic 
effeoto of 0*8, PhS, and Xn3 on different opeeieo. Speoieo - -
raried in their susceptibility to toxicity and in addition 
the three aetal sulphidee exhibited differing toxic effeoto. 
Thonpoon ej, §*.• (1980) eonduoted acute toxicity of Zn and 
On singly and in combination for 6 hours using aolenoid 
TOJLTO oont rolled, proportional dilution oyoten. Ten blue 
g i l l were placed in each of the bloaooay ehanbere at the 
•tart of each toot. The number of individuals surviving 
In each chamber vae recorded after 1, 2 t 4, 8. 12 and 24 
hr and erery 24 hr thereafter. The LC50 value fran the 
combined teato for In vao 3.2 mg 1* with 95* confidence 
Unit (CL) of 2.1-4.0 mg 1 • Combining the reoulto for 
Ou, produced on LC50 of 1.0 mg 1 for On (CL • 0.85-1.2 
mg 1~ ) . Teato for 2n • On gare an LC50 of 1.4 mg 1* 
for 2n (CL « 1.0-2.0 mg 1~1) and an LC50 of 0*4 mg l"1 
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for Oa (OL « 0.5-0*6 a* 1 ) . Sine* oxygen vao contained 
vithla thooo l ia i t e , the toxicity of Zn-Cu aixture to bluo 
g i l l vac additive aader the condition* of thooo toots. 
Horning and Helheleel (1979) perferaed chronic toadlo 
effecte of copper oa the blunt no •* ainnov, Piaephalee nota-
lae | thooo voro expooed to Oa la laboratory dilation vat or 
«»1 
vita a hardaeoo of 200 ag X ao ealeiua carbonate indicated 
that Oa advereely affected fry ourriTftl, fry grovta aad re-
produetion. The aaxiana acceptable toxicant eoaeoatratloa 
•1 for total Oa eeeed oa reproductive lapalraent at 18.0 ag 1 • 
Tho 96 hr LC50 valaoo frea throo aoato toxicity tooto ranged 
•1 from 0.22 to 0.27 ag 1
 f total Oa vith a aoaa value of 0.23 
ag l"1. 
6f Tho ohroaie toxicity of Or oa tho fathead aiaov 
voro lavootlgatod. Borrival vao affected only at tho high 
toot concentration of 3.95 ag 1* Or. All Or eonoemtra-
«»1 tiono, iaoladlag 0.018 ag 1 , tho lovoat tooted, retarded 
tho early grovta of fioh generation, oat thio effect vao 
only temporary. Orevth of oooond generation fioh vao not 
affooted at concentration*^ 1.0 ag 1* . Reprodaction and 
hatchability of oggo voro not affooted at any Or ooncentra-
tioa tooted. The aaxlaaa acceptable toxicant conoeatratlon 
for fathead ainnovo la hard voter (209 ag 1"* ao calciaa 
VJD 
carbonate at pH 7.7) was based on surrlTal and l i a s batman 
1.0 and 3.95 ag I"1 Or* raapaotiraly, Tna application faa-
tor was between 0.03 and 0.11 (Pickering, 1980). 
In the preeent lnreetlgatlon the object la to corre-
late the Minima and optimun inhibition in reepect to aet a l -
i i a eanoentration and lncreaae in actiYity due to suitable 
pi . The anitable pH van maintained for the surriYal of 
organiaaa, i . e . , 4 , 6.5, 7, 8.2 and 11*5 i s BOD ryeten pro-
Tiding a l l neoeeeary nutrients, eouroe of oarbon (glycine) 
and 0 2 for organlsas. 
The irarte of (Jlax© Laboratoriea was f irs t analyeed 
inaedlately before aeeda dereloptient (Table 8, Chapter J) . 
Tna netale uaed were copper ohloride and ohroniun ohlcride. 
The ataak aolutiona of copper ohloride and ohroniun chlo-
ride (50 ng 1 ) were prepared in e l ight l j aeidlo nedlun. 
Ton glycine (500 ng 1* stock solution) van uoed an a aource 
of oarbon for nioro-crganiane. The appropriate dilutions 
were nade to produoe the experinental lerela wanted. The 
pH waa regulated in each experinent with buff or to obtain 
pH 4, 6.5, 7, 8*2 and 11.5, respeotivolr (Clark, 1928). 
The incubator was controlled at £ 0»2 and BOD stadias 
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voro aado with WlnkXor'o Aaldo nodi float ion nathod (St and art 
Mat hod, 1979). The BOD fcottXoo of oapaoity 250 al vara 
flllou aarafully for aaah pH without ©ror flow and kapt for 
5 days inoubation at 20* C. Tha bottloo wv fillad for aaah 
pH la tha following ways 
(1) 5 aX glyaina (900 ag X~1) • 0.3 »1 CaOXj or CrCl^  nolu-
i lea (0.05 "g I*1) aaparatalj 4- aaadad dilution vator. 
(2) 9 ml glyoliio (900 ag 1~1) • 3 aX CaCXg or CrCXj aolution 
(0.9 ag 1 ) aaparataly + aaadad dilution watar. 
(5) 9 ml glyolno (900 ag I**1) • 6 ml CaClg or OrOl^  aolutlon 
(1.0 ag 1 ) aaparataljr + oooAod dilution wat ar. 
(4) 9 al glyaina (900 ag 1~1) + 9 al 0uCl2 or CrCXj aolution 
(1.5 as X" ) aaparataly + aaodad dilation watar. 
(9) 9 aX glycina (900 ag X~1) + 12 al CuCl2 or CrCXj aolu-
tion (2.0 ag X* ) aaparataly + aoaded dilution vator, 
Boforo inouaation tao actual ag X of On voro 0.03» 
0.9* O.a, 09 oad 1.2 vhllo that of Or voro 0.018, 0.18, 
0»39t 0.99 *nd 0.70 la 290 aX BOS bottloo for aaah pH 
aaintainad, i . o . , 4, 6.5, 7.0, 8.2 and 11.5» ranpactlraly. 
DR/EL-4 Haoh nodal vmo uaad for tha datarainatlon of Cu 
and Or. 
1 Q9 
1 J L 
9*2,1 gj^flnMHffl 9t fc ffflft It 
Tna k and L raluaa w»r« aaloulatad by Tnoaaa graphi-
cal notaod (faoaao, 1950). From orory day BOX) upto 5 d»7»» 
(t/y)^5 rati© vaa eomputad for oaoh natal. (*/?) raluaa 
of a l l atudlaa vara plat tad ••• daya of imombatiom and 
atralght llnoo wrt obtain ad. In this way intarcapt, A and 
alopaa, B WT9 known* Knowing thooo data ultimata donamd 
(L) and rata oonatant (k) vara eomputad by tna following 
two aquationa (Tabla 39). 
(i) * - . 
(11) k * 2.a1 x { 
Rapraaantatira raaulta for Cu and Or ara praaantad in 
Tablaa 54-40 valla wr oant of Ou and Or oomammoi during 
lnaubatlon at diffarant pH ara giran In Tabla 4o. Tho 
affacto of diffarant pH nodi a, i . a . , 4, 6.5» 7.0, 8.2 and 
11*9 haro baan dloeuoaod in raopaot to BOD, rata oonatant 
(k) and ultimata damand (1) in diffarant ooneontratlOB of 
CuOlg and CrClj aolutiona, i . a . , 0.05, 0.5, 1*0, 1.5 and 
2 i f l" for oaoh pi Talno naintainad. Tna por oant inhibi-
tion at pH 4 and 11*5 *nd par oant inoroaao in BOB at pK 6.5 
and 8*2 aaro baan dlaeuoaad and ooaparod with tko BOB raluaa 
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of pH 7.0. Tho data represent aa average value of BOD, 
rata con**ant (k) and ultiaate deaand (L) for each pH. 
fha depletion of oxygen at pH 4 and pH 11.5 ahoirod that 
tlioao rang* of pH hindered tha aotirity of aiero-organiaas. 
It was observed that aotirity of nicro-organiaas was high 
at pH 6.5 and 8.2 comparatively than at tho pH 7,0 la con-
trol ao well aa la tha aato baring rarying concentrations 
of On and Cr. 
Figures 25 and 26 represent tha data for average BOD 
TO* concentration of Oa and rato constant (k) • • . pH of tho 
systems at pH 4* 6.9, 7 .0 , 8.2 and 11.5, respectively for 
various cono*ntrations of Oa and Or* 
At a l l pH level* aa increase i s Oa and Or coneentra-
t ioa brought a general daeroaao In tho BOD, rato constant 
(k) and ultiaat* demand (L). Tabl** 34 and 35 ahov that 
tho respiration rates of organism* (BOD) of tho controls 
vary vlth tha pH of tho system, i . e . , 708, 752, 726, 754 
and 666 at pE 4 , 6.5. 7*0, 8.2 and 11.5, re*pectiT*ly. 
fho por cent Inhibition in BOD at pH 4 and 11,5 than 
pE 7*0 for Oa and Cr are given la Tabl* 34. Inhibition in 
oaoo of Oa and Or increased aa tho conoeat rat ions increased. 
At pE 4 i t varied from 2.82% to 14.47% while at pH 11,5 i t 
vao 8.30% to 20.15% for Oa, 3.2d to 17.03% at pE 4 and 9.64% 
13i 
to 23.18* at pH 11.5 for Or, In oontrol at pH, 4 and 11.5 
tho inhibition was 2.47* and 8.21*, rerpootiroly. Actual 
inhibition dao to On and Or 1A their f ire oonoont ratios earn 
bo kaova by ooaparing vita oontrola (Tablo 56). 
(a) High inhibition, low aotirity of mioro-organiaao. 
(B) Lov inhibition, high aotirity of aioro-organinao. 
(C) lav inhibition, high aotirity of alero-organioao. 
(D) High inhibition, lov aotirity of nioro-organioao. 
From tho roaulto of inhibition i t la oloar that la 
oaoo of Cu, at pH 4 oauaod high inhibition than pH 11,5 
whllo Or at pH 4 aaovod lav inhibition than pH 11.5. So 
Cu la aero toxio la alga hydrogon iona ooneontrationo and 
looo toxio la hydroxyl lona oonooatratloaa. Chroaiua la 
mora toxio la hydroxyl iona and looo toxio la hydrogoa iona 
oonoontrationo. Tho ooaparatiro atudy of both aotalo ahovod 
that Or la aoro toxio than Cu far both - pH 4 and 11.5. 
Tho pH aodla $,5 and 8*2 prorod to bo farourablo for 
alga aotirity of tho aloro-orgaalaao than pH 7.0 and ahovod 
inoroaoo la blo-ohoaieal oxygon doaand, rata oonotant (k) 
and ultiaato doaand (L). Tho poroontago laoroaao la BOD at 
pi 6.5 and 8.2 la girea l a Tablo 57* 
Za oontrol tho BOS obtainod at pfi 6.5 vaa 5*9* highor 
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aad at pH 8.2 it vaa 3.73* higher than at pH 7.0. The per-
eeatago lnoreaee In BOD at pH 6.5 far flvo oonoentretione 
of Cu and Cr varied from 3.62* to 2.7* and 3.36* to 1.89* 
while at pH 8.2 It vaa 4.06* to 3.0* and 3.63* to 2.66* for 
Cu and Or* rcepeotirely. Theae data further support the 
vlow that Or la more toxic than Cu. Tho pooltiro aad nega-
tlTO aotintlaa of organlamo la presence of aaeh Cu and Or 
ean oo known or comparing with control. 
It la clear that On in ite lover concentration may 
aet aa oatalyet to promote tho biological proooaaoa while 
in higher concentration It will oauee adreroe of foot oo aa 
to minimise tho activity at theee pH (6.5 and 8.2). 
In emao of Or tho ralueo obtained at pH 6.5 and 8.2 
are loaa than control. On compariaon negative ralueo ohow 
that Or decreases tho actirity la tho biological prooeee 
la Ita lovor aa well aa higher concent rat ioao at pH 6.5 aad 
BmZ, reopeotirely. Seoondly, at pH 8.2 suppression vaa low 
than pH 6*5. So Or la more toxic at pH 6*5 than pH 8.2. 
Tho oomparatire otudy of tho pH media ahovod that 
alight acidic (pH 6.5 aad alight alkaline (pH 8.2) are more 
suitable pH for BOD determination la presence of heavy 
met ale than pH 7.0. At these pH range average BOD* rata 
ooaataat (k) aad ultimate demand (L) alao inereaoed. Tho 
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following aonolmalona hart boon obtained from thaaa atudlaa* 
(1) Cu in its lowar oonoantrationa at auitabla pH (6.5 *nd 
8*2) nay anhano« tha biologioal aotivitiaa and highar 
oonoantrationa ara inhibitory at thaaa pH. 
(2) Or is highly toxle than On In lowar ma vail aa highar 
oonoantrationa. 
(3) Suitabla pH for bat tar miorabial aotirity aran in pro-
aanoa of h»ary natala (Cu and Or) ara 6.5 and 6*2 othar 
than pH 7.0, 4*0 and 11.5. 
(4) Oonannptlen of On and Or lnoroaaad at pH 6.5 and 8.2 
and daoraaaad at pH 4*0 and 11*5 than pH 7.0. 
9*4 Canalaalan, 
Tha praaant inraatlgatlon haa aatabliahad a ralation 
batvaan tha toxicity, nloro~organlaaa and pH. In tha aano 
oonoantrations of natal at dlffarant pH, hara dlffarent 
Taluaa af BOS, rata aonatant (k), ultinato danand (L)
 f par-
aantaga inhibition and paroontaga incraaao, ahowing inpor-
tanaa af pH on biological proeoaaaa. If toxlaanta Ilka 
hoary natala and traea metala ara praaant and pH of tha 
ayatan by any way la alightly aoldlo or alkalina, tha bio* 
lagloal proeoaaaa will occur to aono extant to mlninlso tha 
pollutiom load duo to orgaaie material and toxicity of 
met ale will bo euppreeeed at theee pH 6.5 mad 8.2. Oa 
the other hand, Ou v i l l bo »oro toxlo i s addle aedlua 
and Or la alkaline medium. 
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Tabla 54* Poroant inhibition in BOS at pi 4*0 and 11.5 
than pH 7*0 in P N M B M of Cn and Or 
OuOlj Avaraga Arara^a ^ Arara«a v 
/ *-1% *2P «*i *2P **5 inhibition 12D . .*$ inhibition (n* 1 ') pH 7.0 pi 4.0 *»«*w*»*wm pi 11.5 »"»•»**•• 
0.00 
0.09 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
0*01-
0.05 
0.9 
1.0 
I.J 
2.0 
72* 
678 
602 
529 
444 
387 
612 
565 
487 
413 
358 
708 
620 
553 
474 
387 
331 
592 
511 
427 
371 
297 
2.47 
2.82 
8.13 
10.39 
12.83 
14.47 
3.26 
9.55 
12.32 
15.01 
17.03 
666 
585 
515 
449 
368 
309 
553 
472 
402 
352 
275 
8.26 
8.30 
14.43 
15.12 
17.11 
20.15 
9.64 
16.46 
17.45 
19.61 
23.18 
I J 3 
Tabla 35. Paroanta«e inoraasa la BOD at pH 6.5 aaa 8,2 taaa 
pH 7.0 la praaanoa of On or Cr 
OaOlo Arar*«a Arara^a * Araraga * 
, BOD at BOS at
 4 BOD at « 
(a* X*') 98 7.0 pH 6.3 *••*•*•• pH 8.2 **•*•*•• 
0.00 
0.0$ 
0,5 
1.0 
1.9 
2.0 
o*cx« 
0.05 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
726 
638 
602 
529 
^*f ^  
387 
612 
565 
487 
413 
358 
752 
662 
624 
546 
457 
398 
633 
583 
500 
430 
365 
3.50 
3.62 
3.52 
3.11 
2.84 
2.76 
3.36 
3.09 
2.60 
2.11 
1.89 
754 
665 
626 
550 
460 
399 
635 
585 
504 
427 
368 
3.73 
4.06 
3.83 
3.81 
3.47 
3.00 
3.63 
3.39 
3.36 
3.21 
2.66 
iOO 
Toblo 56. Inhibition la BOD at pH 4.0 and 11.5 due to 
Coppor or Caroaiun 
Aetual inhibition duo to (Mi 
pH 4.0 
0.35 
5.66 
7.92 
10.36 
12*00 
(A) 
pH 11,5 
0.04 
6.19 
5«®6 
8.85 
11.84 
(») 
Aotual inhibition duo to Or 
pH 4*0 
0.79 
7.08 
10.00 
12.54 
14.54 
(0) 
pH 11.5 
1.38 
8.20 
9.19 
11.35 
14.92 
(B) 
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Tabla 37. Caapariaon of activity •* pH 6.5 and 6.2 
than pH 7.0 
Cone On Cr 
(ng i*1) pH 6.5 pH 3.2 pH 6*5 pR 8,2 
0*05 •0.12 • 0,33 
0*5 • 0*02 • 0*01 
1.0 - 0.39 • 0.08 
1.5 - 0.66 - 0.26 
2.0 - 0.74 - 0.73 
0.14 
0.41 
0.90 
1.39 
2.61 
- 0.10 
- 0.34 
- 0.31 
- 0.52 
- 1.07 
• Sign above lneraaea la activity) 
• Sign ahova toxlo affect on activity. 
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faala 59. 8aovin« ***• aomataiit (k) and ultlaata doaand (L) 
at aiffarant pH of taa ayataaa 
^ J 0 ' Yalaa Ultlaata ^ J * ' Valtta Ultimata 
pg 5* of k doaand Q* of k doaand 
4.0 
6.5 
7.0 
Control 
0.05 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
Control 
0.05 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
Control 
0.05 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
0.099 
0.090 
0.089 
0.071 
0.069 
0.065 
0.1515 
0.1289 
0.1211 
0.0935 
0.0910 
0.0812 
0.1245 
0.1164 
0.1142 
0.0860 
0.0612 
0.0600 
1436 
1260 
1126 
968 
794 
682 
1524 
1344 
1268 
1112 
934 
816 
1472 
1296 
1224 
1078 
908 
794 
-
0.05 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
«•» 
0.05 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2,0 
-
0.05 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2*0 
-
0.0891 
0.0864 
0.0705 
0.0644 
0.0610 
• 
0.1210 
0.1139 
0.0805 
0.0794 
0.0770 
-
0.1147 
0.1036 
0.0792 
0.0599 
0.0588 
-
1204 
1042 
874 
762 
614 
mm 
1286 
1186 
1020 
880 
750 
-
1244 
1150 
994 
846 
736 
oontliraod •• • 
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Toklo 39. continued . . . 
PH 
8.2 
11.5 
Cone. 
of 
Cu 
Control 
0,05 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
Control 
0.O5 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
Yaluo 
of k 
0.1360 
0.1289 
0*1182 
0*0960 
0.0912 
0.0871 
0.0819 
0.0808 
0.0790 
0.0681 
0.0590 
0.0482 
UltlBfttO 
dOMttd 
1528 
1350 
1272 
1120 
940 
818 
1352 
1190 
1050 
898 
756 
636 
Coao. 
of 
Cr 
-
0.05 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
• 
0.05 
0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
Valuo 
of k 
. 
0.1257 
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DETRIMENTAL EFFECTS OF PHARMACEUTICAL 
INDUSTRIAL WASTE ON MICROORGANISMS 
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Aligaih Muslim Lnnirsiti, Almaih-202001, U P, India 
(Received 29 November 1979, revised 10 April 1980) 
Abstract. Phaimaceutical industiial waste was collected from Gha/iabad (Cooper Pharma Ltd) and 
analv/ed toi color, odor, speeifit gia\U\, turbiditv pH, total solids, suspended solids, dissolved solids, 
volatile solids, dissolved owgen (DO), biochemical o\vgen demand (BOD), ehemieal owgen demand 
(COD), organic and moiganie mtiogen, sullui, chlorides, sulfates and phosphates The detrimental etfeets 
ot industrial waste on micioorganisms were studied in the svstem with lower and higher volumes ot the 
wastes (0 5-12 ml) using glucose substrate as a source ol carbon foi microorganisms The cultures ol 
saprophvtic and nitnlving bacteria were giown liom sewage and pea gravel, rcspectivelv, and tested tor their 
natuie 
1. Introduction 
Cooper Pharma Ltd. (CPL), located in Gha/iabad, U.P., India manufactures vitamin 
B-complex, vitamin C, analgin, A.P.C., aspirin, tetracycline, phanacol, chlorostrep, 
oxyphanabuta/ulandine and a number of other antibiotics and discharges waste into 
sewers (Chen et at., 1974). Only a few industries have their own treatment plant to check 
unusual effects on the microorganisms (Knowels, 1976), other living beings, public 
health, water and soil. Many factories which manufacture medicine discharge their 
effluent into the nearest land or river through sewers. This process alters the physical 
and chemical composition of soil and water. Microorganisms help in self-purification of 
rivers by decomposing the organic macromolecules into simpler constituents present in 
the water (Se\age and Bruce Hanes, 1971). 
The growth of microorganisms depends upon the environmental conditions. With a 
natural pH and no toxicity, the microorganisms operate biological processes which 
reduce the pollution of rivers caused by the industrial and sewage wastes. The control of 
their occurrence in the environment is of utmost importance. These investigations, 
therefore, were carried out to study the optimum conditions under which these organisms 
can survive in the presence of such wastes. 
The pharmaceutical waste of CPL was used as the toxicant and the developed 
saprophytic and nitrifying bacteria as the microorganisms. A glucose substrate of 5 mg 1 ' 
was used as thesouiceot carbon for survival of microbial population (Shivaramanf/tf/., 
1978). 
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TAB1 1 1 
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Suspended solids 
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1 iglu\dlo\\ 
4 ^ 
2^20 
r.so 
9HS 
Ml values, except spetilit gia\it\, pH, odoi, and tolot art e\piessed in mg 1 ' 
2. Materials and Methods 
The pharmaceutical waste ot CPL was collected in 300 ml BOD bottles and stoied at 
0°C to avoid en ors in kits. The pharmaceutical waste was analyzed tor physico-chemical 
characteristics (Table I) (Standard Methods, 1975; Sawyei, 1960). Turbidity and pH was 
determined using a spectrophotometer and pH meter, respectively. A stock solution ol 
glucose (5 mg 1 ') was prepared in pure watei (DMW). The culture of saprophytic 
microbial population was developed by continuous aeration. The nitrifying bactena 
were developed in columns filled with pea gravel and added inoiganic nutrients (Siddiqui 
et al., 1967). All these studies were carried out in natural conditions i.e., without 
maintaining pH of the system at any constant value. 
Varying volumes of the pharmaceutical wastes 0.5 ml, 1 ml, 2 ml, 3 ml, 4 ml, 5 ml, 
6 ml, 8 ml, 7 ml, 9 ml, 10 ml, and 12 ml were added to the following ihtee swems 
(figures 2, 3, and 4). 
(a) BOD bottles containing glucose -f saprophytic bacteria; 
(b) BOD bottles containing glucose + nitrify ing bacteria; and 
(c) BOD bottle containing glucose + saprophytic + nitrifying bacteria. 
Finally, the volumes in all the systems were filled up to the maik with distilled water. 
All the sets ol studies were piepaied and incubated for 15 days at 20°C. The BOD ot 
saprophytic bacteiia, nitrifying bacteria and saprophytic-plus-nitnfying bacteria was 
determined separately during the investigation (Ciaccio, 1972) (f iguie 1). 
3. Results and Discussion 
The physical, chemical and physiological characteristics of CPL waste are given in the 
Table 1. The acidic nature (pH 5.5) and the absence of the DO in the waste was the basis 
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on which these studies were conducted. In these studies it was observed that 0.5 ml of 
the waste showed no detiimental etfects (not shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4) while 1 ml 
and 2 ml ol the pharmaceutical waste exhibited slight detrimental effects on micro-
organisms (as shown in I igures 2, 3, and 4). The actual detrimental effects started with 
3 ml ot waste and increased as the waste was increased up to 12 ml, while 1 ml and 2 ml of 
pharmaceutical waste showed slight reduction in BOD of saprophytic and nitrifying 
bacteria sepaiatelv and when both bacteria were mixed together, 12 ml ot waste 
completely depressed theacthit) ol nitrilving bacteria and showed no BOD progression 
in the early stages of incubation. 7 hus, the studies showed that the tolerable volume of 
pharmaceutical waste for no efiect was 0.5 ml and a very definite detrimental effect 
occuned at 10 ml to !2 ml for saprophytic and nitritying bacteria separately as well as in 
combination. 
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4. Summary 
1. The detrimental effects of pharmaceutical industrial waste (0.5 ml to 12 ml) were 
carried out on microorganisms using glucose (5 mg 1 -') as a source of carbon for bacteria. 
2. The microbial population of saprophytic and nitrifying bacteria was developed and 
tested for their nature. 
5. Conclusion 
The pharmaceutical waste showed prominent detrimental effects on the microorganisms 
when the waste was 10 ml (3.6%) for saprophytic bacteria and 12 ml (4%) for the 
nitrifying bacteria. 0.5 ml (0.16%) of the waste exhibited no effects on their activity and 
proved suitable for normal bacterial growth, therefore, the activity of microorganisms is 
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inversely proportional to the volumes of the waste used. The death of microorganisms 
will increase organic pollution due to industrial discharge of waste into the rivers. The 
increasing volume of waste is harmful for fish, human beings, cattle, irrigation and soil 
because all of the organic compounds present in the industrial wastes are not a source of 
nutrient for the plant kingdom (Treshow, 1970). Thus, from our studies, it is evident that 
the wastes are hazardous for microorganisms, ultimately causing higher pollution in the 
environment. It is suggested that large volumes of the pharmaceutical industrial waste 
should not be discharged without dilution or treatment. 
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ATOMIC ABSORPTION SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC 
STUDIES OF CADMIUM AND ZINC IN COMMERCIAL 
FERTILISERS, SOILS AND RIVER WATERS 
NASEEM A KHAN t A AHMAD AZHAR A NOMANI & M AJMALJ 
Environmental Research Laborator\ Chemistry Section, Z H College of Engineering and 
Tee hnology 
Ahgarh Muslim Unncrsit\ Ahgarh-202001, India 
ABSTRACT 
Atomic absotption specti opholomelrtc studies nete canted out to detect the pi esence 
of C d and Zn in samples of fifteen c ommeiciulfei tiltsei s,fifteenproductne soils, eight 
batten soils, font gaiden soils and fifteen met watei samples The concent) attons of 
Cd and Zn in fetttliset s, pioductne soils, batten soils, gaiden soils and ttver water 
wcic lecoulcd as 12 79 and 17 3070mgkg ', 09 5 9 and 55 95mgkg~\ 
0 04 0 06 and 7 5 Wm?kg \ 04 075 and 78 llmgkg'1 and 05-23 and 
8 5 18 ^mglitic ', icspectiieh In addition, soil samples were analysed jot sand, 
silt, clcn pH, deduced conducluit\ watct soluble salts, osmotic ptessute, cation 
exchange eapaeit\ CaCO, and oigame mallet 
INTRODUCTION 
The production and consumption of cadmium and zinc are continuing to expand 
throughout the industrial world Cadmium has proved to be one of the most toxic 
elements in the biological systems (Schroeder, 1965, Frant & Kleeman, 1941) and 
has been implicated in some cases of food poisoning The chemistry of Cd in natural 
water— and its absorption on river muds and naturally occurring solids—has been 
reported (Gardiner, 1974) The effects of Cd in an aquatic environment have been 
studied and C d concentration of 0 02 mg litre l has been found to be toxic to certain 
fishes (Kneip 1978) The National Academy of Sciences (Environmental Studies 
Board 1972) considered ~s 0 tig litre ' to be a threat to aquatic life On the other 
hand zinc is an essential element in body growth and as a nutrient for plants 
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However, concentrations above 5mghtre~ ' can cause a bitter astringent taste and 
an opalescence in alkaline water (Standard Methods, 1975) 
The sources of Cd and Zn in the environment are mainly commercial fertilisers 
(Stenstrom & Vahter, 1974). Schroeder & Balassa (1963) have reported that the 
concentration of Cd in several vegetable species increased as a result ot the heavy 
application of superphosphates William & David (1973, 1976) have also 
demonstrated that the application of superphosphate has increased the Cd content 
in soil, cereal and fodder plants. Cadmium and zinc additions to Wisconsin soil by 
commercial fertilisers and wastewater sludge application have been studied (Lee & 
Keeney, 1975) and waters in phosphate mining and processing areas of Idaho, as 
well as downstream reservoirs, have been monitored for potential cadmium 
pollution (Johnson & Kent. 1978). 
The purpose of the work described in this paper was to study the Cd and Zn 
contamination of soils and waters by commercial fertilisers. 
MATI RIALS AND MLTHODS 
Sampling of fertilisers 
Commercial fertilisers were obtained from various sources. The bulk sample was 
ground, mixed and subsampled. Two grammes of subsample were dried at 450°C 
and ashed Next. 1 ml of 6M HC1 was added and the mixture evaporated to dryness 
The residue was dissolved in 15 ml of 0 1 M HC1 and filtered The filtrate was directly 
injected into a Perkin Elmer 303 atomic absorption spectrophotometer lor Cd and 
Zn analysis 
Sampling of soil 
Fifteen soil samples were collected from fields where fertilisers were being applied, 
eight soil samples from barren fields around the Ahgarh Muslim University and four 
samples from garden soil of the university area All samples were collected from a 
depth of 5 10 cm and analysed for mechanical composition and chemical properties 
(Table 1). The soil samples were dried at 110 °C for 5 h, then passed through a 2 mm 
sieve. Twenty grammes of this sample were transferred to a beaker with sufficient 
distilled water and then treated with H 2 S0 4 and HNO, The solution was boiled 
TABLE 1 
MFCHANICAL COMPOSITION OF THfc SOILS 
Type of soil Sand Silt Cla\ Numbet of individual 
(/„) ("„) ("„) samples anahsed 
Productive soil 32 1 34 6 59 4- 60 8 6 0-69 15 
Barren soil 33 6 34 2 63 4-67 60 3 0 3 3 8 
Garden soil 25 3 30 0 58 01-61 4 5 9 6 2 4 
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gently, cooled, filtered and the residue washed again. The filtrate and washes weie 
then combined and again concentrated up to 15 ml and analysed for Cd and Zn by 
atomic absorption spectrophotometry 
H atei samp/mi; 
Water samples were collected from fifteen different sampling stations A well 
mixed sample (50 100 ml) was filtered and 5 ml of concentrated HNO, added and 
evaporated on a hot plate to near dryness The dry residue was again treated with 
5ml ot acid and dried again without boiling Ten milhhtres ot'distilled water were 
then added and liltered to remove insoluble matter and the filtrate was analysed for 
Cd and Zn by atomic absorption spectiophotometry 
Rl SlU I S AND DISC USSION 
Analyses ot leitihser samples showed that concentrations of Cd and Zn ranged 
between 1-2 and 79mgkg ' and 17 and 3070 mgkg"1 , respectively (Table 2) The 
fact that the C d concenti ation in fertilisers varies according to the raw material and 
the manufacturing process is shown (Lee & Keeney, 1975) by the difference in Cd 
concentration m samples with the same fei tihser guarantee from different sources or 
produced at different times 1 here was no apparent correlation between Cd and Zn 
concentrations ot fertihseis m agreement with the report by Lee & Keeney (1975). 
and contraiy to the findings ot William & David (1973) 
The soils collected were mostly alluvial with little leaching and considerable 
accumulation of salts. The alkaline condition of the soil is mainly due to Na2CO, 
TABLt 2 
( \ l )Ml l M \M> /1 \< ( I1M 1 M R \ I IONS IN C()MMIR( I'M II KIM IS] RS 
llllplt 
\(> 
1 
-) 
1 
4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
n 
14 
15 
( iidnmtni 
('"if Ac ' ) 
1 1 
1 7 
24 
4 1 
1 4 
74 
6 1 
1 2 
54 
4 8 
7 X 
7 9 
72 
4 0 
19 
//"< 
('"if A« ' ) 
20 
50 
60 
1070 
108 
15 
720 
44 
52 
12 
62 
17 
520 
17 
42 
7n t d 
15 3 
29 4 
25 
748 7 
31 7 
48 
1142 
36 6 
9 6 
6 6 
8 5 
2 15 
72 2 
9 2 
10 7 
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and NaHC03 . The base exchange capacity of the soils ranged between 16 66 and 
24-71 meq per 100 g of soil, determined according to the method of Ganguly (1952). 
The amount of organic matter (Table 3) was highest in the garden soil, perhaps due 
to the intensive use of compost manure in the gardens, which is a common feature in 
this area. 
The concentrations of Cd and Zn were highest in the productive soil (Table 4) due 
to the application of phosphate fertilisers, and lowest in the barren soils. Carey 
(1979) has reported high concentrations of Cd in the urban soil which falls in the 
range 0-22 18-OOmgkg"1. 
TABLE 4 
CADMIUM *ND /IN( ( (WdMRAHON IN Till SOU 
I\pe of 
Productive soil 
Barren soil 
Garden soil 
sod C admium 
(ffl? kv. ' ) 
09 59 
0 04 0 06 
0 4-0 7 
Zinc 
(mgkt ') 
55 95 
75 10 
7 8 11 
Number of indli idual 
samples anah sed 
15 
8 
4 
TABLE 5 
C ADVIII M ASD ZINC ( ON( IN TRAIION Of RIVI-R WATFR 
Cadmium Zinc ZthCd Number of individual 
(mi; line ') (m^ line ') samples anah sed 
05 2 1 8 5 18 8 4 1-22 3 15 
The concentrations of Cd and Zn in the fifteen samples of water ranged between 
0-5 and 2-3 mg litre""' and 8-5 and 18-8 mglitre~\ respectively (Table 5). This shows 
that the metallic contents of the water were the lowest compared with those in 
fertilisers and soil samples. Cadmium concentrations in the Illinois river were 
reported as follows: water. 010 20^glitre ' ; sediment. 0-2 12-1 mgkg"1 (Mathis 
& Cumming. 1973). Hudson river water contained little dissolved Cd— 3-0 6-0//g 
litre ' but the mud contained 162mgkg ' (Schroeder, 1974). Pagenkopf & 
Cameron (1979) have also reported lesser amounts of Cd and Znin the waters of the 
Prickley Pear Creek river than in the sediments which had a high concentration. 
Similar results have been reported by Fnant (1979). This is because stream water 
frequently loses trace metals to the sediments through precipitation and adsorption. 
CONCl USIONS 
Analyses of fertiliser samples and monitoring of soil and water samples have shown 
that fertilisers are rich in Cd and Zn. Soils and water samples are widely 
264 NASFFM A KHAN, A AHMAD, A/HAR A NOMANI, M AJMAL 
contaminated with high concentrations of Cd and Zn due to the application of 
phosphate fertilisers 
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Abstract—Uptake of cadmium by microbes at different temperatures has been studied at pH 7. Glycine 
was used as a source of carbon for microorganisms in the BOD bottle at 20. 30, 40 and 50°C with 
varying concentrations of cadmium: control 0.0437, 0.437, 0.875 and 1.31 m g P 1 in each set. The 
influence of temperatures on the toxic effects of cadmium has been studied with respect to rate constant 
Hi and ultimate biochemical oxygen demand which were calculated from BOD data using Thomas 
Graphical method. Consumed cadmium mg I" ' was determined after eight days and it varied from 14.04 
to 32.40°;, at four temperatures. Highest, consumption of Cd was noted in the set at 30 and 4CC and 
lowest at 50"C. 
INTRODUCTION 
Many environmental factors influence or repress the 
operation of biochemical oxygen demand. The im-
portant factors are temperature (Seth. 1964), pH (Pile-
gaard, 1979), chloride (r^i,ty, 1938). nitrates (rTeljdman. 
1956), pharmaceutical wastes (Ajmal et at.. 1980) and 
organic pollutants in the biological systems. Cad-
mium has proved to be one of the most toxic elements 
in the biological systems (Schroeder. 1965; Frant & 
Kleeman. 1942; Decker, 1958). Gardiner (1974) has 
studied ihf; chemistry of cadmium in natural water 
and its absorption on river muds and naturally occur-
ring solids. Effects of cadmium on the aquatic en-
vironment have been studied by Kneip (1977). Von 
Westernhagen (1978) has reported effects of cadmium 
in an experimental marine ecosystem. Decrease in the 
growth of microorganism cultures in the presence of 
traces of cadmium is reported (Prevolt & Soyer, 
1978). 
The biochemical and chemical removal of organic 
material proceed very slowly under low temperatures. 
This tends to maintain greater supply of food for 
many forms of life and it is presumed that it may 
account for abundance of microbial population. The 
biological process appears to offer the most promise 
at low temperatures. 
Since very little data are available on the effects of 
cadmium at different temperatures on the biochemical 
oxygen demand. We initiated these investigations to 
obtain informations on the short term effects of 
metals (Cd in this case) on the rate of. survival of 
microorganisms. It is hoped that these data be useful 
for the scientists engaged in the research on water 
pollution and metal toxicity. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A Mock solution of cadmium oxide (10 mg I" ') was pre-
pared after dissolving it in the minimum possible amount 
of HC1 and then made up with distilled watst. The glycine 
solution (250 mg I" ') was prepared in the distilled water. 
The culture of seeding organisms was developed from sew-
age by continuous aeration method (APHA. 1975) and 
tested for their saprophytic nature. All the studies were 
carried out at pH 7 which was maintained by phosphate 
buffer'(1.179g K H Z P 0 4 + 4.302g Na jHP0 4 dissolved in 
1000 ml of distilled water). 
Varying volume of cadmium oxide solution: 0. 1.5. 15. 30 
and 45 ml were added for concentration of cadmium ^con-
trol, 0.0437, 0.437, 0.875 and 1.3! mg!" 1 in five systems 
each containing 6 ml of glycine solution and 2 m! of seed-
ing organisms in 300 ml BOD bottle. 
(i) A + B + 0 ml CdO 
lii) A + B + 1.5 ml CdO 
mil A + B + 15 ml CdO 
liv) A + B -f- 30 ml CdO 
(v) A + B + 45 ml CdO 
where 
A ± BOD bottle containing 6 ml of 250 mg I" ' glycine. 
8 = 2 ml seeding organism. 
The volumes in al) systems were made up talcing every 
precaution to avoid air gap and over-flow The sets were 
incubated for eight days at 20. 30. 40 and 50°C. separately. 
The BOD incubator was controlled wish ±0.2'C. Con-
sumption of Cd by microorganisms after 8 days was 
measured by conventional method using DR/fiL 4 Hatch 
Model spectrophotometer. Before making the dctermi-
na:ion of Cd, the bacteria grown during incubation were 
filtered off using 0.4 ,tim membrane filter and bacteria free 
filtrate was analysed for cadmium. 
Calculation of k ami L 
The k and L parameters were calculated from first stage 
BOD values (Thomas. 1950). The plots of ii'y)ui vs lime 
are linear for BOD data and they yield an intercept A and 
slope 8 (Fig. 1; Table 11. The relationship a : 
* - 2.6! --
A 
Results AND OSCUSttON 
The BOD. and ultimate BOD at various corrccn-
trationj of cadmium and different temperatures ate 
2 M A/V IAL rt al 
0 34 
0 32 
0 30 - Slope B « 0 0I5 
N 0 28 
0 ?6 
0 24 -
0 22 
8 I 2 3 <t 5 S 7 
Oays of incubation 
Fig I Intercept 4 = 0 225 slope B -= 0 015 
Table I Sample calculation of k and L foi BOD b, 
Tliomas Oraphical Method 
o JI 
013 
0 1 7 
013 
c 013 
O N 
0 03 
o. Control 
A 0 0 5 mgl ' 
o 0 5 mgl ' 
* I 0 mgl"' 
* I 5 mgl ' 
L 
30 1 0 
/ 
(days) 
Y I B O D l m a r 
1 2 
1 70 135 
0 2-12 0 245 
3 *4 5 . 8 
137 155 I/O 195 
0 274 0 295 0 108 0 345 
• „ 
Temperature in 'C 
L 
recoideil in I able 2 The maximum ultimate oVyert 
demjiid was found (o be 222 n i g l " 1 in control at 
40 C which was 7 20 3 15 and 13 5\ higher (han ai 
2(1 30 and 50 C, respectively The minimum ulnrn.iis 
owgen demand was obtained 1 3 4 m g l " ' at 50 C 
Table 2 Relationship between Cd and standard BOITs o( glycine used as substrate) 
Experimental ron»lition 
Temperature Set No 
Co 
(mal" ' l 
< 
20"C 
30° C 
40"C 
j i r e 
000 
0 04375 
043/5 
0875 
1 3! 
000 
0 04J7 
043^5 
0875 
131 
000 ' 
00437 
0437 
0 8 / 5 
1 31 
000 
0 0437 
0437 
087J 
1 31 
B U D on given dav of trst I m g l " ' ) Sl> 
cl 80) day Ultimate 
cf ten with BODlLl 
1 2 3 4 5 8 10 bottles (mgl ' l 
•"0 
60 
5* 
44 
29 
«0 
63 
59 
17 
13 
34 
67 
59 
49 
35 
69 
M 
42 
39 
I * 
135 
85 
82 
74 
Sft 
124 
91 
89 
7o 
60 
124 
95 
90 
•>s 
(S 2 
til 
79 
~*1 
h> 
42 
137 
90 
S5 
82 
n 
152 
90 
»•; 
75 
158 
99 
92 
?« 
H i 
i t 
74 
7! 
62 
1S5 170 |<IS 
115 130 145 
109 126 112 
1021 US 120 
" i 
IhO 
122 
114 
I I I ) 
'02 
176 
125 
118 
115 
119 
151 
100 
100 
89 
31 
174 
H7 
134 
122 
114 
IAI 
119 
115 
112 
9<J 
1 2 -
197 
151 
149 
128 
126 
179 i9« 
141 157 
Ml 154 
I2A D2 
1 fo 12* 
170 
132 
iN 
iW 
102 
1165 
in 
2 ~'2 
2 52 
174 
460 
820 
3&4 
3 70 
i n 
3 10 
4 70 
4 2V 
1 8i 
1 « * 
3 lM 
154 
2 t'< 
270 0 
167 ' 
It)! 4 
1 H/7 
IJ4 4 
21 < 9 
1/2 4 
l.'OO 
14-.0 
I 50 )ft 
222 0 
H 0 j 
1-5 9 
|4<» j 
1512 
!916 
I M 0 
1464 
' U J 
t M 5 
Microbial uptake of cadmium 
Table 3 Removal of Cd 
?, 
il 
Temperature 
20°C 
30°C 
40°C 
50°C 
Concentration 
ofCdO 
(mgl-1) 
005 
05 
to . 
15 
005 
' 0 5 
10 
15 
005 
05 
- 10 
15 
0 05 
05 
10 
15 
Actual cone 
ofCd 
( m g r 1 ) 
00437 
0437 
0 875 
131 
00437 
0 437 
2)875 
V31 
00437 
\0 437 
(0 875 
U31 
00437 
10437 
( 0 875 U 
Actual cone 
of Cd after 
8 days 
incubation 
(mgl-') 
00329 
0333 
06771 
1024 
002996 
0 30816 
0 64275 
09856 
002954 
JO 2996 
[060847 
109216 
!0035! 
0 3595 
0 7370 
1 126 
C d ( m g r ' ) 
consumed 
during 8 days 
incubation 
00108 
0104 
01979 
0 2?6 
001374 
0 1288 
02323 
0 3244 
1001416 
iO 1374 
0 2665 
10 3884 
00086 
00775 
0138 
0 184 
"„Cd 
consumed 
24 7 
23 7 
216 
218 
3146 
29 47 
26 54 
24 76 
32.40 
!M44 
30 45 
U9 64 
'19 67 
17 73 
15 77 
1404 
having 0 875 mgl" 1 Cd which constitutes 0 74, 7 47 
and 11 9% lower than the values at 20 30 and 40°C. 
respectively The trend of variation in the L values 
was similar to that of control in all concentrations of 
cadmium and at different temperatures Standard de-
viations of the 8th day experiments have been given in 
Table 2 * 
The rate constants (k). calculated at 20, 30 40 and 
50°C decrease gradually when concentration of cad-
mium is increased from 00437 to 131 mgl" ' than 
control at the same temperature In control on first 
day at 20. 30, 40 and 50X the k values (Table 4) are 
0 174 0 203, 0 205 and 0197 respectively, shows 
multiplication of microorganisms at 30 and 40JC 
This trend may be seen in all sets From this result, it 
may be presumed that 50"C temperature is not 
favourable for microorganisms propagation Figure 2 
shows graphically the values of rate constant as a 
Table 4 Showing intercept A, slope B and calculated rate constant 
using k = 2 61 N BIA 
I I 
Set No 
4 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Intercept 
A 
0 225 
0 232 
0 245 
0265 
0315 
0215 
0234 
0 23? 
0 260 
0301 
0212 
0 229 
0234 
0 256 
0 294 
0 225 
0246 
0271 
0 278 
0366 
Slope 
6 
0015 
00185 
00172 
00175 
(0 010875 
'001675 
,00176 
1 00173 
' 0 01 / 
001225 
V)0I67 
00176 
00173 
0017 
001271 
0 017 
'0018 
00(5 
0016 
0 0077 
Rate constant 
-k 
0 174 
0 208 
0183 
0172 
0 090 
0 203 
0 196 
0 189 
0 17 
0106 
0 205 
0 200 
0 192 
0 173 
0 113 
0 197 
0190 
0 144 
0 150 
00^4 
Temperature 
20JC 
30 C 
4 0 C 
50 C 
4 M A/HAL et al 
function of cadmium at 20, 30, 40. and 503C The 
maximum perturbance in the values of rate constants 
is seen at 50°C when cadmium was used in higher 
concentrations (Table 4) Gotta; (1948) noticed that k 
value decreases as the temperature is raised from 
about 30 to 40"C Seth (1964) has also observed in-
crease in the k values in this range of temperature 
Gottas (19481 found only in one case out of three that 
the k values increase upto. 35°C Our results 
strengthen the view of Seth (1964) strongly, as k value 
increased from 30 to 40°C even in'lower and higher 
concentration of cadmium except in one case m which 
k value decreased at 40CC having 1 31 rngP1 of cad-
mium. 
The removal of cadmium in the system was deter-
mined after 8 days of incubation The removal per-
centage observed after 8 days was ranged m between 
1404-3240% (Table 3) Remade (1981) has reported 
11-29% cadmium removal from water phase. Stove-
land et al (1979) noted higher cadmium removal, 
33-35% , but their cultures were intoxicated by the 
lower cadmium concentrations 
f 
CONCLUSION 
The results of k values at various temperatures 
showed that cadmium is highly toxic at 50°C, but at 
30 and 40°C k value increased showing vigorous 
multiplication of bacteria even in the presence of cad-
mium The removal of cadmium from water phase 
after 8 days is appreciable 
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• if Mill iff I Hwliffl > 
The industries hare had a spectacular and often a 
phenomenal growth during the last few decade e. It has made 
great inroads la the field of drug*, pestieidee and addi-
tives. However, these have contaminated the environment 
either direotly or indirectly. The increasing volume of 
industrial wastes gave riaa to fcasard* both in too working 
and natural anrironnant through diaperaal from industrial 
prooaaa, amianion to atmosphere* gonoral oonmaroial applica-
tion, disposal of waste and accidental apilla (typically 
during tranaportation). The investigators from various 
disciplines* e.g. , ohemlete, ehomleal anginaara, public 
health engineers and biologists, etc. hare contributed 
extensively although the starting points and aims hare been 
quite different. The cooperatire efforts of the workers 
haws contributed signifleantly to the prosperity and phyai-
oal well balng of al l mankind. 
In this thoslSf an attempt has bean made ^charac-
terise the toxic affect a of the induct rial wastes and those 
of heavy metals on micro-organleme, i The thesis has been 
dlrided into seven Chapters which are as followst 
«» 2 • 
• Bf facta of Industrial pollutant* oa tao klaotloo of BOD 
of aothloaiao (Aaiao acid). 
- Datrlaantal offacta of pharaaoautlcal Industrial waatoo 
on aicro-organiaaa. 
• Atomic aoaorption apactrophotonatrto atudioa on commar-
elal ferti l isers aa source of 2a and Od la ooll sad rlrer 
water, 
• Influence of toxic metals oa the oerbonaoeoua oxygen do* 
asad of Amine mold (methionine). 
• Hicrobial uptake of ©admin* aad i t s effects oa BOD at 
different temperaturea. 
- Niorofclal uptake of arsenic aad Its effects oa BOS at 
different teaperatures. 
• Xapaoto of pH oa the toxicity of Oa aad Cr. 
Physieo-chemloal analysis of tha rarloua industrial 
effluents froa XI can 8ahkari Chlal Mill Ltd., Sat ha, Glaxo 
Laboratories, tiger Look Factory, Prag Vanaspati Oil m i l 
aad savage of Aligarh Hualia UniYersity (a l l situated la 
Aligarh dlatrlot, U.P.) vara carried out, AH of tho eff-
laoato except from Tlgar Look Factory, discharge pollutant a 
rich la organic ooapoaado oa load or Into tho acvaro. Tao 
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offlaoato ahovod tholr ova oharaetariatio amoll and colour, 
high pH, high turbidity, high aolida, BO diaaolrad oxygan, 
high BOD ml COD. Bulphntaa, phoophatta, nitrataa, iron 
and alekol voro alao dotormlnod la thoao affluenta. tho 
klnotloa of BOD of Mint Mid (Bothlonlao) by aoalinatad 
oulturo of nloro-organiaaa daralopod from tho abort nan-
tloaod induotrial vaatoo and aavaga vao alio atudiad. Tho 
axparlnantal data vara uoad to araluata rata conatant (k)9 
daoxyganatlon con at ant (I) and ratio of BOB5/BODu, 
/Tha affluenta of faetorloo ara highly polluted and 
aaj ho dangaroua for publio haalth and aloe for lrrlgatloa. 
Tho BOD derelopBent of nethionine doaoaatrateo tho rela-
tlonahlp of 5 dayo BOD valuoa aa Beaningful repreeectation 
of BOD deTelepnent. (nitrification vao encountered only 
vham tho Initial ooaoomtratloa of mathlonlna vao low. 
Hethionine at approximately 10 ag 1 did not ohov nitri-
floatloa during early at age a of oarhoaaoooma oxygan doaaad. 
Tho dotrlaoatal of fact a of pharmaceutical lnduetrlal 
vaato oa micro-organ! em a hove hooa etudled. Tha vaoto vaa 
ooUootod froa ohaslahad (COOPBE PHARMA LTD.) and aaalyood 
for dlfforoat paramotare Uko colour, odour, apoolflo gra-
rlty, turbidity, pH, total aolida, euepended aolida, dio-
aolTOd oxygan, hloohOBloal oxygon doaaad (BOD), ehoaloal 
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oxygan daaand (COD)» organic and inorganic nitrogen, anl-
phur, chloridaa, aulphataa and pao«ph*to». Tho aaprophytia 
and nitrifying baotaria irora daralapad from 01am Labora-
torlaa vaato and pa* grartla, raapaotiraly. Tho glueoaa 
(5 ag l*1) vao uaad aa a aouroa of carbon far tha aiarabial 
population. Tha dlfforast volaaoa of tha vaato 0.5 to 12 »1 
voro uaad aa toxicant, fat obaarrationa ahovad that tha 
tolarabla raluaa of pharaaoauti9«l vaato for ao affaat vaa 
0*5 ml aad raiy dafinita datrlaantal of foot a oeourrad at 
10 »1 to 12 ml for aaprophytia and nitrifying baotarla 
wwa*ayaja*~ a w va^a^y ^ROP a^^ «^awa>> aMaa> <aMpa ^psPswa#i(a*jWp^w™«a»^^aao 
Atoalo abaorption apactraphotonatrto atudiaa voro 
earrlad out to dataet tha praaanoa of (3d and 2a la tha 
aaaploa of fiftaan ooaaoroial fartiliaara, fiftaan pradna-
tira aoila, aight barran aoila, four gardan aoila aad fif-
taoa rlfor water eaaplea wro raoordad aa 1.2-7*9 ag Kg 
« d U-5070 M *"\ 0.9-5.9 •« ^ « * SJ-9J ** Ik'1 , 
0.04-0.00 ag Ig"1 and 73-10 ag Kg"1, 0.4-0.75 ag Kg # aad 
7.8-11 ag IgT aad 0.5-2.5 and 8.5-18*5 ag l i t , roa-
peetivaly. Tha aoll aaapla* vara alao analyeftd f$r tha 
eand, a i l t , day, pH, alaotrioal conductivity, vatar sola* 
bio aalta, oaaotlo presaura, oatioa exchange capacity, 
CaCO^  aad organic eat tar. Analyeee of fertlUsora* eanplee 
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and monitoring of M i l and vat or eamplee hare maoim that 
fert i l iaere are rich in Cd and 2n. Soil and vat or eaaplea 
«r« videly contaminated with high concentration of Cd and 
2n duo to tao application of phoephate fer t i l i sere . 
The offoeto of toxic metale l ike lead, biemuth, mer-
cury and complax aimc-uranyl hara bean foaad to rapraaa tao 
oarbonaoeoua oxygen danand. Tha biological eeeda ¥01*0 deve-
lopad la tha laboratory fro* Olaxo Laboratory vaete, Thraa 
mi »1 «4 
concent rat ione, 5 i | 1
 t 10 i f 1 and 15 mg 1 of tha 
met ale vara uaad to obaarra tha rapraaaion of oarbonaoaoua 
oxygan demand of amino acid, methionine, mood mo aubatrata 
for carbon eource. . Emtio of (t/T) . ratio of COD/BOD and 
rata oonatanta vara computed. In general the valuee of 
rate conetanta deoreaaed mo the incubation daya vera in -
oreaaed. Xa mil oaeea, value a of rate oonatant were higheat 
for the firat day and mharp declination vmo obaerved mo tao 
degradable matter vma conauaed by aioro-organlama. The 
alga Talue of COD/BOD on firat day ia d e a r indie at ire of 
biodegradable matter la tao ay at am. tao met ale Pb» Bi, Hg 
mad complex Zn-uranyl effectirely repreaaed BOD of methio-
nine without affecting COD alngularly mad la combinatiom. 
The complex ainc-uranyl haa effect irely repreaaed tao BOD 
mo compared to the ammo oonoentrationa of lead, biamuth and 
mercury. 
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Uptake of eadniaa by aicro-orgaaiaas at dlfforont 
toaporaturos and at pH, 7 vaa studiod. Glyeino vaa usod 
as • souroo of carbon for aioro-orgaalsns la tho BOD bottlos 
(500 al) at 20, 30» 40 and 90*0 vita rarylng oonoontration 
of oadalua (control, 0.0475, 0.475, 0*875 and 1.31 «« 1 
la oaoh sot). Tho influence of tcaporaturos on tho toxlo 
offoota of cadalun has boom studiod with rospoot to rata 
oonatant and ultimata bioehosloal oxygon doaand valoh voro 
oaloulatod from BOB data using Thomas Graphical Mot hod. 
Tho ooaaumoa oadalua vaa dotorainod aftor oight days and 
It rariod froa 14.04 to 32.40* at tho four toaporaturoo. 
Tao hlghoot consumption of oadalua by alero-organioaa vaa 
notod at 50 and 40*0 and Xovoat at 50*0. 
Tho offooto of arsonlo la varying eoaeoatratloaa and 
at varying toaporaturoo aavo aloo boon investigated at pH, 
7 la rolatloa vlth tho rata constant, altiaato doaand, 
ohoaloal oxygon doaand and bioohoaieal oxygen doaand. la-
foronoo lo based oa BOB rosalta at 20, 50* 40 ant 90*0 for 
lot , Sad, 3rd, 4th, 5th aad 8th daya of incubation. Tho 
concentration of araoalo consumed by aiorobial populatioa, 
vaa dotorainod. Bxperiaental data shoved that most 
favourable toaporaturo range for aiorobial amltlplloatloa 
vaa 30-40*0. Arsonlo affects tao aiorobial grovta ovon at 
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eoaeeatratloa nalaw 0.09 • ! i . A need tor lowering 
paraieelble l ia i te of araanie la potable water in India 
i t eaphaeinad. 
Aa atteapt has alao been aaaa to exhibit the sola 
of pH in the biologieal prooaaeee la preeenoe tt coppar or 
ehroBlau uaad &a texieanta ia fIra different eoneaatratlone 
<0#05» 0*9, 1.0, 1*9 aad 2*0 mg X**), and at different p8 
(4, 6.5, 7, 8.2 and 11.5). Toxieitiee of both eoppar and 
ehroaluB and favourable pH for mierobial grovth vara inrea-
tigated during tha aaaa experimental eonditiona. tha 
atndiaa hart proved that tha alight aeidla (pH, 6.5) aad 
alight alkalina (pH 8*2) ara moat faraurabla for bacterial 
aetirity than tha neutral (pH 7) . Tha toxicity of Oa and 
Or inareaaed at pH 4 and pH 11,5 exhibiting lowest raluee 
of BOD, rata oonatant aad ultiaata demand (L). The par eent 
inhibition at pH 4 aad 11*9 aad par aant ineraaaa ia BOB 
at pH 6.5 aad 8.2 vara obeerrad far Cu aad Or aad eonpared 
irith tha data obtained at pH 7. It was aaaa that Or la 
mare toxic than Ca, Vat Oa ahovad that i t may aat aa pro-
note* of biologiaal proeeeeee la i t * lowaet oonoeatrationa 
(0.05, 0.5 aad aoaatiaa 1.0 ag I*1) at pH 6.5 aad 8.2 while 
Or did not ahow amah behaviour. Actual par cent inhibition 
vaa high daa to Ou at pH 4 and loir at pH 11.5 while ia aaaa 
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of Or i t m al«h at pH 11.5 and low at pH 4. Coppor and 
•lUPtBiiHi oonoomed (#) during incubation vol eh vat dttorainod 
•pootropaotoaotrioally, m i found to »• 0.0042-0.228 a* 1~ 
ooppor and 0.0016-0.11 ag 1 ohroaiua at difforoat pH. 
